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Pace, Patti

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:38 PM

Schmidt, Rebecca; Brenner, Eliot; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
NRC comments to press inquiries

All:

Our communications director just let me know that NRC (unnamed official) has told at least one reporter that NRC

wondered whether Mr. Markey's fifth letter on Region IV whistleblowers and NRC safety culture (see today's

entry at this timeline) was really an "honest inquiry" or was more about him raising his "political stature".

Given both Mr. Markey's long and substantive record as a Member of NRC's oversight Committee as well as the fact that
Region IV is nowhere near his Congressional district or home State, I found this surprising.

I also find it very disappointing. While I do not expect the Commission to agree with all of Mr. Markey's views, I do expect
that it would recognize the serious and substantive nature of his work on these issues.

Can you please confirm that these statements did not come from any of you, or any of those who report to you?

Thanks
Michal

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Congressmani Edward J. Markey (D-MA)
2108 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836
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Vrahoretis, Susan

From: Freedhoff, Michal < MichaI.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 9:26 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Freedhoff, Michal; Duncan, Jeff
Subject: FW: Region IV
Attachments: ICP-transmittalofsensitivedocsto Congress.pdf

Amy and Phil:

I received another email from Region IV today. They are pasted below and contain the amended request that was
sent to Region IV staff yesterday. While it is encouraging that the NRC is no longer referring to Congressman
Markey's request as a FOIA request, I am disturbed that the second email appears to impose what are essentially
FOIA considerations associated with releasing the drafts of the documents requested.

I note that your Internal Commission Procedures do NOT allow for such a withholding from Members of your
oversight Committees. Your ICPs DO state that "Documents relating to ongoing security activities,
adjudications, pending enforcement actions, or ongoing investigations are particularly sensitive, and the
Commission's preference is that these documents not be provided to Congress until after the agency has
decided the matter at issue." Clearly, all of the matters at issue referred to in Congressman Markey's
request have been decided.

Your ICPs also state that "Responses to requests for the following types of sensitive documents should be
coordinated, as appropriate, with the EDO, CFO, and OGC: e. draft documents containing inspection and
enforcement findings, either in their entirety or excerpts from them; f. staff drafts, predecisional
memoranda, and letters containing advice, recommendations, or opinions prepared in or by an office
reporting to the Commission, EDO, or CFO, on matters pending agency review and decision;" I have no
objection to such coordination. I object strongly to any effort to withhold them from Congressman Markey,
and cannot understate how seriously he would view such a withholding, should it occur.

Thanks for your attention to this - I am sure that yesterday's communication to Region IV staff was as a
result of your intervention. However, they're still in violation of your procedures.

Michal

Part 1

Everyone:

It was brought to my attention that I missed a few individuals yesterday when I sent an email out noting the FOIA
associated with the Markey document request has been withdrawn.

Please discontinue any FOIA work you were performing.

However, the Congressional request still remains in progress:

1) All documents (including but not limited to emails, letters, telephone logs, and memos) that are in any way related to
the decision to assign a "red" safety finding to the Fort Calhoun Station. Please ensure that your document production
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includes documents to, from, or in the possession of any NRC employee with responsibility for the safety oversight of
Fort Calhoun Station.

2) All documents (including but not limited to emails, letters, telephone logs, and memos) that are in any way related to
the NRC's oversight of the Fort Calhoun Station since May 9, 2012. Please ensure that your document production
includes documents to, from, or in the possession of any NRC employee with responsibility for the safety oversight of
Fort Calhoun Station.

3) All drafts of the September 2, 2011, document entitled "Confirmatory Action Letter Fort Calhoun Station."

4) All drafts of the December 13, 2011, document entitled "Notification of Change to Regulatory Oversight of Fort
Calhoun Station".

5) All drafts of the March 12, 2012, document entitled "Fort Calhoun Station - NRC Special Inspection Report
05000285/2011014; Finding Of Preliminary High Safety Significance"

6) All drafts of the April 10, 2012, document entitled "Final Significance Determination of Red Finding and Notice of
Violation, NRC Inspection Report 0500028512012010, Fort Calhoun Station."

7) All drafts of the June 11, 2012, document entitled "Confirmatory Action Letter - Fort Calhoun Station".

8) All drafts of the June 13, 2012, document entitled "Fort Calhoun Station - NRC Triennial Fire Inspection Report."

9) All drafts of the August 13, 2012, document entitled "Fort Calhoun - NRC Integrated Inspection Report Number
05000285/2012003"

10) All drafts of the October 2, 2012, document entitled "Fort Calhoun - NRC Integrated Inspection Report Number
05000285/2012004"

11) All drafts of the November 13, 2012, document entitled "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Manual Chapter 0350
Panel Fort Calhoun Station Restart Checklist Basis
Document"

12) All drafts of the November 13, 2012 document entitled "Fort Calhoun - NRC Integrated inspection Report Number
05000285/2012005, And Notice Of Violation"

The due date for items to be saved in the S:\Fort Calhoun RFI Data (Markey) folder remains January 2 5 th at this time.

If I have missed someone that may have responsive documents, please forward this email to them and cc me.

If you have questions, please contact me.

Part 2

To let everyone know,

Based on current FOIA law and laws regarding congressional requests, we cannot withhold drafts just because they are
drafts. The only time we can withhold drafts is if the content is different or if there is confidential, proprietary, or
security related information. Editorial differences do not count - there must be content/decision differences or SUNSI
information in the draft.
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Therefore, I will be going back to review a number of drafts saved in the "Binned-NOT for Disclosure" to determine if
these can be released. I could use your assistance to review them and move them to the appropriate bin.

If there is a draft of particular note that should not be in the "Binned-Releasable", please let me know.

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-MA)
2108 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836

From: Freedhoff, Michal
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 4:47 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Freedhoff, Michal
Subject: Region IV

Amy and Phil:

I just received an email (below) from an anonymous Region IV employee. I do not understand how the claim of
draft/predecisional can be made since the decision in question was made some years ago now. I also question why
the NRC is using a FOIA standard at all for a Congressional request, since your Internal Commission Procedures
(attached) state that

1. Sensitive documents are documents within the agency's possession that have not been disclosed to
the public and that may be withheld from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) or Privacy Act. (page 1 of the document) and

2. The Commission's general practice is to provide sensitive documents requested by Members of its
Congressional oversight committees (also page 1 of the document).

Congressman Markey is, obviously, a Member of NRC's Congressional oversight committee.

Can you please clarify? Below the email correspondence, I have also pasted Mr. Markey's document request
for your easy reference.

Thanks
michal

Dr. Freedhoff,

NRC staff members in RIV were encouraged by the strident tone and content of Congressman Markey's January 8, 2013
letter to Chairman Macfarlane regarding recurring safety culture issues. In response to this letter NRC management
finally initiated a limited Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) search of documents related to recent operational issues at
Fort Calhoun Station. However, given the guidance that was provided to the staff relative to this FOIA request, it is
evident that no meaningful information will be forthcoming. Specifically, as described in the document review guidance
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to the staff, draft documents that contain content/decision differences from the final version will be withheld as
draft/predecisional information.

This screening criteria appears to be predicated on the NRC's Office of General Council's interpretation of recent case
law which effectively negates the underlying basis of the FOIA law. It is also noted that information requested is limited
to documents concerning NRC's oversight of Fort Calhoun Station's since May 9, 2012. As previously conveyed to
Congressman Markey in NRC staff correspondence, the divisive issue concerning the red finding at Fort Calhoun was
only provided as an example of Mr. Pruett's pervasive challenges to the ability of NRC staff to identify safety issues
without fear of retaliation. Accordingly, the request for information and interviews performed by an independent
organization that would expose the safety culture issues in RIV should encompass a much broader FOIA request.

1) All documents (including but not limited to emails, letters, telephone logs, and memos) that are in any
way related to the decision to assign a "red" safety finding to the Fort Calhoun Station. Please ensure
that your document production includes documents to, from or in the possession of any NRC employee
with responsibility for the safety oversight of Fort Calhoun Station.

2) All documents (including but not limited to emails, letters, telephone logs, and memos) that are in any
way related to the NRC's oversight of the Fort Calhoun Station since May 9 2012. Please ensure that
your document production includes documents to, from or in the possession of any NRC employee with
responsibility for the safety oversight of Fort Calhoun Station.

3) All drafts of the September 2, 2011 document[i] entitled "Confirmatory Action Letter- Fort Calhoun
Station."

4) All drafts of the December 13, 2011 document[21 entitled "Notification of Change to Regulatory
Oversight of Fort Calhoun Station".

5) All drafts of the March 12, 2012 document[31 entitled "Fort Calhoun Station - NRC Special Inspection
Report 05000285/2011014; Finding Of Preliminary High Safety Significance"

6) All drafts of the April 10, 2012 document[41 entitled "Final Significance Determination of Red Finding
and Notice of Violation, NRC Inspection Report 05000285/2012010, Fort Calhoun Station."

7) All drafts of the June 11, 2012 document[5] entitled "Confirmatory Action Letter - Fort Calhoun
Station".

8) All drafts of the June 13, 2012 document[61 entitled "Fort Calhoun Station - NRC Triennial Fire
Inspection Report."

9) All drafts of the August 13, 2012 document[71 entitled "Fort Calhoun - NRC Integrated Inspection
Report Number 05000285/2012003"

10) All drafts of the October 2, 2012 document[81 entitled "Fort Calhoun - NRC Integrated Inspection Report
Number 05000285/2012004"

11) All drafts of the November 13, 2012 document[9] entitled "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Manual
Chapter 0350 Panel Fort Calhoun Station Restart Checklist Basis Document"

12) All drafts of the November 13, 2012 document[10] entitled "Fort Calhoun - NRC Integrated Inspection
Report Number 05000285/2012005, And Notice Of Violation"

13) All documents (including drafts) related to the Commission's response to my May 9, June 4, or October
2 letters regarding Region IV safety culture concerns, including copies of any "green ticket" requests
generated as a result thereof.

14) Please list all agency-wide actions NRC plans to undertake in response to the recently released survey
that showed serious concerns with its different professional opinion and non-concurrence processes,
along with a timeline for each proposed action. Please specifically address the NRC's response to the
Region IV survey results, which show its safety culture to be worse than NRC as a whole.

15) While you stated in your November 5 response that the NRC does believe that the safety culture of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission itself should conform with the principles outlined in its Final Safety
Culture Statement, you did not respond to the following question. Please do so. Does the Commission
believe that the only measure of whether there is a strong safety culture or an open and collaborative
work environment at the NRC to be the definitive disposition of whistleblower retaliation
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complaints? If not, how does the Commission intend to assess the safety culture and work environment
at Region IV?

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-MA)
2108 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836

[ http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1124/ML112490164.pdf

{2] http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1134/ML113470721.pdf
{3] http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1207/ML12072A128.pdf
t4] http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1210/ML121O1A193.pdf

'51 http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1216/ML12163A287.pdf
[6] http://Dbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1216/ML12165A258.pdf
(7] http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1222/ML12226A630.pdr

'8] http://pbaduDws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1227/ML12276A456.r)d
'9' http://Pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1231/ML12318A319.pdr
[0o] http://pbadupws.nrc.aov/docs/ML1231/ML12318A341.)df
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Pace, Patti

From: Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Freedhoff, Michal
Subject: Murphy v Dept of the Army
Attachments: Murphy v Department of Army.pdf; Rockwell v DOJ.PDF

No doubt OGC is well aware of these cases, though perhaps you are not.

1) Rockwell International Corporation v. Department of Justice 235 F.3d 598 (2001), also in the DC Circuit, pointing

out that granting of documents (this time to a Subcommittee) doesn't waive FOIA Section 5.

2) DC Circuit case called Murphy v. Department of the Army, 613 F.2d 1151 (1978). In this case, a staff member of
the Kentucky Rivers Coalition tried to get some documents regarding a contract regarding a dam in the state.
One of the documents, which an analysis of the legal adequacy of the contract by the Army General Counsel,
was provided to the Congressman (not Ranking Member or Chair) of the district which the dam was set to be
located.

The staff member of the Kentucky Rivers Coalition tried to argue that providing the analysis of the legal adequacy of the
contract to a Congressman resulted in a waiver of Section 5 of FOIA.

The Court vehemently disagreed, and held instead that providing a document to a Member of Congress (any member of

Congress), does not waive FOIA. Here's some choice language:

Section 552(c) of title 5, U.S.Code, specifies that the exemption section of the Act "is not authority to withhold
information from Congress." Appellant argues that this provision does not address the waiver question and is, in
fact, irrelevant to it. We disagree.

Under appellant's construction, the special reservation of congressional access to executive information

embodied in section 552(c) would be significantly undermined. First, the interpretation for which appellant
contends that disclosure of information to Congress is disclosure to the whole world is inconsistent with the
obvious purpose of the Congress to carve out for itself a special right of access to privileged information
not [*1156] shared by others. Second, appellant's proposed construction would effectively transform section
552(c) into a congressional declassification scheme, a result supported neither by the legislative history of the

Act, 11 nor by general legal principles 13 or common sense. Third, since under such an interpretation every
disclosure to Congress would be tantamount to a waiver of all privileges and exemptions, 4executive agencies
would inevitably become more cautious in furnishing sensitive [**15] information to the legislative branch a
development at odds with public policy which encourages broad congressional access to governmental
information.

For these reasons, we conclude that, HN4+to the extent that Congress has reserved to itself in section 552(c)
the right to receive information not available to the general public, and actually does receive such information
pursuant to that section (whether in the form of documents or otherwise), no waiver occurs of the privileges

and exemptions which are available to the executive branch under the FOIA with respect to the public at
large.

Appellant argues in the alternative and more narrowly that section 552(c) should be construed to, /-
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apply [**17] only to a release of information to the Congress as a body, and that when information is furnished
to a legislative entity other than the entire Congress, such as a committee, or to a single Member of Congress,
FOIA privileges attaching to such information must be deemed waived just as they would be if disclosure had
been made to a private person.

This view of the statute is not consistent with the mode of operation of the Congress. Except when it finally and
formally enacts legislation, the Congress rarely acts as a body. Its manifold duties in the legislative,
investigative, and oversight fields are almost invariably carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel. Is Thus, a construction of section 552(c) which would relate it only to
action of Congress as an [*1157] entity would render the provision largely meaningless, and it is no doubt for
that reason that it has previously been implicitly rejected by this court, at least with regard to the release of
information to standing committees of the Congress. See Aspin v. Department of Defense, 160 U.S.App.D.C. 231,
491 F.2d 24 (1973) where the court upheld a ruling that a report [**18] on the My Lai incident in Viet Nam was
privileged from disclosure under the FOIA even though it had previously been released to the Armed Services
Committees of both Houses of Congress. 16 See also, K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 3A.5 (1970 Supp.);
Safeway Stores, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 428 F. Supp. 346 (D.D.C.1977); Kanter v. Internal Revenue
Service. 433 F. Sum,. 812. 825 n.22 (N.D.III.1977): Exxon Corr. v. Federal Trade Commission. 384 F. Surm. 755
(D.D.C.1974).

The hierarchical construction proposed by appellant loses sight of the realities of the work of the Congress. The

statute is more sensibly constructed to make HNS4congressional access to information, as well as the related
question of whether such access, when achieved, constitutes a waiver of FOIA exemptions, dependent upon
-k.hatk- th. -,rtir,,12 InItn~DIacI1j rrmmiinifr2tinn ic nn n~ffirinI rna- Whabn n iripti PP~~ n

betnerecipient othe intormation. un tne otner nana, wnen a member OT Longress receives execuTive
documents or files in a purely private or personal capacity, the information may no longer be entitled to

confidentiality.

Pages 1155-1158.

So to summarize:
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* Releasing information to a Member of Congress doesn't waive FOIA

* Members can get access to this material, not just Chairs and Ranking Members

* Members can share the information with other Members without waiving FOIA
* Even the risk of an incidental PUBLIC release of information by a Member of Congress isn't sufficient reason to

withhold information from that Member.
* Also, even if the NRC is located in Maryland (4 th Circuit) not DC, we in Congress ARE in DC and our actions are

(theoretically) governed by the Courts here, so they can't just waive away this case.
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Time of Request: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 14:43:19 EST
Client ID/Project Name:
Number of Lines: 399
Job Number: 1826:391785223

Research Information

Service: Terms and Connectors Search
Print Request: Current Document: 2
Source: District of Columbia Circuit - US Court of Appeals Cases
Search Terms: Congress FOIA

Send to: Slaughter, Justin
COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES
1324 LONGWORTH HOB
WASHINGTON, DC 20515
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Lex IsNexiS
2 of 2 DOCUMENTS

TIMOTHY R. MURPHY, APPELLANT v. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, et al

No. 78-1258

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CIRCUIT

Page 1

613 F.2d 1151; 198 U.S. App. D.C. 418; 1979 U.S. App. LEXIS 9463

October 4, 1978, Argued
December 21, 1979, Decided

PRIOR HISTORY: [**1] Appeal from the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia
(D.C.Civil Action No. 77-1591).

COUNSEL: David C. Vladeck, Washington, D. C., with
whom Alan B. Morrison, Washington, D. C., and Diane
B. Cohn, Washington, D. C., were on the brief, for
appellant.

Noel Anketell Kramer, Asst. U. S. Atty., Washington, D.
C., with whom Earl J. Silbert, U. S. Atty., Washington,
D. C., at the time the brief was filed, John A. Terry, Peter
E. George and A. Patricia Froham, Asst. U. S. Attys.,
Washington, D. C., were on the brief, for appellees.

JUDGES: Before LEVENTHAL * and ROBINSON,
Circuit Judges, and HAROLD H. GREENE **, United
States District Judge for the District of Columbia.

• Circuit Judge Leventhal participated in the

consideration of this case but died before the
decision and judgment were announced.
** Sitting by designation pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §
292(a) (1976).

Opinion for the Court filed by District Judge
GREENE.

OPINION

[* 1152] This is an appeal from a grant of summary
judgment in favor of the government in an action under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552.
The principal question presented is whether the
deliberative [**2] process privilege encompassed in
Exemption Five of the Act (5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5)) was
waived when the documents sought by appellant were
disclosed to a Member of Congress.

I

Appellant is a staff member of the Kentucky Rivers
Coalition, an organization concerned with the effects of
dam construction in Kentucky. Some time prior to 1976,
the Department of the Army and the Commonwealth of
Kentucky agreed upon a cost-sharing plan for the joint
development of water resources, including a dam, at
Kehoe Lake, Kentucky, subject to the approval of the
Secretary of the Army. Before that approval could be
granted, an action was filed challenging the legality of a
similar contract for another water resources development
project in that state. Gividen v. Corps of Engineers, CA
No. 76-0074L(A) (W.D.Ky. filed February 17, 1976).
The issue in that litigation, as well as in subsequent
proceedings pertinent to this case, was whether Kentucky
was legally obligated to repay the federal government for
its share of the costs of construction as required by 42
U.S.C. § 1962d-5a and 5b, I in view of a stateOPINION BY: GREENE



613 F.2d 1151, *1152; 198 U.S. App. D.C. 418;
1979 U.S. App. LEXIS 9463, **2

Page 2

constitutional provision prohibiting agreements binding
upon future legislatures. When advised of [**3] the
pending lawsuit, the Army Corps of Engineers and the
Office of General Counsel of the Army concluded that it
was necessary to secure confirmation of Kentucky's
intention and authority to honor the cost-sharing
provisions of the contract, and they contracted the state
government to ascertain its views.

1 42 U.S.C. § 1962d-5a provides: "(a) The
Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief
of Engineers, may, when he determines it to be in
the public interest, enter into agreements
providing for reimbursement to States or political
subdivisions thereof for work to be performed by
such non-Federal public bodies at water resources
development projects authorized for construction
under the Secretary of the Army and the
supervision of the Chief of Engineers. Such
agreements may provide for reimbursement of
installation costs incurred by such entities or an
equivalent reduction in the contributions they
would otherwise be required to make, or in
appropriate cases, for a combination thereof. The
amount of Federal reimbursement, including
reductions in contributions, for a single project
shall not exceed $ 1,000,000."

42 U.S.C. § 1962d-5b requires: "(a) After
December 31, 1970, the construction of any water
resources project by the Secretary of the Army,
acting through the Chief of Engineers, or by a
non-Federal interest where such interest will be
reimbursed for such construction under the
provisions of section 1962d-5a of this title or
under any other provision of law, shall not be
commenced until each non-Federal interest has
entered into a written agreement with the
Secretary of the Army to furnish its required
cooperation for the project."

[**4] In a letter dated June 1, 1976, Governor

Carroll of Kentucky expressed his intent to honor the
cost-sharing provisions but he, too, acknowledged that
unresolved constitutional questions were present.
Notwithstanding that reservation, the Army authorities
[*1153] initially regarded the Governor's letter to be an
adequate undertaking in compliance with federal law.
However, when they became aware that a group of
citizens might challenge the Kehoe Lake contract itself as

illegal under Kentucky law, the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Civil Works asked the Army General Counsel,
on August 2, 1976, for a review of the contract, advice on
its legal adequacy, and recommendations on whether it
should be approved. The General Counsel responded by a
memorandum dated August 24, 1976, providing such
advice and recommendations.

Shortly thereafter, the Assistant Secretary received a
communication from Congressman Robert Jones,
Chairman of the House Committee on Public Works and
Transportation, who expressed the opinion that, in view
of Governor Carroll's assurance, the contract was in
compliance with federal requirements. Upon receipt of
this letter, and after discussing the issue with [**5]
Congressman Carl D. Perkins, 2 who represents the
district in which the project was to be constructed, the
Assistant Secretary decided to seek further advice from
the General Counsel on the legal adequacy of the
contract. The General Counsel's Office responded by a
memorandum dated October 18, 1976, the document
primarily in issue here.

2 According to a memorandum prepared by the
Assistant Secretary, Congressman Perkins had
previously been in communication with Chairman
Jones, but the record does not reveal what other
communications or contacts there may have been
concerning this contract between the two
congressmen or between them and the Army
authorities.

Upon receipt of a communication from an attorney
who again suggested the possibility of litigation, the
Assistant Secretary wrote to Congressman Perkins
notifying him that, in "an effort to bring the matter to a
conclusion as expeditiously as possible," he intended to
contact Governor Carroll once more. 3 He also advised
Congressman Perkins that the Jones [**6] letter had been
reviewed by the General Counsel's Office; that the
October 18, 1979, memorandum had been prepared in
response thereto; and that "the contract, as it now stands,
does not legally obligate the Commonwealth of Kentucky
to repay to the Federal Government its share of the costs.

. A copy of the October 18 memorandum was
enclosed.

3 In spite of that effort, no action has been taken
on the project thus far. See note 9, Infra.

In December 1976, appellant filed an FOIA request
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with the Army seeking "all copies of written
communication to (the Army Secretary's) subordinates in
the Corps of Engineers . . . where the position the
Secretary of the Army's position regarding the
cost-sharing contract at the Kehoe Lake project is made"
(sic), and another request, more specifically demanding
documents relating to the legality of the cost-sharing
provisions of the contract, was submitted a short time
thereafter. In response, the Army provided appellant with
twenty-one documents in full; 4 withheld minor [**7]
portions of the two memoranda from the Assistant
Secretary to the General Counsel; 5 and withheld all or
almost all of the two reply memoranda prepared by the
General Counsel's Office. 6

4 Some of these documents were provided prior
to the institution of litigation by appellant, and
some thereafter.
5 Fifteen words were deleted from the first
memorandum, and one sentence which
summarized legal advice given to the Assistant
Secretary from the second.
6 The August 24, 1976, memorandum was
withheld in its entirety. It consists of two
paragraphs, is approximately one-half page in
length, and sets forth the advice and
recommendations requested. The only portion of
the October 18, 1976, memorandum released to
appellant states that "On September 27, 1976,
Congressman Robert Jones, Chairman of the
House Committee on Public Worksý and
Transportation, wrote to you stating that "in view
of (Governor Carroll's letter) it would seem . . .
that the Commonwealth of Kentucky is in
compliance with Section 221 of the Flood Control
Act of 1970. . . .' Your office has inquired
whether Congressman Jones' letter makes the
contract "enforceable' under Section 221."

[**8] [*1154] The FOIA action filed in the

District Court on September 15, 1977, sought the
material withheld from these four documents. That court
inspected the "key opinion" of October 18 In camera and
determined that, inasmuch as a "final decision as to
whether or not the dam will be constructed awaits the
outcome of related litigation now in progress . . . (and)
the documents are directly related to the formulation of
policy not yet decided. . . ., (the two memoranda prepared

by the General Counsel) are protected and exempted from
disclosure by the deliberative process privilege contained

in . . . § 552(b) (5)." The court further held that the
privilege was not waived by disclosure of the October 18
memorandum to Congressman Perkins. 7 This appeal
followed.

7 The District Judge denied a motion for
reconsideration which asserted that substantial
factual issues existed on the question of whether
disclosures other than the release of the one
document to Congressman Perkins had occurred.

II

There is on [**9] this record no question but that the
August 24 and the October 18, 1976, memoranda were
protected from disclosure by Exemption Five of the
FOIA. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5) provides in pertinent part
that:

(b) This section does not apply to
matters that are:

(5) inter-agency or intra-agency
memorandums or letters which would not
be available by law to a party other than
an agency in litigation with the agency.

In Mead Data Central,. Inc. v. U. S. Department of
the Air Force, 184 U.S.App.D.C. 350, 566 F.2d 242
(1977), this court considered in some detail Exemption
Five as it encompasses what has been referred to as the
deliberative process privilege. As we there stated (184
U.S.App.D.C. at 364, 566 F.2d at 256):

Congress adopted exemption five in
recognition of the merits of arguments
from the executive branch that the quality
of administrative decision-making would
be seriously undermined if agencies were
forced to "operate in a fishbowl' because
the full and frank exchange of ideas on
legal or policy matters would be
impossible. A decision that certain
information falls within exemption five
should therefore rest fundamentally on the
conclusion that, unless protected [**10]
from public disclosure, information of that
type would not flow freely within the
agency (footnotes omitted).
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See also, National Labor Relations Board v. Sears,
Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 95 S. Ct. 1504, 44 L. Ed.
2d 29 (1975); United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 705,
94 S. Ct. 3090, 41 L. Ed. 2d 1039 (1974); S.Rep.No.813,
89th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1965); H.R.Rep.No.1497, 89th
Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1966), U.S.Code Cong. &
Admin.News 1966, p. 2418.

The exchange of memoranda between August 2 and
October 18, 1976, represents a classic case of the
deliberative process at work. The Assistant Secretary who
had the decision-making power with respect to the Kehoe
Lake project sought advice from the General Counsel of
his department on the legal questions raised in Kentucky
and the strategy to be pursued in view of the controversy
surrounding the state's ability to enter into the agreement,
and the General Counsel responded by the August 24 and
October 18, 1976, memoranda. It may be that these
memoranda could have been withheld in reliance on the
attorney-client privilege, also encompassed in Exemption
Five, 8 but unquestionably they qualify under the
deliberative process exemption. [** 11] 9

8 In order to rely on that aspect of Exemption
Five, the government would have had to show
that the General Counsel's communication was
based on confidential information provided by its
"client," the Assistant Secretary. Community
Savings & Loan Assn. v. Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, 68 F.R.D. 378, 382 (E.D.Wis.1975);
See also, Hearn v. Rhay, 68 F.R.D. 574, 579
(E.D. Wash. 1975).
9 Appellant argues that the withheld documents
constitute a final agency decision, and that for this
reason they are not protected by the exemption.
National Labor Relations Board v. Sears,
Roebuck & Co., supra. This argument is based
upon the erroneous premise that the Army's
General Counsel's Office has authority to make
final decisions with respect to legal matters.
Although Army Regulation 10-5, par. 2-10
provides that the General Counsel has the duty of
"determining the legal position of the Army on
any legal question or legal procedure," there is
nothing in that delegation of authority to suggest
that his determinations are to be final decisions of
the Department of the Army. Such
decision-making power with respect to matters
under Army jurisdiction rests with the Secretary
and, insofar as public works and water resources

projects are concerned, his authority has been
delegated to the Assistant Secretary for Public
Works. Army General Orders No. 20, dated

October 18, 1976, par. 4. See Renegotiation
Board v. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Cotp.,
421 U.S. 168, 189, 95S. Ct. 1491, 44L. Ed. 2d57
(1975).

Appellant also contends that the General
Counsel's decision was the "final decision" in
practice, as evidenced by the fact that following

the issuance of his October 18 memorandum,
work on the project stopped. Appellant's premise
may well be factually incorrect for while the work
has been halted, the Army has continued to
negotiate with the Governor of Kentucky, and the
Assistant Secretary has requested the General
Counsel to conduct a further view of the contract.
It is immaterial, however, how these factual
disputes might be resolved for it is clear that
legally the General Counsel has no authority to
make a final determination with respect to the
continuation of the project, and appellant does not
contend that the General Counsel's Office has
ever claimed that it has such authority. Indeed, the
documents themselves make clear that only
recommendations review, and legal advice were
requested of and provided by the General
Counsel. (Thus, the District Court's conclusion
that the documents do not represent the final
decision of the agency cannot be found to be
clearly erroneous. F.R.Civ.P., Rule 52(a).)

[**12] [*1155] III

This conclusion does not end our task. The critical
document was furnished by the Army to Congressman
Perkins, and appellant argues that this disclosure

constitutes a waiver of the FOIA privilege. We do not
find it necessary to explore fully to what extent and under
what circumstances disclosure might affect the

applicability of Exemption Five, under doctrines of
waiver 10 or possibly other doctrines, I I for it is evident
that the disclosure to the Congressman could not have
had that consequence.

10 Mead Data Central, Inc. v. Department of

the Air Force, supra, 184 U.S.App.D.C. at 361,
566 F.2d at 253; United States v. Nobles, 422

U.S. 225, 239, 95 S. Ct. 2160, 45 L. Ed. 2d 141
(1975); In re Horowitz, 482 F.2d 72, 81-82 (2d
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Cir. 1973); United States v. Tellier, 255 F.2d 441,
447 (2d Cir. 1958), Cert. denied, 358 U.S. 821, 79
S. Ct. 33, 3 L. Ed. 2d 62 (1958); see also Matter of
Fischel, 557 F.2d 209 (9th Cir. 1977); In the
Matter of Victor, 422 F. Supp. 475
(S.D.N.Y1976); 8 Wigmore, Evidence § 2327 at
638 (McNaughton rev. 1961), McCormick,
Evidence § 93 at 194-95 (2d ed. 1972).

[**13]

11 Carl Zeiss Stiftung v. E. B. Carl Zeiss, Jena,
40 F.R.D. 318, 324, 325 (D.D.C.1966), Affd sub

nom. V. E. B. Carl Zeiss, Jena v. Clark, 128
U.S.App.D.C. 10, 384 F.2d 979, Cert. denied, 389
U.S. 952, 88 S. Ct. 334, 19 L. Ed. 2d 361 (1967);
UnitedStates v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 708 n.17, 94
S. Ct. 3090, 41 L. Ed. 2d 1039 (1974); Nixon v.
Sirica, 159 U.S.App.D.C. 58, 71, 487 F.2d 700,

712 (1973); Freeman v. Seligson, 132
U.S.App.D.C. 56, 69, 405 F.2d 1326, 1339
(1968); Machin v. Zuckert, 114 U.S.App.D.C. 335,
338, 316 F.2d 336, 339, Cert. denied, 375 U.S.
896, 84 S. Ct. 172, 11 L. Ed. 2d 124 (1963);
Boeing Airplane Co. v. Coggeshall, 108
U.S.App.D.C. 106, 112, 280 F.2d 654, 660
(1960); Cooper v. Department of Nav., 558 F.2d
274, 278 (5th Cir. 1977); Cooper v. Department
of Navy, 594 F.2d 484, 487-88 (5th Cir. 1979);
Gulf & Western Industries, Inc. v. United States,

199 U.S.App.D.C. 1, 615 F.2d 527, (D.C.Cir.
1979); Halkin v. Helms, 194 U.S.App.D.C. 82,
598 F.2d I (D.C.Cir. 1978); see also,
H.R.Rep.No.1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 10
(1966); S.Rep.No.813, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 9
(1965). Mead Data Central, Inc. v. U. S.
Department of the Air Force. supra, indicates that
a disclosure which would waive the
attorney-client privilege does not necessarily
impair the deliberative-process safeguard inherent
in Exemption Five, and it thus does not foreclose
the issue before us here.

[*'14]

Section 552(c) of title 5, U.S. Code, specifies that the
exemption section of the Act "is not authority to withhold
information from Congress." Appellant argues that this
provision does not address the waiver question and is, in
fact, irrelevant to it. We disagree.

Under appellant's construction, the special

reservation of congressional access to executive
information embodied in section 552(c) would be
significantly undermined. First, the interpretation for
which appellant contends that disclosure of information
to Congress is disclosure to the whole world is
inconsistent with the obvious purpose of the Congress to
carve out for itself a special right of access to privileged
information not [* 1156] shared by others. Second,
appellant's proposed construction would effectively
transform section 552(c) into a congressional
declassification scheme, a result supported neither by the
legislative history of the Act, 12 nor by general legal
principles 13 or common sense. Third, since under such
an interpretation every disclosure to Congress would be
tantamount to a waiver of all privileges and exemptions,
14 executive agencies would inevitably become more
cautious in furnishing sensitive [** 15] information to the
legislative branch a development at odds with public
policy which encourages broad congressional access to
governmental information.

12 The House Report on the Freedom of
Information Act explains that section 552(c)
"restates the fact that a law controlling public
access to Government information has absolutely
no effect upon congressional access to
information. Members of the Congress have all of
the rights of access guaranteed to "any person' by
(the FOIA), and the Congress has additional rights
of access to all Government information which it
deems necessary to carry out its functions."
H.R.Rep.No.1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 11-12
(1966), U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News 1966, p.
2429. The Senate Report indicates that section
552(c) refers only "to the public's right to know"
and cannot "be backhandedly construed as
authorizing the withholding of information from
the Congress, the collective representative of the
public." S.Rep.No.813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 10
(1965). In short, it is evident that in enacting the
FOIA Congress intended to maintain its ready
access to the information necessary for it to fulfill
its legislative function but not at the same time to
override by this method, directly or indirectly, all
of the exemptions from general disclosure written
into the Act.

[**16]
13 There would be obvious problems,
constitutional and otherwise, with such a
construction with respect, for example, to national
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security information protected from disclosure
under Exemption One of the FOIA. See
Developments in the Law, The National Security
Interest and Civil Liberties, 85 Harv.L.Rev. 1130,
1208 (1972).
14 There would even be a risk that disclosure of
a single document would call for full disclosure of
all related matters. United States v. Nobles,
supra; see also Lee National Corp. v. Derarnus,

313 F. Supp. 224, 226-27 (D.Del.1970).

For these reasons, we conclude that, to the extent that
Congress has reserved to itself in section 552(c) the right
to receive information not available to the general public,
and actually does receive such information pursuant to
that section (whether in the form of documents or
otherwise), no waiver occurs of the privileges and
exemptions which are available to the executive branch
under the FOIA with respect to the public at large.

Appellant argues in the alternative and more
narrowly that section 552(c) should be construed to apply
[**17] only to a release of information to the Congress

as a body, and that when information is furnished to a
legislative entity other than the entire Congress, such as a
committee, or to a single Member of Congress, FOIA
privileges attaching to such information must be deemed
waived just as they would be if disclosure had been made

to a private person.

This view of the statute is not consistent with the
mode of operation of the Congress. Except when it finally
and formally enacts legislation, the Congress rarely acts
as a body. Its manifold duties in the legislative,
investigative, and oversight fields are almost invariably
carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel. 15 Thus, a
construction of section 552(c) which would relate it only
to action of Congress as an [*1157] entity would render
the provision largely meaningless, and it is no doubt for
that reason that it has previously been implicitly rejected
by this court, at least with regard to the release of
information to standing committees of the Congress. See
Aspin v. Department of Defense, 160 U.S.App.D.C. 231,
491 F.2d 24 (1973), where the court upheld a ruling that
a report [** 18] on the My Lai incident in Viet Nam was
privileged from disclosure under the FOIA even though it
had previously been released to the Armed Services
Committees of both Houses of Congress. 16 See also, K.
Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 3A.5 (1970 Supp.);

Safeway Stores, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 428
F. Supp. 346 (D.D.C.1977); Kanter v. Internal Revenue
Service, 433 F. Supp. 812, 825 n.22 (N.D.Ill.1977);
Exxon Corp. v. Federal Trade Commission, 384 F. Supp.
755 (D.D.C.1974).

15 Functions which require action by the entire
body are generally so designated by the Congress
itself in the legislative rules of procedure. For
example, a House committee witness may not be
held in contempt of Congress without the
concurrence of the entire House of
Representatives. See Rules of the House of
Representatives of the 95th Congress, Rule IX
(1977). House Rule IX lists several other matters
which require action by the House itself,
including protection of its constitutional
prerogatives with respect to revenue legislation
and appropriations, the title of its Members to
their seats, admission to the floor of the House,
the accuracy and propriety of reports in the
Congressional Record, and the conduct of
representatives of the press. Significantly, the
Rule also involves the entire body in the
protection of documents in the possession of the
House from demands by the courts or publication
by the press. See also, Rules and Manual of the
United States Senate, Sec. 348-351 (1973).

*'19]

16 Appellant argues that Aspin is
distinguishable because of the reliance there on
Exemption Seven of the FOIA (law enforcement
activities) while here appellees are relying on
Exemption Five. In the context of the waiver
issue, that distinction is without significance. If
release to a congressional body of a document
exempt from disclosure under the FOIA does not
amount to a waiver of the governmental privilege,
it makes conceptually no difference whether the
underlying exemption provision relates to law
enforcement, to the government's internal
deliberative processes, or to some other privileged
activity.

Similarly, we find no basis in the statute or in public
policy for distinguishing for FOIA purposes between a
congressional committee and a single Member acting in
an official capacity. The Senate and the House are so
organized that certain legislative and quasi-legislative
activities may be accomplished only through committee
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action. In other respects, however, the legislature acts
through its individual Members. All Members have a
constitutionally recognized status entitling them to share
[**20] in general congressional powers and
responsibilities, many of them requiring access to
executive information. It would be an inappropriate
intrusion into the legislative sphere for the courts to
decide without congressional direction that, for example,
only the chairman of a committee shall be regarded as the
official voice of the Congress for purposes of receiving
such information, as distinguished from its ranking
minority member, other committee members, or other
members of the Congress. Each of them participates in
the law-making process; each has a voice and a vote in
that process; and each is entitled to request such
information from the executive agencies as will enable
him to carry out the responsibilities of a legislator.

The hierarchical construction proposed by appellant
loses sight of the realities of the work of the Congress.
The statute is more sensibly constructed to make
congressional access to information, as well as the related
question of whether such access, when achieved,
constitutes a waiver of FOIA exemptions, dependent
upon whether the particular executive-legislative
communication is an official one: when a document is
released for official congressional purposes, [**21] a
waiver of an FOIA exemption is not implied, whoever in
Congress may be the recipient of the information. On the
other hand, when a Member of Congress receives
executive documents or files in a purely private or
personal capacity, the information may no longer be
entitled to confidentiality.

Congressman Perkins received the memorandum
which is the principal subject of this litigation in his
official capacity. He is the Congressman in whose district
the new facility was to be located. His constituents, the
citizens who elected him to represent them in the national
legislature, would surely be directly and substantially
affected by the establishment of, or the failure to
establish, this kind of public works project. As their
elected representative, he possesses an official interest in
the governmental actions and deliberations described in
the documents here at issue. 17

17 There is no suggestion that Congressman
Perkins had any private purpose, as distinguished
from his responsibilities as a Member of
Congress.

[**22] These conclusions are not inconsistent with
the principle that, as a matter of public [*1158] policy,
the FOIA exemptions are to be narrowly construed,
Department of the Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352,
360-62, 96 S. Ct. 1592, 48 L. Ed. 2d 11 (1976); indeed,
they are sustained by that principle. This case does not
involve the breadth of Exemption Five; the documents
sought by appellant are plainly immune from disclosure
under that exemption. What is at issue is the construction
to be given to that provision of the law which safeguards
congressional access to executive information
notwithstanding the FOIA exemptions and the
relationship of that provision to the question of when
confidentiality is waived or destroyed by disclosure to a
third party. The same policy considerations which favor a
narrow construction of the exemptions desirability of
maximum access to government information and
minimum secrecy support a broad interpretation of the
provision which safeguards unimpeded congressional
access.

Since the congressional access authority under
section 552(c) is, and perforce must be, coextensive with
the non-waiver consequences flowing from disclosure
pursuant thereto, it is [**23] hardly in the public interest
to give a niggardly construction to that provision.
Congress, whether as a body, through committees, or
otherwise, must have the widest possible access to
executive branch information if it is to perform its
manifold responsibilities effectively. If one consequence
of the facilitation of such access is that some information
will be disclosed to congressional authorities but not to
private persons, that is but an incidental consequence of
the need for informed and effective lawmakers. As noted
Supra, the rule appellant contends for would tend to "dry
up" the executive flow of information to the Congress
since it would strip that information of whatever privilege
it might otherwise possess. Appellant's concern that such
a disclosure policy may permit executive selectivity and
favoritism may be left, as it has always been, to the
political checks and balances. See Environmental
Protection Agency v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73, 80, 93 S. Ct.
827, 35 L. Ed. 2d 119 (1973). 18

18 Appellant argues that the Army was engaged
in selective disclosure in this very case, in that the
document was made available to Congressman
Perkins but not to the other six Representatives
whose districts might be directly or indirectly
affected by the project, or to the two U.S.
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Senators from Kentucky. The record does not
indicate how the project might affect the districts
of other Representatives, if at all; beyond that,
however, the fact is that Congressman Perkins had
been in communication with the Chairman of the
Committee on Public Works on this issue, while,
as far as this record shows, others had not. Thus,
the selective disclosure issue may not be properly
before this court. In any event, as indicated, its
resolution is not relevant to the FOIA question. If
executive departments to engage in selective
disclosure, the problem is appropriately addressed
through the political process, not by way of FOIA
litigation.

[**24] IV

Appellant finally argues that, if exempt material is
made available to a member of Congress, its
confidentiality must be considered waived in the absence
of an express understanding that the recipient was to
maintain its confidentiality.

No specific request was made by the Army to
Congressman Perkins that he keep the document
confidential, nor did he represent to that Department that
he would not disclose the contents of the document to
third persons. On the contrary, on two different occasions
the Congressman offered to provide the document to an
environmental group opposing construction of the dam.
19 Appellant deduces from these facts that the
information was not provided to Congressman Perkins on
a confidential basis, and that any privilege that might
otherwise attach to it was therefore dissipated. The
Army's reply that "(t)he context of the disclosure to
Congressman Perkins in his official capacity reflected the
understanding that the document was provided solely for
his information and was not to be disclosed to third
persons," does not constitute a conclusive answer, for,
depending on the circumstances, had Congressman
Perkins actually disclosed the document to others [**25]
outside the Congress the privilege might have been lost.
But whatever the Congressman's public statements about
the [*1159] document and on the general issue of
confidentiality, the fact is that he did not disclose the
document or its contents to any third person.

19 The disclosure aborted when Congressman
Perkins' staff could not find the document.

At least initially, the test of confidentiality is an

objective one, and if a document is in fact privileged or
confidential, it is not divested of that quality merely

because that status has not been expressly made known to
the recipient. See Charles River Park "A", Inc. v.

Department of Housing and Urban Development, 171
U.S. App. D.C. 286, 519 F.2d 935 (1975); National Parks
and Consert'ation Association v. Morton, 162

U.S.App.D.C. 223, 498 F.2d 765 (1974); Robles v. EPA,
484 F.2d 843, 846 (4th Cir. 1973); and see, Judge
McGowan's dissent in Mead Data Central, supra, 184

U.S.App.D.C. at 372, 566 F.2d at 264, who observed that

a matter is confidential for [**26] purposes of
Exemption Five when the originating party legitimately
expects that the recipient will not disclose it. 20 It is only
when there is an actual disclosure that such information
may lose its privileged status.

20 Documents falling within the attorney-client
privilege are an exception to this rule. Mead Data
Central, Inc. v. Department of Air Force, supra,
184 U.S.App.D.C. at 360-63, 566 F.2d at 252-55.

The October 18 document was clearly within the

ambit of the deliberative process exemption; as a
memorandum reflecting legal advice within a government
department an expectation of confidentiality may be
assumed; and the document has not in fact been disclosed

to the public. 21 In these circumstances the October 18
memorandum did not forfeit its confidential status

notwithstanding that it was turned over to Congressman
Perkins without an explicit warning or his unexecuted
intentions with regard to its publication.

21 Appellant contends that others, in addition to
Congressman Perkins, may have received the
information, and that the District Court erred in
not allowing him discovery on that issue. In
response to appellant's first set of interrogatories,
the Army stated that the only document described
to persons outside the Department was the
October 18 memorandum and that it was
disclosed only to Congressman Perkins. This

answer provided all the facts relevant to the
privilege issue. To the extent that appellant's

argument on this issue hinges upon an attempted
distinction between a description of the document
to others and a disclosure of its substance, it
appears to be based upon the proposition that the
Army may have announced publicly its position
that Kentucky is not legally obligated to share the
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cost of the Kehoe Lake project. But disclosure of
that conclusion, although it may be identical to
that reached by the General Counsel, does not
constitute a waiver of the exception with respect
to the General Counsel's memorandum.
Renegotiation Board v. Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Corp., 421 U.S. 168, 184, 95 S. Ct.
1491, 44L. Ed. 2d57 (1975).

[**27] We hold that the withheld material was

exempt from disclosure to appellant by virtue of 5 U.S.C.
§ 552(b)(5), and that it did not lose its exempt character
as a consequence of its disclosure to a Member of

Congress. 22 The judgment of the District Court is
accordingly

22 In view of this conclusion, it is not necessary
to explore appellant's contention that because the
October 18, 1976, document lost its
confidentiality, the government must be deemed
to have waived its privilege with respect to the
other communications relating to the same subject
matter. 8 Wigmore, Supra ; McCormick, Supra.

Affirmed.
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Circuit Judge TATEL.

OPINION BY: TATEL

OPINION

[*600] TATEL, Circuit Judge: Responding to

congressional criticism, the Department of Justice
prepared an internal report defending its prosecution of
appellant for environmental crimes allegedly committed

at the Rocky Flats nuclear facility. Although the
Department released the text of the report to the public, it
withheld a series of supporting documents, mostly inter-
and intra-agency memoranda written by department
lawyers. Relying on Exemption 5 of the Freedom of
Information Act, which protects certain inter- and
intraagency memoranda from disclosure, the Justice
Department rejected appellant's request to release [**2]
the attachments. Appellant sued to compel disclosure,
and the district court granted summary judgment for the
Department. We affirm.

I

During the Cold War, the Rocky Flats nuclear
weapons plant, located near Denver, Colorado, was
responsible, along with other government facilities, for
developing, producing, and testing America's nuclear
weapons. Rocky Flats' particular task was to manufacture
plutonium triggers, or "pits." U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY,
ROCKY FLATS CLOSURE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT PLAN 3 (1998).

For almost 15 years, from 1975 until 1989, appellant
Rockwell International Corporation operated Rocky Flats
under a contract with the Department of Energy. In the
late 1980s, the Justice Department began investigating
Rockwell for possible criminal violations of
environmental laws in connection with its activities at
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Rocky Flats. The Denver U.S. Attorney conducted the
investigation with oversight from "Main Justice" in
Washington. In 1992, after lengthy negotiations,
Rockwell pled guilty to several violations and paid an $
18.5 million fine. As part of the plea, the Justice
Department agreed not to prosecute Rockwell employees,
and the EPA and Colorado Department of Health agreed
not [**3] to seek additional penalties based on conduct
known to the government at the time of the plea.

Later that year, responding to public criticism of the
plea agreement, the Investigations and Oversight
Subcommittee of the House Committee on Science,
Space and Technology, chaired by Representative
Howard Wolpe, began an investigation of the Rocky
Flats prosecution. Although the Department initially
refused to give the Subcommittee any materials relating
to its internal deliberative processes, it eventually allowed
it to examine privileged documents on the express
condition that they not be made public. In response to
another committee request, four attorneys involved in the
prosecution testified, but on instructions from the Justice
Department refused to answer questions concerning the
Department's internal deliberations. The Subcommittee
threatened contempt proceedings against the attorneys
unless President Bush formally invoked executive
privilege on their behalf. Rather than ask the President to
invoke the privilege, the Department allowed the
attorneys to testify in closed recorded sessions before
Subcommittee staff.

Following its investigation, the Subcommittee
released a 144-page [**4] report criticizing the Justice
Department for its "extreme conservatism" in pursuing
the Rocky Flats prosecution. Known as the "Wolpe
Report," it criticized the plea agreement for immunizing
Rockwell employees from future prosecution, for the
amount of the fine paid by Rockwell, and for the "global
nature" of the settlement--the fact that the agreement
prohibited both the Colorado Department of Health and
the EPA from later prosecuting Rockwell.

Taking sharp issue with the Wolpe Report, the
Justice Department charged that it was "misleading,
incomplete, and full of inaccuracies." The Department
also accused the Subcommittee of violating the
confidentiality agreement by quoting extensively from
the closed session interviews [*601] with department
officials and from the internal memoranda the
Department had furnished. Claiming that the

Subcommittee distorted the record by quoting selectively
from and misquoting these materials, the Department
authorized full disclosure of the transcripts of the closed
interviews "so that the excerpts selectively released by
the Subcommittee can be put in context." Letter from
Kevin P. Holsclaw, Acting Assistant Attorney General, to
Hon. George Brown, Jr., [**5] Chairman, House
Committee on Science, Space and Technology (Jan. 7,
1993).

Also in response to the Wolpe Report, the Associate
Attorney General ordered an internal investigation of the
Rocky Flats prosecution. Completed in April of 1994, the
investigators' report--we will refer to it throughout this
opinion as the "Report"--systematically rebutted each
charge leveled by the Wolpe Subcommittee, concluding
that "no basis existed for [its] sweeping criticisms." In a
separate statement, the Attorney General expressed her
hope that the Report would "put this matter to rest."
Statement of the Attorney General Concerning the
Internal Report on the Rocky Flats Prosecution (April 21,
1994).

Planting the seeds of this litigation, the Report
referred to, cited, and quoted from a set of attachments.
These included public documents relating to the plea
negotiations; formal and informal Justice Department
memoranda--some circulated within the Denver U.S.
Attorney's office and others sent between Denver and
Main Justice--discussing and evaluating the strengths and
weaknesses of possible plea negotiation strategies;
memoranda surmnarizing discussions within the
Department and, between Justice, EPA, [**6] and
Rockwell; draft letters from the Department to Rockwell
regarding the negotiations; and formal and informal
communications between the Department and EPA.
These attachments were excluded from the version of the
Report released to the public.

Rockwell filed a FOIA request for the attachments.
In response, the Justice Department released 226 pages of
materials, but withheld an additional 386--mostly internal
documents and inter-agency communications between
Justice and EPA. In doing so, the Department relied on
FOIA Exemption 5, which provides that the statute "does
not apply to ... inter-agency or intra-agency
memorandums or letters which would not be available by
law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the
agency." 5 U.S.C. § 552('b)(5). "Courts have construed
this exemption to encompass the protections traditionally
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afforded certain documents pursuant to evidentiary
privileges in the civil discovery context, including
materials which would be protected under the
attorney-client privilege, the attorney work-product
privilege, or the executive deliberative process privilege."
Formaldehyde Inst. v. Dep't of Health and Human
Services, 281 U.S. App. D.C. 285, 889 F.2d 1118, 1121
(D.C. Cir. 1989) [**7] (internal citations and quotations
omitted).

Seeking to compel the Justice Department to disclose
the attachments, Rockwell filed suit in the United States
District Court here, making three basic arguments: (1)
because the Department had extensively cited and quoted
from the attachments, it had incorporated them into the
Report, and was thus required to disclose them along with
the Report under FOIA section 552(a)(2)(A), which
requires disclosure of agency final opinions; (2) by
disclosing the attachments to Congress, the Department
waived their Exemption 5 protection; (3) by quoting from
the attachments, describing their contents, and relying on
them to vindicate its handling of the Rocky Flats
prosecution, the Department waived its litigation
privileges for the documents and thus their protection
under Exemption 5. The district court rejected all of
Rockwell's arguments and entered summary judgment for
the government, finding (1) that because the Report could
stand alone without its supporting documents, Justice had
not incorporated the attachments into the [*602] Report;
(2) that disclosure to Congress did not waive Exemption

5 protection for the attachments; and (3) that the
Department [**8] did not waive the attorney-client,
deliberative process, or work-product privileges with
respect to the attachments. Re-asserting the same basic
arguments, Rockwell now appeals. Our review is de
novo. Nation Magazine v. United States Customs Serv.,
315 U.S. App. D.C. 177, 71 F.3d 885, 889 (D.C. Cir.

1995).

II

In addition to its general requirement of disclosure,
FOIA directs agencies to index and make available for
inspection and copying "final opinions, including
concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as orders,
made in the adjudication of cases...." 5 U.S.C.
552(a)(2)(A). In NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S.
132, 148, 44 L. Ed. 2d 29, 95 S. Ct. 1504 (1975), the
Supreme Court held that this provision trumps Exemption
5: parties must disclose all documents that are agency

final opinions, even if they are inter- or intra-agency
memoranda. The Court also held that "if an agency
chooses expressly to adopt or incorporate by reference an
intra-agency memorandum previously covered by
Exemption 5 in what would otherwise be a final opinion,
that memorandum may be withheld only on the ground
that it falls within the coverage [**9] of some exemption
other than Exemption 5." Id. at 161 (italics omitted).

Relying on Sears, Rockwell argues that Exemption 5
does not protect the attachments because they were
incorporated by reference into the Report, which, it
claims, is an agency final opinion. The Department
responds that the Report is not a final opinion subject to
disclosure under section 552(a)(2)(A) and Sears.
Incorporation, it argues, is therefore irrelevant.

Sears provides general principles for determining
whether an agency document qualifies as a final opinion.
At issue in Sears were Advice and Appeals Memoranda
that the NLRB General Counsel sent to regional directors
explaining its decisions not to pursue particular unfair
labor practice charges. Id. at 135-36. Pointing out that
under the National Labor Relations Act only the General
Counsel could file such complaints, and that the decision
not to do so was unappealable, the Court stated:

The decision to dismiss a charge is a
decision in a "case" and constitutes an
"adjudication": an "adjudication" is
defined under the Administrative
Procedure Act, of which [FOIA] is a part,
as "agency process [**10] for the
formulation of an order"; an "order" is
defined as "the whole or part of a final
disposition, whether affirmative [or]
negative ... of an agency in a matter"; and
the dismissal of a charge ... is a "final
disposition." Since an Advice or Appeals
Memorandum explains the reasons for the
"final disposition" it plainly qualifies as an
"opinion"; and falls within 5 U.S.C.
552(a)(2)(A).

Id. at 158-59 (internal citations and emphasis omitted).
Interpreting this holding in Bristol-Meyers Co. v. FTC,
194 U.S. App. D.C. 99, 598 F.2d 18 (D.C. Cir. 1978), we
said: "It appears to us that the Court meant in Sears to
establish as a general principle that action taken by the
responsible decisionmaker in an agency's
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decision-making process which has the practical effect of
disposing of a matter before the agency is 'final' for
purposes of FOIA. If such action is accompanied by a
written explanation of the decisiomnaker's reasoning, that
explanation constitutes a 'final opinion' and must be
disclosed." Id. 598 F.2d at 25.

Invoking Sears and Bristol-Meyers, Rockwell claims
that the Report qualifies as a final opinion because [** 11]
it sets out the Justice Department's final assessment of the
propriety of the Rocky Flats prosecution--i.e., its
conclusion that the prosecutors had not abused their
discretion--and explains its decision to take no further
action in regard to Rocky Flats. Pointing [*603] out that
the Attorney General has undisputed statutory authority
to discipline subordinates and to investigate the handling
of prosecutions by the Department, and quoting her
statement that the Report should "put this matter to rest,"
Rockwell contends that the Report represents the final
reasoning behind the Attorney General's "unreviewable
rejection of the Wolpe Report's detailed charges of
prosecutorial mishandling." Appellant's Reply Br. at 4.

We confronted a similar claim in Common Cause v.
IRS, 207 U.S. App. D.C. 321, 646 F.2d 656, 659-60 (D.C.
Cir. 1981), where the appellant sought disclosure of an
internal memorandum explaining the IRS's decision not
to adopt a policy requiring public disclosure of contacts
between high-ranking federal officials and the IRS. The
memorandum, we decided, was not a final opinion
because the case involved the "voluntary suggestion,
evaluation, and rejection of a proposed [**12] policy by
an agency, not the agency's final, unappealable decision
not to pursue a judicial remedy in an adversarial dispute,
as was present in Sears." Id. 646 F.2d at 659.

The Report at issue in this case likewise sets forth
the conclusions of a voluntarily undertaken internal
agency investigation, not a conclusion about agency
action (or inaction) in an adversarial dispute with another
party. To be sure, the Attorney General has statutory
authority to investigate the official acts of U.S. Attorneys,
but Rockwell nowhere suggests that the Attorney General
had any statutory duty to respond to the charges in the
Wolpe Report. See 28 U.S.C. § 526(a)(1) (the Attorney
General "may investigate the official acts ... of the United
States attorneys....") (emphasis added). And far from
explaining a decision not to pursue a judicial remedy, the
Report simply rejects as a factual matter the
Congressional charges of prosecutorial

misconduct-charges not put forward in any formal agency
or judicial proceeding. Of course, it is possible that had
the Attorney General found evidence of abuse of
prosecutorial discretion, she might have brought formal
charges. But the Report [**13] nowhere contemplated,
evaluated, or rejected specific disciplinary action against
any Justice Department employee.

Acknowledging that there were "no formal agency
adjudicatory proceedings on the handling of the Rocky
Flats prosecution," Appellant's Reply Br. at 2, Rockwell
claims that the same was true in Niemeier v. Watergate
Special Prosecution Force, 565 F.2d 967 (7th Cir. 1977).
There the Seventh Circuit concluded that a final report
issued by the Watergate Special Prosecutor explaining his
decision not to prosecute former President Nixon was a
final opinion for purposes of FOIA, even though the
prosecutor had neither initiated a prosecution nor sought
an indictment. Id. at 971-72. The special prosecutor,
however, had a statutory duty to issue a final report. In
sharp contrast to this case, moreover, his decision
amounted to a "final, unappealable decision not to pursue
a judicial remedy in an adversarial dispute," Common
Cause, 646 F.2d at 659-60--the dispute between the
United States and the former president.

Because the propriety of the Rocky Flats prosecution
was the subject of neither a "case" nor an "adjudication,"
we conclude [**14] that the Report does not qualify as a
final opinion that the Department must disclose under
section 552(a)(2)(A) and Sears. We thus agree with the
Justice Department that we need not reach Rockwell's
incorporation arguments.

III

Rockwell next argues that the Justice Department
waived Exemption 5 protection for all but three of the
attachments by sending them to Congress. In support of
this argument, Rockwell relies on Dow Jones & Co. v.
Dep't of Justice, 286 U.S. App. D.C. 349, 917 F.2d 571,
573-75 (D.C. Cir. 1990), where we held that Exemption 5
did not protect a letter the Justice Department had sent to
the House Ethics Committee. The letter summarized the
results of a Justice Department probe into alleged
wrongdoing by a [*604] member of Congress,
explaining that while the Department would be unable to
prosecute the representative for violating any criminal
laws, the Committee might want to consider whether his
behavior violated House standards of conduct. Observing
that Exemption 5 protects only inter- or intra-agency
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memoranda, and that Congress was not an "agency"
within the meaning of the statute, id. 917 F.2d at 574, we
concluded that the letter was not covered by [**15]
Exemption 5. In reaching this conclusion, we
acknowledged that communications between an agency
and Congress would receive protection as intra-agency
memoranda if they were "part and parcel of the agency's
deliberative process," as in the case of questionnaires sent
from the Justice Department to members of the Senate.
Id. at 575 (emphasis omitted). In Dow Jones, however,
the Department sent the letter to Congress after
concluding its own investigation; in fact, it wrote the
letter for the sole purpose of assisting the Committee with
its deliberations.

Rockwell argues that since the attachments to the
Report were sent to assist the Wolpe Subcommittee in its
deliberations, they no longer enjoy Exemption 5
protection. The district court rejected this argument, as do
we. Unlike the letter in Dow Jones, the attachments are
not documents created specifically to assist Congress, but
rather memoranda and correspondence created as part of
the Justice Department's deliberative processes--precisely
the kind of inter and intra-agency memoranda Exemption
5 protects. This case is thus controlled not by Dow Jones,
but by Murphy v. Dep't of the Army, 198 U.S. App. D.C.
418, 613 F.2d 1151, 1155-59 (D.C. Cir. 1979), [**16]
where we held that the Army had not waived Exemption
5 protection for an internal legal memorandum by
sending it to a congressman along with a letter. We relied
mostly on FOIA section 552(d) (at the time codified at
section 552(c)) which provides: "This section is not
authority to withhold information from Congress." If
"disclosure of information to Congress [were] disclosure
to the whole world," we observed, it would be
"inconsistent with the obvious purpose of the Congress
[in 552(d)] to carve out for itself a special right of access
to privileged information," and would "effectively
transform section [552(d)] into a congressional
declassification scheme, a result supported neither by the
legislative history of the Act, nor by general legal
principles or common sense." 613 F.2d at 1155-56
(footnotes omitted). As a policy matter, moreover, "since
under such an interpretation every disclosure to Congress
would be tantamount to a waiver of all privileges and
exemptions, executive agencies would inevitably become
more cautious in furnishing sensitive information to the
legislative branch--a development at odds with public
policy which encourages broad congressional [**17]
access to governmental information." Id. at 1156

(footnote omitted).

These considerations apply with even greater force in
this case. In Murphy, we granted Exemption 5 protection
to the memorandum despite the fact that the Army had
made "no specific request" and the congressman no
specific promise to keep the document confidential. Id. at
1158-59. Here, the Justice Department gave the
documents to the Subcommittee only after the
Subcommittee expressly agreed not to make them public.
Thus, far from intending to waive the attachments'
confidentiality, the Justice Department attempted to
preserve it. Under these circumstances, we find no
Exemption 5 waiver.

IV

This brings us to Rockwell's argument that by
relying on and selectively quoting from several
attachments, the Justice Department waived protection
for all of them under the attorney work-product privilege,
and thus under Exemption 5. The attorney work-product
privilege protects "the files and the mental impressions of
an attorney ... reflected, of course, in interviews,
statements, memoranda, correspondence, [*605] briefs
... and countless other tangible and intangible ways."
Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 510-11, 91 L. Ed. 451,
67 S. Cf. 385 (1947). [**18] "The purpose of the
privilege, however, is not to protect any interest of the
attorney ... but to protect the adversary trial process itself.
It is believed that the integrity of our system would suffer
if adversaries were entitled to probe each other's thoughts
and plans concerning the case." Coastal State Gas Corp.
v. Dep't of Energy, 199 U.S. App. D.C. 272, 617 F.2d
854, 864 (D.C. Cir. 1980). Here, the Department claims
that the withheld attachments are just the kinds of
"memoranda" and "correspondence" containing its
"thoughts and plans" about the Rocky Flats prosecution
that warrant work-product privilege protection.

Rockwell does not dispute the Department's claim
that the work-product privilege covers all withheld
attachments. Instead, it argues that the Justice
Department waived the privilege in two ways. First, it
claims that the Department took "many actions
inconsistent with maintaining the confidentiality of its
work-product," such as "providing its workproduct to
Congress, requesting that the transcript of staff interviews
before the Wolpe Subcommittee be made public, and
publishing portions of its work-product in its Report."
Appellant's Reply Br. at [**19] 10 (internal citations
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omitted). It is true that although "mere showing of a
voluntary disclosure to a third person ? should not suffice
in itself for waiver of the work-product privilege,"
disclosure of work-product materials can waive the
privilege for those materials if "such disclosure, under the
circumstances, is inconsistent with the maintenance of
secrecy from the disclosing party's adversary." United
States v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 206 U.S. App. D.C.
317, 642 F.2d 1285, 1299 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (internal
citation, quotation, and emphasis omitted). In our view,
however, none of the Department's actions was
inconsistent with keeping the documents secret. We have
already explained that disclosure to Congress did not
waive Exemption 5 protection. As to the transcripts of the
staff interviews, the Department requested that they be
released only after the Wolpe Report quoted from them
selectively. Nor do we see how quoting portions of some
attachments is inconsistent with a desire to keep the rest
secret, particularly in view of the steps the Department
took to maintain their confidentiality, such as securing a
promise of confidentiality from the Subcommittee [**20]
and withholding the attachments when releasing the
Report. Cf In re Sealed Case, 219 U.S. App. D.C. 195,
676 F.2d 793, 818 (D.C. Cir. 1982) ("The purposes of the
work product privilege are more complex, and they are
not inconsistent with selective disclosure--even in some
circumstances to an adversary.").

Rockwell's second and primary argument is that by
making "testimonial use" of the attachments--by relying
on them in the Report to "put ... to rest" criticisms of the
Rocky Flats prosecution--the Department "waived the
privilege with respect to work-product related to the same
subject matter." Appellant's Reply Br. at 10; see also
Appellant's Br. at 29. For this proposition, the company
cites three cases, the first being United States v. Nobles,
422 U.S. 225, 45 L. Ed. 2d 141, 95 S. Ct. 2160 (1975).
There, the defense sought to call an investigator to testify
about interviews he had conducted with witnesses to a
crime, but at the same time to withhold his written report
of the interviews under the work-product privilege. The
Supreme Court agreed with the trial court that the defense
could not invoke the privilege, and that in line with
normal [**21] trial practice it would have to provide a
copy of relevant portions of the report to the prosecution
for use in cross-examining the investigator: "By electing
to present the investigator as a witness," the Supreme
Court held, the defense "waived the [work-product]
privilege with respect to matters covered in his
testimony." Id. at 239. Although attorneys do not waive

the privilege by using their "notes, documents, and other
[*606] internal materials" to present their case, or by

relying on them to examine witnesses, where "counsel
attempts to make a testimonial use of these materials the
normal rules of evidence come into play with respect to
cross-examination and production of documents." Id. at
239 n.14.

In the second case, In re Martin Marietta Corp., 856
F.2d 619 (4th Cir. 1988), a criminal defendant and
former employee of Martin subpoenaed certain company
documents for use in his defense. The Fourth Circuit
refused to allow the company to invoke the work-product
privilege to resist the subpoena, ruling that by having
made testimonial use of the documents in a prior
proceeding, it waived the privilege. Though Martin
Marietta had not [**22] actually disclosed all requested
documents in the prior case, it had disclosed portions of
some during settlement negotiations, expressly assuring
its adversary that it had disclosed all documents relevant
to the settlement as part of a "direct attempt to settle
active controversies" between the two parties. Id. at 625.
According to the Fourth Circuit, this constituted
"testimonial use" "impliedly waiving the work-product
privilege as to all non-opinion work-product on the same
subject matter as that disclosed." Id.

In Sealed Case, the third case Rockwell cites, we
held that a company could not invoke the work-product
privilege to avoid a grand jury subpoena of certain
documents relating to alleged securities law violations.
676 F.2d at 818-25. Though the company had not
previously disclosed the subpoenaed documents, it had
disclosed related documents to the SEC as part of a
"voluntary disclosure program," during which it gave the
SEC a report discussing its own possible securities law
violations, together with documents and notes of
interviews upon which the report was based. Id. at 818.
By participating in the disclosure program, we concluded,
[**23] the company had in effect agreed to disclose to
the SEC all files relating to the subject matter of the
investigation. Id. at 822-23. But we also thought that
because the grand jury had before it the report and
attached documents, and because the withheld documents
revealed a "highly embarrassing[] version of events" at
odds with the version described in the report, id. at 822,
the situation was "analogous to the 'testimonial use' that
the Supreme Court in Nobles held to imply a waiver":

In the instant case the investigative
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counsel's final report refers to files that
were furnished to the lawyers preparing
the report, and it purports to reflect the
relevant material in those files. Just as in a
criminal trial the government and the jury
have a right to evaluate a witness' account
of his notes he had taken shortly after a
crime by evaluating those notes ... the
grand jury [has] a right to evaluate
Company's report by examining the
documents it purports to reflect.

Id. at 822 n. 124 (internal citations omitted).

We disagree with Rockwell that these three cases
require disclosure of the attachments. "The test under
Exemption 5 is whether the documents [**24] would be
'routinely' or 'normally' disclosed upon a showing of
relevance" by a party in litigation with the agency. FTC
v. Grolier Inc., 462 U.S. 19, 26, 76 L. Ed. 2d 387, 103 S.
Ct. 2209 (1983) (quoting Sears, 421 US. at 148-49). Just
because the courts required disclosure in Nobles, Martin
Marietta, and Sealed Case does not mean that the
documents in those cases were "'routinely' or 'normally'
disclosable upon a showing of relevance." To the
contrary, all three cases required disclosure at least in part
because their particular circumstances made doing so
necessary to protect the adversary system. In Nobles, the
defense attempted to invoke work-product privilege in a
way that would have threatened the prosecution's ability
to engage in effective cross-examination. In Martin
Marietta, the company attempted to invoke work-product
privilege in a way that would have threatened an
accused's right [*6071 to secure evidence in his favor.
See 856 F.2d at 621 (discussing the "Sixth Amendment
guarantee that an accused have compulsory process to
secure evidence in his favor"). In Sealed Case, the
company attempted to invoke [**25] the privilege in a
way that would have blocked a grand jury's access to
relevant evidence, thus deceiving and misleading it. See
676 F.2d at 806 ("Nowhere is the public's claim to each
person's evidence stronger than in the context of a valid
grand jury subpoena."); id. at 822 (noting Company's
"sleight-of-hand" and attempted "manipulation" of the
grand jury).

It is conceivable that a case might arise in which
testimonial use of work-product documents would in
effect lead to a general waiver of the privilege--where an
agency's use of the documents would mean that virtually

any plaintiff suing the agency on a related matter would
be able to obtain disclosure of those documents. But we
need not decide here whether such circumstances would
render the documents "routinely" or "normally"
disclosable for purposes of FOIA, for in this case, the
Justice Department made no testimonial use of the
attachments. It did not use them in an adversary
proceeding, nor in anything related to or even remotely
resembling an adversary proceeding, but instead
deployed them in a dispute with a co-equal branch of
government and in the ensuing struggle for public
opinion.

Rockwell [**26] acknowledges that the Report was
not submitted in an adversary proceeding, but nonetheless
argues that "there is no apparent reason ... why the
government should be able to obtain unfair advantage
over members of the public by choosing selective
disclosure of otherwise privileged documents, and such a
result is contrary to the spirit of FOIA." Appellant's Br. at
31. Rockwell misunderstands FOIA's purposes. Congress
intended Exemption 5 to protect documents covered by
the litigation privileges. See Formaldehyde Institute, 889
F.2dat 1121. Our decision does precisely that: it protects
the "files and mental impressions" of Justice Department
attorneys preparing the Rocky Flats prosecution. We are,
moreover, untroubled by the notion that in releasing the
Report without the attachments, the Attorney General
may have put only the Department's best face forward.
As we noted earlier, we have allowed "selective
disclosure" of protected documents "even in some
circumstances to an adversary" in formal litigation.
Sealed Case, 676 F.2d at 818. Equally important,
especially in view of the intense controversy surrounding
recent executive branch actions, we think--contrary
[**27] to Rockwell's assertion--that it serves the public
interest to give attorneys general and other cabinet
officials every incentive to disclose the results of internal
investigations, even if they do so in a way that presents
their agencies in the best possible light. Other ways exist
to hold executive branch officials accountable, such as
congressional oversight hearings and civil litigation.

V

Because the Department claims work-product
privilege for all relevant documents, and because it has
not waived the privilege, the documents are protected by
Exemption 5. We therefore need not consider Rockwell's
remaining claims that the Department waived the
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attorney-client and deliberative process privileges with So ordered.
respect to certain specific attachments. We affirm the
judgment of the district court.
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Pace, Patti

From: Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 2:14 PM
To: Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Freedhoff, Michal; Duncan, Jeff
Subject: RE: Congressman's Request relative to Region IV

All

First of all, here is DOJ's guidance on how federal agencies should interpret the Murphy case I sent you last
week. http://www. justice.gov/oip/foia-updates/Vol-V l/page3.htm As I understand it, your OGC believes that
there may be a conflict between your ICPs, which require the disclosure of sensitive documents to Members of
your oversight Committee, and FOIA. Specifically, they are concerned that once they release to our office, they
will be compelled to release to a FOIA requester. This DOJ document, which was last updated in 1984 and remains
in force today I am told, says that "This is not to say, however, that agencies are without discretion to make
broad FOIA disclosures to individual Members of Congress under appropriate circumstances. Accord Chrysler
Corp. v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 293 (1979) (FOIA exemptions are discretionary, not mandatory). Recognizing
the importance of federal information flow to effective congressional relations, Executive Branch agencies
should of course give very careful consideration to any access request received from a Member of Congress,
with discretionary disclosure often a possibility. And where an agency makes such a discretionary disclosure in
furtherance of a legitimate governmental interest, together with careful restrictions on fuirther dissemination, it
should be able to resist an argument that such action constitutes a "Iwaiver" of FOJA exemptions. See FOJA
Update, Spring 1983, at 6." I'd like to understand what additional basis, if any, your OGC is using to evaluate
either Congressman Markey's specific request or the reported need for the NRC to alter its document disclosure
policy in light of this guidance.

Second of all, I have received voicemails from people involved in Region IV document review. They say that
they are being told to withhold ANYTHING having security sensitive or PlI in it, even safeguards or OUO or
other classifications that staff in our office are authorized to review and are routinely provided with. They also
say that they have been directed to withhold all but the cover pages of many drafts of reports, and that only
about 20% of the responsive documents are likely to make it to my attention. I reiterate again hox~egatively
Congressman Markey would view a change in NRC policy that seems directed exclusively at his oversight
efforts.

Thanks for your attention

Michal

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-MA)
2108 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836 1/
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From: Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip [mailto: Phillip. Niedzielski-Eichner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 10:06 AM
To: Freedhoff, Michal
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Subject: Congressman's Request relative to Region IV

Michal...as this week comes to an end, I wanted you to know that our office is actively engaged regarding the issues
raised by our OGC and to acknowledge to you directly that I have read the information you have shared with us
regarding the Congressman's request. Finally, we are working closely with the other Commission offices, per our
collegial responsibilities. Amy is keeping us informed of her interactions with your office. Best. Phil

Phillip A. Niedzielski-Eichner
Chief of Staff
Office of Chairman Allison M. Macfarlane
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1750 I phillip.niedzielski-eichner~cnrc.gov

From: Freedhoff, Michal [mailto:Michal.Freedhoffcmail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Freedhoff, Michal
Subject: Murphy v Dept of the Army

No doubt OGC is well aware of these cases, though perhaps you are not.

1) Rockwell International Corporation v. Department of Justice 235 F.3d 598 (2001), also in the DC Circuit, pointing
out that granting of documents (this time to a Subcommittee) doesn't waive FOIA Section 5.

2) DC Circuit case called Murphy v. Department of the Army, 613 F.2d 1151 (1978). In this case, a staff member of
the Kentucky Rivers Coalition tried to get some documents regarding a contract regarding a dam in the state.
One of the documents, which an analysis of the legal adequacy of the contract by the Army General Counsel,
was provided to the Congressman (not Ranking Member or Chair) of the district which the dam was set to be
located.

The staff member of the Kentucky Rivers Coalition tried to argue that providing the analysis of the legal adequacy of the
contract to a Congressman resulted in a waiver of Section 5 of FOIA.

The Court vehemently disagreed, and held instead that providing a document to a Member of Congress (any memberof
Cogies), does not waive FOIA. Here's some choice language:

Section 552(c) of title 5, U.S.Code, specifies that the exemption section of the Act "is not authority to withhold
information from Congress." Appellant argues that this provision does not address the waiver question and is, in
fact, irrelevant to it. We disagree.

Under appellant's construction, the special reservation of congressional access to executive information
embodied in section 552(c) would be significantly undermined. First, the interpretation for which appellant
contends that disclosure of information to Congress is disclosure to the whole world is inconsistent with the
obvious purpose of the Congress to carve out for itself a special right of access to privileged information
not [*11561 shared by others. Second, appellant's proposed construction would effectively transform section
552(c) into a congressional declassification scheme, a result supported neither by the legislative history of the
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Act, 12 nor by general legal principles 11 or common sense. Third, since under such an interpretation every
disclosure to Congress would be tantamount to a waiver of all privileges and exemptions, "executive agencies
would inevitably become more cautious in furnishing sensitive [**15] information to the legislative branch a
development at odds with public policy which encourages broad congressional access to governmental
information.

For these reasons, we conclude that, HN4-+o the extent that Congress has reserved to itself in section 552(c)
the right to receive information not available to the general public, and actually does receive such information
pursuant to that section (whether in the form of documents or otherwise), no waiver occurs of the privileges
and exemptions which are available to the executive branch under the FOIA with respect to the public at
large.

Appellant argues in the alternative and more narrowly that section 552(c) should be construed to
apply [**17] only to a release of information to the Congress as a body, and that when information is furnished
to a legislative entity other than the entire Congress, such as a committee, or to a single Member of Congress,
FOIA privileges attaching to such information must be deemed waived just as they would be if disclosure had
been made to a private person.

This view of the statute is not consistent with the mode of operation of the Congress. Except when it finally and
formally enacts legislation, the Congress rarely acts as a body. Its manifold duties in the legislative,
investigative, and oversight fields are almost invariably carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel. 11 Thus, a construction of section 552(c) which would relate it only to
action of Congress as an [*1157] entity would render the provision largely meaningless, and it is no doubt for
that reason that it has previously been implicitly rejected by this court, at least with regard to the release of
information to standing committees of the Congress. See Aspin v. Department of Defense, 160 U.S.App.D.C. 231,
491 F.2d 24 (1973) where the court upheld a ruling that a report [**18] on the My Lai incident in Viet Nam was
privileged from disclosure under the FOIA even though it had previously been released to the Armed Services
Committees of both Houses of Congress. 1' See also, K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 3A.5 (1970 Supp.);
Safeway Stores, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 428 F. Supp. 346 (D.D.C.1977); Kanter v. Internal Revenue
Service, 433 F. Supp. 812, 825 n.22 (N.D.1II.1977); Exxon Corp. v. Federal Trade Commission, 384 F. Supp. 755
(D.D.C.1974).

The hierarchical construction proposed by appellant loses sight of the realities of the work of the Congress. The
statute is more sensibly constructed to make HN57congressional access to information, as well as the related
question of whether such access, when achieved, constitutes a waiver of FOIA exemptions, dependent upon
whether the narticular executive-leeislative communication is an official one: when a documnt is releasd for

On the other hand, when a Member of Congress receives executive

3



documents or files in a purely private or personal capacity, the information may no longer be entitled to
confidentiality.

Congress, whether as a body, through committees, or otherwise, mut ave th wides-ossil access to
executive branch informnation if (it I to pefrm'to iranifo Ad r )pniiiftlei efetvl. If on . osqence o
the faciltation ofsuch access is that some Information' will be djiscosd tozogesoa notrii
to private persons, that is but an Incidental consequience of the need for informe~d anid ffective lawmakers.

Pages 1155-1158.

So to summarize:
* Releasing information to a Member of Congress doesn't waive FOIA
* Members can get access to this material, not just Chairs and Ranking Members
* Members can share the information with other Members without waiving FOIA
* Even the risk of an incidental PUBLIC release of information by a Member of Congress isn't sufficient reason to

withhold information from that Member.
* Also, even if the NRC is located in Maryland (4 th Circuit) not DC, we in Congress ARE in DC and our actions are

(theoretically) governed by the Courts here, so they can't just waive away this case.
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Pace, Patti

From: Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 10:57 AM
To: Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Subject: Re: Congressman's Request relative to Region IV

Thanks very much. Have a good weekend
Michal
Michal lana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Representative Edward J. Markey
2108 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836

Sent using BlackBerry

From: Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip [mailto: Phillip.Niedzielski-Eichner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 10:05 AM
To: Freedhoff, Michal
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca <Rebecca.Schmidt@nrc.gov>; Powell, Amy <Amy.Powell@nrc.gov>
Subject: Congressman's Request relative to Region IV

Michal...as this week comes to an end, I wanted you to know that our office is actively engaged regarding the issues
raised by our OGC and to acknowledge to you directly that I have read the information you have shared with us
regarding the Congressman's request. Finally, we are working closely with the other Commission offices, per our
collegial responsibilities. Amy is keeping us informed of her interactions with your office. Best. Phil

Phillip A. Niedzielski-Eichner
Chief of Staff
Office of Chairman Allison M. Macfarlane
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1750 1 phillip.niedzielski-eichner@nrc.gov

From: Freedhoff, Michal [mailto:Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Freedhoff, Michal
Subject: Murphy v Dept of the Army

No doubt OGC is well aware of these cases, though perhaps you are not.

1) Rockwell International Corporation v. Department of Justice 235 F.3d 598 (2001), also in the DC Circuit, pointing
out that granting of documents (this time to a Subcommittee) doesn't waive FOIA Section 5.



2) DC Circuit case called Murphy v. Department of the Army, 613 F.2d 1151 (1978). In this case, a staff member of

the Kentucky Rivers Coalition tried to get some documents regarding a contract regarding a dam in the state.

One of the documents, which an analysis of the legal adequacy of the contract by the Army General Counsel,
was provided to the Congressman (not Ranking Member or Chair) of the district which the dam was set to be
located.

The staff member of the Kentucky Rivers Coalition tried to argue that providing the analysis of the legal adequacy of the

contract to a Congressman resulted in a waiver of Section 5 of FOIA.

The Court vehemently disagreed, and held instead that providing a document to a Member of Congress (any memiberof
Congress), does not waive FOIA. Here's some choice language:

Section 552(c) of title 5, U.S.Code, specifies that the exemption section of the Act "is not authority to withhold
information from Congress." Appellant argues that this provision does not address the waiver question and is, in

fact, irrelevant to it. We disagree.

Under appellant's construction, the special reservation of congressional access to executive information

embodied in section 552(c) would be significantly undermined. First, the interpretation for which appellant
contends that disclosure of information to Congress is disclosure to the whole world is inconsistent with the

obvious purpose of the Congress to carve out for itself a special right of access to privileged information

not [*1156] shared by others. Second, appellant's proposed construction would effectively transform section
552(c) into a congressional declassification scheme, a result supported neither by the legislative history of the

Act, 12nor by general legal principles 1 or common sense. Third, since under such an interpretation every

disclosure to Congress would be tantamount to a waiver of all privileges and exemptions, " executive agencies
would inevitably become more cautious in furnishing sensitive [**15] information to the legislative branch a

development at odds with public policy which encourages broad congressional access to governmental
information.

For these reasons, we conclude that, HV47to the extent that Congress has reserved to itself in section 552(c)
the right to receive information not available to the general public, and actually does receive such information

pursuant to that section (whether in the form of documents or otherwise), no waiver occurs of the privileges
and exemptions which are available to the executive branch under the FOIA with respect to the public at

large.

Appellant argues in the alternative and more narrowly that section 552(c) should be construed to

apply [**17] only to a release of information to the Congress as a body, and that when information is furnished
to a legislative entity other than the entire Congress, such as a committee, or to a single Member of Congress,

FOIA privileges attaching to such information must be deemed waived just as they would be if disclosure had

been made to a private person.

This view of the statute is not consistent with the mode of operation of the Congress. Except when it finally and

formally enacts legislation, the Congress rarely acts as a body. Its manifold duties in the legislative,

investigative, and oversight fields are almost invariably carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel. 1 Thus, a construction of section 552(c) which would relate it only to

action of Congress as an [*1157] entity would render the provision largely meaningless, and it is no doubt for
that reason that it has previously been implicitly rejected by this court, at least with regard to the release of
information to standing committees of the Congress. See Aspin v. Department of Defense, 160 U.S.App.D.C. 231,

491 F.2d 24 (1973) where the court upheld a ruling that a report [**18] on the My Lai incident in Viet Nam was
privileged from disclosure under the FOIA even though it had previously been released to the Armed Services

Committees of both Houses of Congress. 1' See also, K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 3A.5 (1970 Supp.);

Safeway Stores, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 428 F. Supp. 346 (D.D.C.1977); Kanter v. Internal Revenue
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Service. 433 F. SuDO. 812. 825 n.22 (N.D.III.1977); Exxon CorD. v. Federal Trade Commission, 384 F. Supp. 755
(D.D.C.1974).

The hierarchical construction proposed by appellant loses sight of the realities of the work of the Congress. The
statute is more sensibly constructed to make HNS+congressional access to information, as well as the related
question of whether such access, when achieved, constitutes a waiver of FOIA exemptions, dependent upon
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be the recipit of the information. On the other hand, when a Member of Congress receives executive
documents or files in a purely private or personal capacity, the information may no longer be entitled to
confidentiality.
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So to summarize:
* Releasing information to a Member of Congress doesn't waive FOIA

* Members can get access to this material, not just Chairs and Ranking Members

* Members can share the information with other Members without waiving FOIA

" Even the risk of an incidental PUBLIC release of information by a Member of Congress isn't sufficient reason to
withhold information from that Member.

• Also, even if the NRC is located in Maryland (4 th Circuit) not DC, we in Congress ARE in DC and our actions are

(theoretically) governed by the Courts here, so they can't just waive away this case.
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Remsburg, Kristy

From: Freedhoff, Michal (Markey) [mailto:Michal Freedhoffbmarkey.senate.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 9:36 AM
To: Dacus, Eugene
Cc: Smith, Jacob (Sanders); Freedhoff, Michal (Markey)
Subject: follow up from our meeting

Good morning Gene

I have two follow-up questions from our meeting with Eric Leeds and Ho Nieh.

1) At the meeting, the impression we were given was that when the staff wished to send RAIs to Entergy, it
was viewed as unusual if not unprecedented (other than the related VY case). I have found an earlier
example of the identical process used for Comanche Peak. Specifically, on April 4, 2013, an RAI was
sent to Luminant based on its 1 OK filing with the SEC. The process described in the documents is
identical to what has been described to me - staff shares the RAI with the licensee in advance, it gets
published, and then responded to. Comanche responded last May, and on January 28 of this year NRC
responded to the submission. Why was the staff's actions in this case not viewed as problematic or
somehow outside 'process'? Can you please provide a list of other financial qualification RAls that
have been sent to licensees in the past 5 years?

2) I have learned that following the first Markey-Sanders letter, at least one Commissioner was briefed on
this topic. Please provide me with a list of any Commissioner briefings that have occurred on this topic,
the date on which they occurred, the attendees, and a description of the meeting and any actions taken as
a result of the meeting.

Thanks
Michal

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.b.
Director of Oversight & Investigations

Office of Senator Edward J. Markey
218 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

202-224-2742

Connect with Senator Markey

ArX U6A2



Pace, Patti

From: Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 5:35 PM
To: Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Freedhoff, Michal; Duncan, Jeff
Subject: San Onofre

Importance: High

Phil:

I just received from a source outside the federal government a 15 page signed document NRC sent to the Federal
Register that makes a preliminary finding of No Significant Hazard in Southern Cal Edison's license application to
operate at 70% power. I find it remarkable that NRC found the time to make a significant regulatory

determination granting the licensee's request just a few days after it was received - but without managing to first
respond to Senator Boxer and Congressman Markey's letter that explicitly requested a response "before the NRC
takes any actions related to SCE's license amendment or restart plan".

Additionally, I note that I was not even provided with the courtesy of a verbal heads up that this was occurring.

I am not, however, surprised, seeing as the Commission is currently treating all of my boss's requests for
information and responses - be it Region IV, public meetings at reactors near his district, or San Onofre - with the

same high levels of disregard. I will be sure to let the Congressman know of this latest disturbing development.

Michal

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-MA)

2108 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836

1



Pace, Patti

From: Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:12 AM
To: 'Freedhoff, Michal (Markey)'
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: really disappointing

Michal: I wanted to send a note off to you as we enter final shutdown mode, which we all must hope will be a
short period of time.

I apologize. We of course meant no disrespect to you. There is truth to the maxim that "best laid plans many
times go astray."

We mapped out an approach to communication on this matter that lead to your office, but after first offering to
have our General Counsel brief our oversight committees. For a variety of reasons, the shutdown being a
major contributor, our OCA folks were unable to get the appointments set with the committee staff. In the
interim, an administrative staff person returned from vacation without knowing of the hold placed on publishing
the document and instead pushed it out the door.

As you know, we have made several efforts to engage you and your office, only to be thwarted by the

shutdown.

All this said, let me again apologize for this error on our part. Best. Phil

From: Freedhoff, Michal (Markey) [mailto:Michal Freedhoffbmarkey.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 12:38 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Subject: really disappointing

I really find it unbelievably disrespectful that no one bothered to tell our office that this had already occurred.

http://www.nrc.gov/a bout-nrc/policy-making/icp-chapter-6-2013.pdf

Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Director of Oversight & Investigations
Office of Senator Edward J. Markey
218 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
202-224-2742

1



Pace, Patti

From: Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:40 PM
Subject: change of contact info

Hello all

My Senate email address has been set up - from here on out, please reach me at
michal-freedhoff@markey.senate.qov. You can also reach me at 202-224-2742.

Talk to you all soon-

Michal

I



Failure to Maintain External Flood Procedures

Introduction. The inspectors identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1.a,
"Procedures," for failure to maintain adequate procedures that protect the intake structure and
auxiliary building during external flooding events. Specifically, stacking and draping sandbags
on floodgates is not a sufficient configuration to protect the auxiliary building and intake
structure to an external flood height of 1014 feet mean sea level as stated in station operating
procedures and the updated safety analysis report.

Description. The inspectors determined design basis flood elevations at Fort Calhoun Station
by reviewing USAR Chapter 2.7, "Hydrology," USAR Chapter 9.8, "Raw Water System," and
Technical Specifications 2.16, "River Level."

USAR Section 2.7.1.2 states, in part:

"The design flood elevation of 1,006 feet based on a 0.1 percent probability flood is considered
conservative. Without special provisions, the plant can accommodate flood levels of up to 1,007
[feet mean sea level]. Steel flood gates are permanently mounted above and adjacent to
openings in structures containing equipment required for a safe and orderly plant shutdown. In
the event of high water levels, these flood gates can be installed to provide protection to a level
of 1,009.5 [feet mean sea level]. In the Intake Structure, protection to 1009.5 [feet] msl is
accomplished with flood gates and sandbagging. The plant can be protected by sandbags,
temporary earth levees and other methods to allow a safe shutdown with a flood elevation of
1,013 [feet mean sea level]."

USAR Section 9.8.6 states, in part:

"Protection for the raw water pumps and their drives against floods is provided at three
elevations as indicated on Figure 9.8-1. The pumps are permanently protected against any
water level up to elevation 1007.5 feet by the Class I concrete substructure of the intake
building. Protection is provided to elevation 1009.5 feet by sandbags around the traveling
screen areas and by gasketed steel closures at exterior doorway openings in the intake
structure reinforced concrete perimeter walls. Protection to elevation 1014.5 feet is provided by
additional sandbags around the traveling screen areas, and by supplementing the intake
structure perimeter walls with sandbags. The water level inside the intake cells can be
controlled by positioning the exterior sluice gates to restrict the inflow into the cells."

Technical Specification 2.16, "Basis," dated November 1, 2007, states:

"The maximum Missouri River level of 1009 feet is the level at which the installed flood gates
will protect the plant. Any increase in river level will require sand bagging to repel the water to a
maximum flood level of 1014 feet or greater."

When the licensee determines it is necessary to protect the plant at elevated flood levels, the
licensee implements Section I of procedure AOP-1, "Acts of Nature." AOP-1 is a required
procedure as required by Technical Specification 5.8.1a and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33,
Appendix A, Section 6.w. AOP-1 directs the licensee to implement applicable sections of
procedures PE-RR-AE-1001, "Floodgate Installation and Removal," and GM-RR-AE-1002,
"Flood Control Preparedness for Sandbagging,` when river levels reach specified heights of
1002, 1004, 1007, and 1009 feet mean sea level.



GM-RR-AE-1002, step 7.4 states:

"The primary focus for flood protection should be directed to those facilities which are
considered vital with respect to nuclear safety and credited with flood protection in the IPEEE
Flooding evaluation, Reference 2.3. These facilities shall be protected at the sacrifice of the
other facilities if site conditions warrant. The vital facilities are: Auxiliary Building, Intake
Structure, and Turbine Building Basement."

Reference 2.3 of procedure GM-RR-AE-1 002 is the IPEEE for Fort Calhoun Station, Section
5.2, "External Flooding," Table 5.2.3. This table credits flood protection up to 1013.5 feet mean
sea level by sandbagging for the switchyard, auxiliary building and intake structure. Table 5.2.3,
"Impact of Periodic Flood due to Rain and Snow," comments that "severe core damage results if
either intake or auxiliary building sandbagging fails."

Attachment 9.5 of procedure GM-RR-AE-1002 contains specific instructions that plant operators
would use to protect from flood crest above 1009 feet mean sea level. The attachment notes
that sandbags would be tied and draped over the top of floodgates to supplement the protection
capability to the projected flood crest. Specifically, the attachment states, "Place additional
sandbags on top of the floodgates to raise the protection against the expected crest of the
flood." Additionally, Attachment 9.8 of GM-RR-AE-1002 states the intake structure and auxiliary
building could be protected to 1014.5 with floodgates and sandbags.

During the inspection, the inspectors requested a demonstration of flood protection for vital
facilities against flood levels above the probable maximum flood level of 1009 feet mean sea
level. As a result of this demonstration, the inspectors determined that the procedural guidance
of GM-RR-AE-1 002 was inadequate because the stacking and draping sandbags at a height of
four feet over the top of floodgates would be insufficient to protect the vital facilities to 1014 feet
mean sea level, as committed in USAR and required station procedures. The sandbagging
activity would be insufficient because the cross section on the top of the floodgates is too small
to support a stacked sandbag configuration that would retain four feet static head of water.
Additionally, the inspectors identified plant personnel would need to take additional action to
prevent flooding through the traveling screen discharge trench or the intake structure would be
potentially lost at a flood level of 1008 feet mean sea level. Furthermore, the inspectors
determined if slowly rising flood conditions were observed to affect the site, any actions taken
per guidance of AOP-1 could be difficult because of the risk to personnel safety.

In reviewing the different aspects of external flooding, the inspectors discovered the licensee
missed several opportunities to evaluate the changes to flooding conditions at Fort Calhoun
Station.

As documented in condition report 2002-1296, the licensee obtained flood information from the
Federal Emergency Management Administration and a 1993 Army Corps of Engineers flood
study. The information received estimated that projected flood elevations to be greater than the
projected flood elevations in the USAR. The corrective actions were to evaluate the information
to determine if the design basis and procedures would need to be updated. The licensee
determined that the design basis would remain the same; however, a USAR change would
reflect that an evaluation was completed. The USAR change was submitted to the NRC in
January 2008, but no change to operating procedures was initiated.



During the evaluation associated with condition report 2002-1296, the licensee identified that
more recent flooding information was available from the Army Corps of Engineers. In July 2003,
the licensee identified that 2003 external flood frequencies and associated Missouri River levels
evaluated in the draft version of'Army Corps of Engineers, "Upper Mississippi River System
Flow Frequency Study," January 2004, were different than external flood frequencies and
Missouri River levels evaluated by an Army Corps of Engineers letter to Omaha Public Power
District, dated January 14, 1993. This condition was entered into the corrective action program
as condition report 2003-2664. The licensee's corrective action tasked the licensee's
probablistic risk assessment group to evaluate the new 2003 external flood data, update the
existing Fort Calhoun Station Individual Plant Examination for External Events external flooding
analysis, and develop a set of recommended strategies to mitigate high risk external flood
scenarios. This external flood analysis was completed in August 2005. The licensee realized
the new flood elevations were approximately 3 feet higher for each flooding frequency.
Additionally, when the 2003 data was extrapolated to a 1000 year flood frequency, the licensee
found that elevation to be 1010.5 feet mean sea level. Following this discovery, the licensee
updated the external flooding analysis; however, no corrective action was written to evaluate the
potential change to the plants design basis or operating procedures. Additionally, the licensee
did not develop a corrective action plan to ensure the design basis and regulatory compliance
was maintained. This was contrary to Attachment 7.9 of FCSG-24, "Corrective Action Program
Guideline," Revision 22. Section 4.2 of Attachment 7.9 states: "The corrective action plan
includes a review of regulations to ensure that regulatory compliance is maintained."

Analysis. The inspectors determined the failure to establish and maintain adequate procedures
to protect the auxiliary building and intake structure to external flood heights between 1008 and
1014 feet mean sea level is a performance deficiency. Specifically, the licensee failed to
maintain procedures for combating a significant flood as recommended by NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 6.w, "Acts of Nature." This performance deficiency is more
than minor because it adversely affected the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of
external events and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability and reliability
of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The
inspectors determined the finding resulted in the degradation of equipment and functions
specifically designed to mitigate a flooding initiating event. In addition, during a flooding event,
the loss would degrade two or more trains of a multi-train safety system. Therefore, the finding
is potentially risk significant to flood initiators and a Phase 3 analysis of the Significance
Determination Process is required.

The finding was determined to have a crosscutting aspect in the area of problem identification
and resolution, corrective action program, for failure to take appropriate corrective actions to
address safety issues and adverse trends in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety
significance and complexity. Specifically, from 2003 to 2008, the licensee failed initiate
appropriate corrective actions to ensure regulatory compliance of the external flooding design
basis was maintained. [P.1(d)]

Enforcement. Technical Specification 5.8.1.a, "Procedures," states, "Written procedures and
administrative policies shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the following
activities: (a) The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2,
Appendix A, 1978." Contrary to this, since 1978, the licensee failed to maintain procedures for
combating a significant flood as recommended by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A,
Section 6.w, "Acts of Nature." Specifically, the licensee failed to maintain station procedures
that adequately prescribe steps to mitigate external flooding conditions in the auxiliary building
and intake structure between 1008 and 1014 feet mean sea level. CR2010-2387 This is an



apparent violation pending completion of a final significance determination,
AV 05000285/2010007-01.
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Gcnerated 06/03/2010
2/2
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RIV EDO Daily Note for October 7, 2010

On October 6, 2010, the Region IV issued a Yellow, Notice of Violation to Fort Calhoun Station.
This Yellow violation involved the failure to maintain procedures for combating a significant flood
as required by Technical Specification 5.8.1.a, "Procedures." This finding, documented on June
21, 2010, will move Fort Calhoun Station to the Degraded Cornerstone Column which will begin
in 2nd Quarter of 2010.

CONTACT: Thomas Farnholtz
817-860-8243
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Communications Plan
Fort Calhoun Station Flood Protection Yellow Finding, Updated: September 15, 2010

Thomas Farnholtz 817-860-8243
Goal

The purpose of this document is: , \

To describe the methods and tools that the NRC staff will use to effectively comm cate
with internal and external stakeholders on the regulatory action being taken for iniing
with preliminary substantial (Yellow) safety significance at the Fort Calhounr S r1% I

To enable the staff to provide timely, consistent, and clear informatio n'.ý tbu ernal
stakeholders to the extent allowable given the pre-decisional nature of e'information.

To inform stakeholders about the status of the NRC staffs inspe on efforts.

Key Messages > /

The key messages to be communicated through this plan arej - .o.ws:

The NRC has identified one apparent violation'f ortiCalhoun Technical
Specification 5.8.1 .a for failure to establish an ainin procedures that protect the
intake structure and auxiliary building durin•"n xternal flooding events. The violation
involved the licensee's insufficient sandb ging strategy around buildings that housed
equipment that is important to safely on 'the plant during an external flood.

41>1

The risk significance of the appa nt','i~dlation is preliminary Yellow or substantial safety
significance. The risk impo a• •sequence included a potential station blackout, potential
loss of all dc power, potenti fail: r of the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump, and
potential failure of the dj' I-dj. en auxiliary feedwater pump. Remaining mitigation
equipment that helpe,, lAi he significance included the licensee's temporary
gasoline powered p p system that can provide makeup water to the steam generators.

Regardless o6 'sk associated with the apparent violation, the licensee must address
the perfom-i-a 'deficiency. In this case, the licensee must develop a successful
strategytih "ill itigate the effects of an external flood.

* Atthi- ime, the apparent violation at Fort Calhoun Station does not represent an
rIm ediate safety concern. The NRC continues to monitor current Missouri River levels

:" d their impact at the Fort Calhoun Station.

. The NRC will continue to conduct activities to protect public health and safety, in a
manner such that all interested stakeholders can observe and participate as appropriate.
The NRC will continue to perform independent assessments of all information and
communicate publicly the basis for its decisions.

* The NRC is contacting the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to obtain updated information

on external flood hazards in the area of the Fort Calhoun Station. Additionally, the NRC

-1-
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is assessing whether the updated information will have impacts on other licensed
nuclear power plants along the Missouri River and other bodies of water.

Background

A follow-up inspection at the Fort Calhoun Station identified that the licensee's operating
procedures for protecting the plant when external floods affected the site could not bea'
implemented effectively, as written. These operating procedures are emergency procedur
used to control the plant and reach a safe shutdown condition in the event of a signific6t .
external flood affecting the site.

Fort Calhoun Station is required to establish, implement, and maintain written pr, C.. )s as
recommended in Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33 as directed by Tech nc ," a'
Specification 5.8.1.a. As part of the recommended procedures, the license st4establish and
maintain procedures for combating acts of nature. After observing a demo ; rati6n, the
inspectors discovered that the licensee's procedures for sandbagging.ce. inrisk important
facilities were insufficient to protect those facilities to an external flood e'vafion of 1014 feet
mean sea level, as described in the Updated Safety Analysis Repo •andrequired station
procedures. Additionally, any actions taken when flood condition exist could be difficult
because of risk to personnel safety. The NRC's preliminary .ris assssment indicated that this
finding potentially has substantial safety significance or Ye 1 This issue also involves an
apparent violation of NRC requirements to establish andr aintain procedures for combating
emergencies and other significant events including act Sf nature.

Audience/Stakeholders

r_: + I 01
A 1U1 "GI

Omaha Public Power District " .7'
Local officials
General Public wr .i

Nuclear Industry, nuclear utit• • where an external flood
safety
Media
Public Interest Groups", >QUnion of Concern Scientists)
U.S. Congress g
U.S. Army Corko ngineers

Internal

NRQ omission
Offic o.,he Executive Director of Operations (OEDO)
( •,of Nuclear•Reactor Regulation (NRR)

egion IV Managers and Inspectors
Office of Public Affairs (OPA) - Region IV and HQ
Office of Enforcement (OE)
Office of Congressional Affairs (OCA)
Office of the General Counsel (OGC)

has a significant impact on plant

-2-
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Communication Team

Name Telephone Title
Leigh.Trocine@nrc.gov 301-415-1722 QEDO
Nicole.Coleman@nrc.gov 301-415-1048 OE, Enforcement Specialist
Gregory.Bowman@nrc.gov 301-415-2939 OE, Enforcement Specialist 7'Z
Jenny.Weil@nrc.gov 301-415-1691 OCA, Congressional Affairs Officer
Mike.Markley@nrc.gov 301-415-5723 Chief, NRR/DORL Branch /. 7

Lynnea.Wilkins@nrc.gov 301-415-1377 Project Manager, NRR/DORL \.
Victor.Dricks@nrc.gov 817-860-8128 RIV Public Affairs Officer (PAO) \/ '

Lara.Uselding@nrc.gov 817-276-6519 RIV Public Affairs Officer PAO) .
Roy.Caniano@nrc.gov 817-860-8160 Director, RIV/Division of Reacpt6Sfety (DRS)
Thomas. Farnholtz@nrc.gov 817-860-8243 Chief, RIV/DRS/Engineeriob I '"' I 6hF
Gerond.George@nrc.gov 817-276-6562 Reactor Inspector, RIV/D9'8/. E•'ineering Branch 1
Bill.Maier@nrc.gov 817-860-8267 RIV State Liason Offiqer/(SL0:)

A

Communication Tools

The communication team may use any of the following tools, to mmmunicate with our

The communication team will conduct infer al b•riefings with Region IV and NRR in order
to keep internal stakeholders informed&oourativities and m a

Weekly Highlights / EDO Dail /Not

The receipt and closure of if'e. determined to be significant by the Region IV DRS
Branch Chiefs, or the Proje Manager, such as controlled correspondence, public
meetings, and milestohes ssociated with resolution of any identified safety concerns or
licensing activities /W!.,b" incorporated in weekly highlights or daily notes. This will be
coordinated by t e D Branch Chief and the Project Manager.

Internal E-mail mmunication

The Regirl DRS Branch Chief in coordination with the Project Manager will include
app.~op~i~te""''rnal stakeholders (DORL, DRA, RIV, and OCA) on e-mails that provide. ý , i n o m t i n o
signi ant information on the final resolution of the violation, and future inspection of Fort

a.a4' ohorn Station activities.

.... ' Sinificance and Enforcement Review Panel (SERP) Meetings

The SERP meeting was conducted on May 27, 2010. The panel determined that an
apparent violation with preliminary Yellow safety significance was warranted. The panel
recommended the next action is to issue a choice letter. The key to panel agreement
was that inspectors directly observed the licensee could not successfully demonstrate
flood protection. EA Case Number is EA-10-084 (ML101540413).

-3-
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Inspection Exit Meeting

An initial exit meeting was conducted on June 21, 2010, to discuss the results of the
inspection. The finding will be characterized as an apparent violation of Technical
Specification 5.8.la for inadequate external flood procedures. The preliminary l,
significance will be Yellow, or substantial safety significance. Additional information from
the licensee and a Regulatory Conference is necessary in order to complete a final risk•.
assessment. This information could lower the risk results, but it is not expected totr
below the White range. Following the Regulatory Conference, this exit meeting *il 0
conducted with Region IV management present in order to promote a full disc~us* of>
the apparent violation and the new information. ,

Inspection Report

An inspection report discussing the results of the inspection and the nary
significance was issued on July 15, 2010. The cover letter will i ude a specific
discussion concerning the finding and the timeframe for whicht, linsee may appeal
and request a Regulatory Conference.

Public Meetings 4

The Regulatory Conference was conducted on.'uA , 2010. This meeting will be
open to the public. This meeting is a Category xpublic meeting. At the Regulatory
Conference, the licensee presented additiriainformnation to consider in the final
significance determination of the finding._ ,

Issuance of significant correspondence/

Region IV will coordinate the issu ce of all inspection and enforcement related
activities. Prior to dispatch 1O Zay.significant NRC correspondence by Region IV, NRR
will be informed. Region ilcopntact other key internal or external stakeholders, such
as public interest gri5 skappropriate.

Press Releases'a. \

A press rele<,a(,Aissued and a meeting notice posted on the NRC website before
Regulatgut •yCon'frence is to be held. If the final significance is greater than Green, an
additio'press release would be issued to announce the final significance
determination.

S%,
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Activity Responsible Date

Organization(s)

SERP RIV, NRR, OE May 27, 2010

Technical debrief with licensee RIV: DRS June 7, 2010

Inspection exit meeting with licensee RIV: DRS June 21, 2015

Communicate planned action to OEDO, NRR, RIV: DRS June 22, 201'

and Commission through EDO Daily

Issue inspection report with choice letter RIV: DRS ,"52010

Contact key external stakeholders by phone RIV: SLO Jyu15, 2010

RIV: DRS

Issue press release if a regulatory conference RIV: PAO , August 11, 2010
is requested

Regulatory conference and final SERP RIV, NRR E August 18, 2010

RA is to call or provide an e-mail to DEDO I . JA October 7, 2010 (TBD)
(Reactors) prior to the EN going to HQ _\___.__

Issue EN to Commission when final G October 8, 2010 (TBD)
significance letter is ready to issue.

Issue letter with final significance, < RIV: EB1 October 13, 2010 (TBD)
determination

Inspection Division Director I senfor RIV: DRS October 13, 2010 (TBD)
licensee official to inform me of the final
significance and that[ r is being issued.

Issue EDO Note' &WIR. RIV: DRS October 13, 2010 (TBD)

Issue press, r weea ith final significance, if RIV: PAO October 13, 2010 (TBD)
gfreater t local reen

No~to.. tate and local officials that final RIV: SLO October 13, 2010 (TBD)

ý i .A.fc'an ce determination letter has been

-5-
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Questions and Answers

QI: How long has this problem existed before it was discovered?

Al: The problem with the inadequate procedures to protect against external floods existed at
least since January 1976 when Fort Calhoun Station included NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33ý /I
Revision 1, Appendix A in its Technical Specifications to its operating license. Fort , •
Calhoun included Revision 2 of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33 in its Technical Specificatio,
in January 2002. At the time Fort Calhoun Station was licensed in 1973, the license-w...
required to include in their design, a strategy to protect the facility against naturalk, "
phenomena (i.e. earthquakes, tornadoes, and floods) without losing the capablity tiq afely
shutdown the reactor. In 1976, the licensee updated its technical specificatio'nr3.ýfollowing
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 1. A condition of the technical spedificatipp requires
the licensee establish, implement, and maintain procedures that protect agaihist natural
phenomena, which are recommended in NRC Regulatory Guide 1

Q2: Why did it take so long for the NRC to discover the plantd,.d inot ̀ reet flood
requirements? , )

A2: The NRC has continually inspected Fort Calhoun Stations.s flood protection strategy since
the plant was originally licensed in 1973. Since 197,3te'prsnt, the NRC staff has issued
numerous findings, NRC Generic Letters, and opet ng- experience with respect to external
flood protection. The NRC staff expects eachlic s d4cility to evaluate and address the
operating experience against their operating se addition, with changing weather
patterns and river conditions, the NRC sta riodically re-assesses external flood
conditions at all nuclear facilities to ensur /tatte conditions of their operating licenses are
continually met.

Q3: When did the licensee first k16'oabout the Army Corps of Engineers change to
flood levels? V

A3: Fort Calhoun Station learn about the change to the Army Corps of Engineers flood
frequency analysis in J 2003. Once any NRC licensed facility learns that there is new
information that h9 Potential to affect or change their design and licensing bases for
protection against tural phenomena, the NRC expects the licensed facility to evaluate the
new information accordingly.

Q4: Whenr4ki he . licensee resolve the violation and be ready in case of flooding?

A4: As.a..sult of the inspection, Fort Calhoun Station is currently modifying the external flood
#prpection strategy to ensure that the design basis and license conditions of the facility are

Iiet-The NRC staff will conduct supplemental and follow-up inspections to address the
adequacy of the new flood protection strategy. While currently modifying their strategy,

"~Frt Calhoun Station is implementing an action plan to procure materials to ensure site
readiness and correct identified deficiencies. Fort Calhoun Station is monitoring the
National Weather Service and Army Corps of Engineers for meteorological and river level
forecasts.

-6-
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Q5: Are there other outstanding issues at Fort Calhoun Station with regard to flood
levels and plant preparations?

A5: As a result of the inspection, Fort Calhoun Station is currently modifying the external flood
protection strategy to ensure that the design basis and license conditions of the facility are
met. The NRC staff will conduct supplemental and follow-up inspections to address the
adequacy of the new flood protection strategy. When Fort Calhoun Station or the NRC sta
identifies any new issues, those issues will be addressed in the licensee's corrective actio•
program. Currently, the NRC staff and Fort Calhoun Station are in near constant
communication discussing likely changes to the flood protection strategy.

I

4

W
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R:REACTORS\FC Communication Plan Flood Protection 2010-GAG ML102600097
SUNSI Rev Compl. 0 Yes 0 No ADAMS ] Yes [I No Reviewer Initials GAG
Publicly Avail 0 Yes Z No Sensitive 10 Yes El No Sens. Type Initials GAG

__MD 3.4 Non-Public A.7

R /DRS/EB1/RI R14/DRSjEEB1 /C, jl4/DRS/D
GGeorge TFarnholtz RCaniano
RA/ /RA/ IRA/

07/14/2010 07/15/2010 07/15/2010

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY T=Telephone E=E-mail r1F aZ
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EDO Daily

Ft. Calhoun Inadequate Procedures for External Flooding

On June 21, 2010, Region IV conducted an exit meeting with the Ft. Calhoun licensee to
describe a preliminary Yellow finding. The licensee's procedures for protecting the plant and .•.

maintaining safe shutdown conditions against external flooding were inadequate. The risk.
associated with this finding was preliminarily determined to be Yellow because the flooding
would render the majority of safety related and important to safety equipment inoperable. e
inspection report and choice letter will be issued within 45 days after the exit meeting.
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FCS Letter Summary
Completed by Westinghouse (contractor)

Summary: Westinghouse completed a 90 page document, which was intended to assess the
significance of the issue both from a regulatory perspective and from a risk point of view. Much..-I.,
of the document was a repeat of information already in the NRC's report and risk assessment. "
However, the document seems to make the following points:

1. Licensee Point (Page 24): The licensee had noted in 1993 that sandbagging would be
difficult. "Since there is no tangible change in capability before and after th-performed
deficiency (that is the sandbagging capability per GM-RR-AE-1002 remains-week) but
pumps are available to maintain a safe shutdown condition. The finding should be
green." *.

NRC Response: The proper view was that the licensee mis'sed .an,,'arlier opportunity to
correct the problem once initially identified. While it was;trd6,that:ihe licensee identified
in 1993 that the sandbagging would not work as described,.they did not correct the
condition. Further, it is improper to measure the chbange in:risk from a known inadequate
condition to the same known inadequate condition. When calculating the change in CDF
we calculate the difference between the conditido they should have had versus the
condition that existed. That's why the findin was Yellow.

2. Licensee Point (Page 24): Once the p~rtable pumps were installed in the plant, the
change in risk was only 3E-6 peryear. From this perspective, the USAR deficiency may
be viewed as one of poor documentation.

NRC Response: Theri',were no specifics with respect to how the contractor calculated
a 3E-6 per year charijeto CDF. However, the analysts had noted the following
inappropriate assumptions in the licensee's prior risk assessments (IPEEE).

* Sandbagging ;was assumed to fail 90% of the time in the base case (this
lessen6edthe impact from of the PD).

,,'-The manual actions to install the portable pumps was overly optimistic by an oder
•of magnitude. Note: In the original HRA the assumptions were appropriate.
However, the licensee asked Westinghouse to reduce some of the performance
shaping factors, which they did.

.•,'\

Concerning the USAR discrepancy and the documentation issue. The change that the
licensee was discussing was not crediting the sandbagging above a certain elevation
and then relying on the gasoline powered pump system to preclude core damage.
Currently, the USAR only credits sandbagging to protect the plant to achieve safe
shutdown and the gasoline powered pump system does not appear in the USAR. To
implement this change in the USAR, the licensee would need to pass a 50.59 test



directly or send the change into the NRC for an amendment. However, this change
should not pass the 50.59 test. The 50.59 question of interest includes: Does the
change involve more than a minimal increase in the failure of equipment important to
safety. Since flooding is an event important to safety (GDC event), and all of the failed
plant equipment would be equipment important to safety in this case, the licensee should;:•

not pass this test. Therefore, the change would most likely require an NRC approved .
amendment. Further, since the change in risk was so high, it would be unlikely to
approved..• .

3. Licensee Response (Page 24): It is necessary to capitalize on the findindvgsassociated
with the July 16, 2010 drill exercise. Based on the July 16 exercise it is irmpoftat to
demonstrate that ample time, resources, adequate guidance, and appropriate conditions
will exist such that the ERO will effectively protect the auxiliary building._>2

NRC Response: The July 16 exercise refers to a tabletorp'drill wt.hefe the ERO (Mock
TSC) recommended installing flat metal plates (but not/weld•lg the plates) to the
outsides of the auxiliary building doorways to protect firm;i'lboding. The current SDP
processes and procedures do not allow crediting these actions because there were no
procedures in place to specify the needed actions and plant staff were not trained. The
SRAs have asked the licensee numerous times todemonstrate that the actions could be
accomplished by installing such a barrier/. n'an exterior auxiliary building door (the rollup
door) but the licensee, to date, has not prforrmed the action. A total of 10 doors would
have to be sealed to make the action successful (one doorway fails and the action fails)
and the licensee would need to remove ,sandbags and floodgates to allow access to the
doorways (which may not be possible-,depending on the floodwaters).
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NRC FORM
:4-2010)

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Category

KNRC PUBLIC MEETING FEEDBACI

Meeting
Date:

Meeting
Title:08/18/2010 FORT CALHOUN STATION REGULATORY CONFERENCE

In order to better serve the public, we need to hear from the meeting participants. Please take a few mini
this feedback form and return it to NRC.

1. How did you hear about this meeting?

K] NRC Web Page

Radio/TV

-] NRC Mailing List

L_] Other

[] Newspaper

2. Were you able to find supporting information prior to
the meeting?

3. Did the meeting achieve its stated purpose?

4. Has this meeting helped you with your understanding
of the topic?

5. Were the meeting starting time, duration, and locatiod
reasonably convenient?

6. Were you given sufficient opportunity to ask que
or express your views?

7. Are you satisfied overall with the NRCtafh
participated in the meeting?

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS: - .

-]

K] K]

K K]

[7 K] FI

E]

F-1

El

1-1K-]

Thank you for answering these questions.

Continue Comments on the reverse.

ame Organization

Telephone No. E-Mail K] Check here if you would like a
member of NRC staff to contact you.

OMB NO. 3150-0197 Expires: 08/31/2012

Public Protection Notification: If a means used to impose an information collection does not display a currently valid OMB control number, the NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is
not required to respond to, the information collection.

Please fold on the dotted lines with Business Reply side out, tape the bottom, and mail back to the NRC.
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COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS: (Continued)

STATES

WASHINGTON DC

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 12904 WASHINGTON DC

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

THOMAS FARNHOLTZ
DIVISION OF REACTOR SAFETY
U S NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION - REGION IV
612 E LAMAR BLVD STE 400
ARLINGTON TX 76011-9908
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INSPECTION PLAN - FORT CALHOUN STATION 95002
May 18, 2011

INSPECTION FOR ONE DEGRADED CORNERSTONE OR ANY THREE WHITE INPUTS IN

A STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE AREA - EXTERNAL FLOODING

Inspection Report Number 05000285/2011011

Background

Safety performance at Fort Calhoun Station for the most recent quarter was in the Degraded
Cornerstone Column (Column 3) of the NRC Action Matrix. Fort Calhoun entered Column 3 in
the 2 nd quarter of CY 2010 as a result of a Yellow finding in the Mitigation Systems Cornerstone.
The Yellow finding is result of Fort Calhoun Station's failure to maintain procedures that protect
the auxiliary building and intake structure during an external flood event in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Because of the transition to Column 3, the NRC will complete a
supplemental inspection using Inspection Procedure 95002. Fort Calhoun will remain in
Column 3 based on the Yellow finding and pending the completion of the IP 95002 inspection.
The inspection finding is described in further detail below.

Inspectors first identified an unresolved item (ref. NRC IR 05000285/2009006) concerning
external flood protection for plant areas considered vital to allow the reactor to achieve cold
shutdown, during the 2009 Fort Calhoun Station Component Design Basis Inspection. The
unresolved item concerned the ability of the licensee to protect the Fort Calhoun Station
auxiliary building, intake structure, and turbine building basement from external floods up to
flood elevation 1014 feet mean sea level (MSL) as stated in the Updated Safety Analysis Report
(USAR) and station procedures. In subsequent inspections, the inspectors identified that the
installed flood gates in the intake structure and auxiliary building would only protect against
floods up to 1009.5 ft MSL. The licensee, by procedure, would then try to drape sandbags on
the flood gates to protect up to 1014 ft MSL as stated in the USAR. The inspectors also
identified that penetration seals in the intake structure were not sealed to protect the safety
related components from floods up to 1014 ft MSL. Additionally, the inspectors identified that
equipment used to implement the sandbag procedure was either not functional or nonexistent.

On June 21, 2010, the inspectors communicated an Apparent Violation of Technical
Specification 5.8.la, "Procedures," for failure to establish and maintain procedures that protect
the intake structure and auxiliary building during external flooding events in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 6.w (ref. IR 05000285/2010007). In a letter, dated
October 6, 2010, the NRC communicated the final significance of the finding to be Yellow, a
finding with substantial safety significance (ref. IR05000285/2010008).

Following issuance of the Yellow finding, the licensee reported unanalyzed conditions caused
by additional unsealed penetrations were identified in the intake structure and auxiliary building.
These unsealed penetrations had the potential for affecting multiple trains of multiple safety
systems. The penetrations were reported to the NRC as the following event notifications and
licensee event reports:

* Event Notification 46297-September 30, 2010-Unanalyzed Condition Due to Potential
Flooding Via Condensate Drain Lines

* Event Notification 46590-January 27, 2011-Unsealed Penetrations Discovered in the
Intake Structure

_OFF-ICIAL USE ONLY A
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* Event Notification 46594-September 9, 2009-Unsealed Penetrations Discovered in the
Intake Structure

" Event Notification 46690-March 22, 2011-Potential Raw Water Pump Flooding
* Event Notification 46716-March 31, 2011-Identified Unsealed Flood Barrier Penetrations
* Event Notification 46747-April 13, 2011-Unsealed Barrier Flood Penetration
* LER 05000285-2011-001-January 27, 2011 -Inadequate Flooding Protection Due to

Ineffective Oversight
* LER 05000285-2011-003-February 4, 2011-Inadequate Flooding Protection Due to

Ineffective Oversight

Inspection Obwectives

This inspection fulfills the requirements to perform a supplemental inspection subsequent to the
identification of one Yellow finding, resulting in the degraded Mitigating System Cornerstone, at
the Fort Calhoun Station.

* Provide assurance that the root and contributing causes of individual risk-significant
performance issues are understood.

* Independently assess and provide assurance that the extent of condition and the extent
of cause of individual and risk-significant performance issues are identified.

" Independently determine if safety culture components caused or significantly contributed
to the individual risk-significant performance issues.

* Provide assurance that a licensee's corrective actions for risk-significant performance
issues are sufficient to address the root and contributing causes and prevent recurrence.

* Provide assurance that conditions resulting in Yellow finding, Licensee Event Reports,
and Event Notifications have been evaluated and corrected. Additionally, if these Event
Notifications have been retracted, validate the reason for the retraction.

Onsite Inspection Dates

June 13- 17, 2011
June 27- July 1, 2011

Applicable Inspection Procedures

IP 95002, "Supplemental Inspection for One Degraded Cornerstone or Any Three White Inputs
in a Strategic Performance Area," dated February 9, 2011

Prepared by:
Gerond A. George, Team Lead Date

Approved by:
Thomas Farnholtz, Chief, EB1, DRS Date
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INSPECTION PLAN DETAILS

Inspectors

Gerond George, Team Lead
Bob Hagar
Michael Vasquez
Jacob Wingebach
Chris Steely
Leonard Willoughby
Megan Williams (Training)
Bernadette Madison, Administrative

II. Detailed Inspection Schedule

Inspection Preparation at Region IV Office: June 6 -10, 2011
Onsite Inspection: June 13-17, 2011 and June 27-July 1, 2011
Entrance Meeting: June 13, 2011
Debrief Meeting: July 1, 2011
Inspection Documentation at Region IV Office: June 20-24, 2011 and July 5-15, 2011
Draft Inspection Report Completed: August 1, 2011
Management Review Completed: August 15, 2011

II1. SRecific Inspection Activities

02.01 Problem Identification

02.01 .a Determine that the licensee evaluation(s) identifies who (i.e. licensee, self-
revealing, or NRC), and under what conditions the issues were identified.

02.01 .b Determine that the licensee evaluation(s) documents how long the issues
existed, and prior opportunities for identification

02.01 .c Determine that the evaluation(s) documents the plant specific risk consequences
(as applicable) and compliance concerns associated with the issue(s) both
individually and collectively.

02.02 Root Cause, Extent of Condition, and Extent of Cause Evaluation

02.02.a Determine that the problems were evaluated using a systematic method(s) to
identify root cause(s) and contributing causes

02.02.b Determine that the root cause evaluations were conducted to a level of detail
commensurate with the significance of the problem

02.02.c Determine that the root cause evaluations included a consideration of prior
occurrences of the problem and knowledge of prior operating experience.
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02.02.d Determine that the root cause evaluations address the extent of condition and
the extent of cause of the problem.

02.03 Corrective Actions

02.03.a Determine that the appropriate corrective actions are specified for each
root/contributing cause or that there is an evaluation that no actions are
necessary.

02.03.b Determine that the corrective actions have been prioritized with the consideration
of the risk significance and regulatory compliance.

02.03.c Determine that a schedule has been established for implementing and
completing the corrective actions.

02.03.d Determine that the quantitative or qualitative measures of success have been
developed for determining the effectiveness of the corrective actions to prevent
recurrence.

02.04 Independent Assessment of Extent of Condition and Extent of Cause

Perform a focused inspection(s) to independently assess the validity of the
licensee's conclusions regarding the extent of condition and extent of cause of
the issues. The objective should be to independently sample performance, as
necessary, to provide assurance that the licensee's evaluation regarding extent
of condition and extent of cause is sufficiently comprehensive.

The following inspection procedures (or portions thereof) may be used to meet
this objective (note: this list is not all-inclusive and may change as information is
gathered during preparation and inspection):

IP 71111.01 Adverse Weather Protection
IP 71111.06 Flood Protection Measures
IP 71111.17 Evaluations of Changes, Tests, Experiments and Permanent

Plant Modifications
IP 71111.21 Component Design Basis Inspection
IP 71114.04 Emergency Action Level and Emergency Plan Changes
IP 71152 Problem Identification and Resolution
IP 71153 Follow-up of Events and Notices of Enforcement Discretion
IP 92700 Onsite Follow-up of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at

Power Reactor Facilities

02.05 Safety Culture Consideration

An independent safety culture will not be performed in this inspection. The
safety culture assessment will be performed in a later inspection.

02.06 Evaluation of IMC 0305 Criteria for Treatment of Old Design Issues
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The licensee has not requested credit for self-identification of an old design
issue. Therefore, this inspection will not evaluate any issues against the MC
0305 criteria for treatment of old design issues.

IV. HRMS Information

This is a supplemental inspection with an allotted time of approximately 200 (+/- 20%)
hours of direct inspection. All time spent shall be charged to Inspection Report
05000285/2011011 and to the following IPE codes, as appropriate:

Travel: AT
Preparation: SEP
Inspection: SP with IP 95002
Documentation: SED

V. Documentation of Findings

This report will be prepared in accordance with the guidance of IMC 0612 and regional
guidance. Should new or additional examples of performance issues be identified by this
inspection, the new issues will be categorized using the Significance Determination
Process and the corresponding supplemental inspection procedure will be performed if
needed.

VI. Interface and Coordination Meetings

Team Meetings

Team Meetings will be held daily starting on Tuesday, June 14, 2011. The intent is to
allow each inspector, including the team leader, to discuss the day's activities.
Additionally, the team leader will meet periodically with the team members during the
inspection preparation week in Region IV to discuss any preliminary issues and to address
any preparation needs.

Daily Debrief with Regional Management

The team leader will conduct a daily phone call with the regional management to update
the region on inspection status and summary of developing issues.

Meetings with the licensee

An entrance meeting will be held on June 13, 2011, at 3:30pm.

Daily debriefs with the licensee will start Tuesday, June 14, 2011 at 8:00am. These daily
meetings normally will be between the team lead and the licensee; individual team
members may be needed on occasion to elaborate on a complicated issue.

The inspection team will conduct a debrief meeting on July 1, 2011 at 8:00am.

VII. Work Hours

7:15 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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VIII. Specific Inspection Assignments

Gerond George, Team Lead - Manage and assist the team as follows:

* Assist team members with their assigned responsibilities as needed.
* Assist with assessment and characterization of any identified performance issues,

findings, or observations.
* Ensure completion of inspection plan.
* Conduct periodic briefings with regional management.
* Conduct periodic briefings with licensee.
* Formulate overall conclusion regarding independent NRC inspections of licensee

performance and self-assessments, extent of cause, and extent of condition
evaluations.

• Complete walkdown of auxiliary building and intake structure external penetrations
and flood protection equipment to ensure licensee is meeting its flood design basis

* Lead group discussions in independent validation of Root Cause Analysis 2010-2387
* Review selected Fort Calhoun Station Quality Assurance Audit reports targeting

Emergency Planning, Problem Identification and Resolution, Abnormal and
Emergency Operating Procedures, Design and USAR Change Process, and
protection from external events.

Bob Hagar (Assistant Team Leader) - Assist the Team Lead and inspect as follows:

" Complete walkdown of auxiliary building and intake structure external penetrations
and flood protection equipment to ensure licensee is meeting its flood design basis

* Independently assess the validity of the overall conclusion of Root Cause Analysis
2010-2387 using various systematic cause analysis processes. This should be
completed with full input of the team members.

" Complete an independent review of the safety culture assessment to determine if
crosscutting aspects have been appropriately associated with the root and
contributing causes.

* Activities described in Section 02.01 for Root Cause Analysis 2010-2387
* Activities described in Section 02.02 for Root Cause Analysis 2010-2387
* Activities describe in Section 02.03 for Root Cause 8.4 "Mindsets"
* Activities describe in Section 02.04 for Root Cause 8.4 "Mindsets"
* Review design basis information (USAR historical information, TS, GDC,

Commitments, IPE, and IPEEE) to determine which items or information may be
thought as "beyond design basis". Once 2-3 items are identified review procedures,
instructions, or design documentation to determine if the licensee is controlling the
design basis information within the procedures, instructions, or design
documentation

Michael Vasquez - Inspect as follows:

* Complete walkdown of auxiliary building and intake structure external penetrations
and flood protection equipment to ensure licensee is meeting its flood design basis

* Activities described in Section 2.02d for Root Cause Analysis 2010-2387
* Activities describe in Section 02.03 for Root Cause 8.3 "Problem Identification &

Resolution Culture"
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* Activities describe in Section 02.04 for Root Cause 8.3 "Problem Identification &
Resolution Culture"

* Inspection and closeout of the following event notifications:
o Event Notification 46297-September 30, 2010-Unanalyzed Condition Due to

Potential Flooding Via Condensate Drain Lines
o Event Notification 46590-January 27, 2011-Unsealed Penetrations Discovered

in the Intake Structure
o Event Notification 46594-September 9, 2009-Unsealed Penetrations

Discovered in the Intake Structure
* Select 15-25 condition reports, since January 2009, which report conditions that

affect the Emergency Plan, USAR, site characteristics, external events, emergency
operating procedures, severe accident guidelines, and other RG 1.33 procedures to
determine if conditions are clearly documented and those conditions adverse to
quality are fully evaluated and corrected.

* Participate in systematic root cause analysis validation of Root Cause 2010-2387

Jacob Wingebach - Inspect as follows:

* Complete walkdown of auxiliary building and intake structure external penetrations
and flood protection equipment to ensure licensee is meeting its flood design basis.

* Activities describe in Section 02.03 for Root Cause 8.2 "Management Oversight"
* Activities describe in Section 02.04 for Root Cause 8.2 "Management Oversight"
• Inspection and closeout of the following event notifications:

o Event Notification 46690-March 22, 2011-Potential Raw Water Pump Flooding
o Event Notification 46716-March 31, 2011-Identified Unsealed Flood Barrier

Penetrations
o Event Notification 46747-April 13, 2011-Unsealed Barrier Flood Penetration

* Determine if supervisors and management in all areas of Fort Calhoun Station
understand the significance of the finding.

o Additionally, determine if the significance and corrective actions for the finding
have been thoroughly communicated to Fort Calhoun Station employees.

o Ensure the licensee management has complete and effective oversight of the
resolution and implementation corrective actions associated with RCA 2010-
2387.

• Review interim and revised flood procedures to determine that procedures contain
defined roles and responsibilities for personnel affected by those procedures

• Select and review 3-5 high risk significant emergency, abnormal, or severe accident
operating procedures, outside of external flooding, to determine if the selected
procedures contained defined roles and responsibilities for personnel affected by
those procedures.

o Include in this review fire protection strategies, B.5.b strategies, and
procedures necessary to fulfill design basis in Chapter 2 of the USAR.

o Interview personnel to determine they understand their specific roles and
responsibilities.

* Participate in systematic root cause analysis validation of Root Cause 2010-2387

Chris Steely - Inspect as follows:

* Complete walkdown of auxiliary building and intake structure external penetrations
and flood protection equipment to ensure licensee is meeting its flood design basis.
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" Activities describe in Section 02.03 for Root Cause 8.1 "Procedure Design,
Development, & Revision Process"

• Activities describe in Section 02.04 for Root Cause 8.1 "Procedure Design,
Development, & Revision Process"

* Inspect and closeout of evaluations and corrective actions for LER 05000285-2011-
001-January 27, 2011 -Inadequate Flooding Protection Due to Ineffective Oversight

* Inspect and closeout of evaluations and corrective actions for LER 05000285-2011-
003-February 4, 2011 -Inadequate Flooding Protection Due to Ineffective Oversight

* Assess whether any revised or interim design or procedure change guidance has
been implemented since June 2010. Determine that this process follows applicable
regulatory and industry guidance.

* Determine if the site Emergency Plan is updated for changes to protection for
external events.

* Assess whether training and instruction for construction and installation of flood
barriers is adequate to mitigate the effects of a design basis flood.

o Review interim training guidance for flood barrier construction. Determine who
has completed this training and when this training was completed.

" Select 5-10 risk significant procedure changes, that have occurred since January
2010, to determine that procedure changes have been made in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements

o Include in this selection changes that could affect the site emergency plan, fire
protection, B.5.b, or other similar programs that have specific regulatory
requirements.

" Participate in systematic root cause analysis validation of Root Cause 2010-2387

Leonard Willoughby and Megan Williams - Inspect as follows:

* Complete walkdown of auxiliary building and intake structure external penetrations
and flood protection to inspect design basis flood barriers

* Select 1-2 barriers for demonstration of flood protection barriers.
* Inspection and closeout of VIO 05000285/2010007-01 "Failure to Maintain External

Flood Procedures"
o Determine that the design and configuration of the new flood barriers and flood

mitigation equipment will correct the conditions identified for the Yellow Finding
(NRC Inspection Report 05000285/2010007)

o Determine if the site's design basis and procedures have been updated, in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.71e and 10 CFR 50.59, to include the strategy and
equipment credited with protecting from an external flood event

* Review site design basis (USAR Chapter 2, Site Characteristics) for other external
scenarios (fire, tornado, earthquake, industrial accident etc.) and verify that site
procedures and equipment address and/or mitigate consequences resulting from
those events

o Determine if the site's design basis (USAR Chapter 2, Standard Review Plan
Chapter 2) and procedures have been updated, in accordance with 10 CFR
50.71e and 10 CFR 50.59, to reflect changes to site characteristics

* Determine that the design and configurations of interim and new flood barriers used
to protect the site from other external events is adequate and meets applicable
design criteria. Additionally, determine if the designs included lessons learned from
applicable operating experience.
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* Select and review 3-5 high risk significant emergency, abnormal, or severe accident
operating procedures, outside of external events, to determine if the selected
procedures and equipment conform to applicable licensing bases and regulatory
requirements

" Review site abnormal, emergency, and severe accident procedures to determine if
procedures, that protect the site from external events, conform to the applicable
regulatory guidance and contain lessons learned from applicable industry operating
experience

Bernadette Madison - Responsibilities as follows:

* Compile individual inspector report inputs for inclusion in the final inspection report
2011011.

" Complete editing and final proofreading of the final inspection report 2011011, in
accordance with PG4090.

" Ensure that team adheres to report timelines.
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The unique FLOMAX PUMPAK design permits close coupling
to a wide range of gas and diesel engines. FLOMAX pumps
include a stainless steel shaft sleeve to protect the engine
crankshaft from damage. The open adaptor allows for the
proper ventilation and operating temperature of the engine
bearing while providing separation between the engine and
the liquid in the pump.
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Options available

Stainless steel

EMP PUMPS, n.c.
34600 BENNETT * FRASER, Ml 48026-1686

(586] 293-8240 * FAX (586] 293-846P
(800) 563-8006 .www.mppumps.comA
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The FLOMAX 5 and 8 curves are typical curves using 3HP engines. The
FLOMAX 10 and 15 curves are typical curves using 8HP engines. For liquids
heavier than water, use higher HP engines. The curve data shown is typical
performance data using maximum impeller diameters. Actual performance
obtained in the field will vary depending upon engine type, impeller spacing and
diameter, and the size, length, and type of discharge hoses/pipes used. Best
performance is obtained when the largest diameter and shortest hoses/pipes
possible are used.
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June 21, 2010,

05000285/2010007

This meeting discusses the results of a six month followup inspection using IP 92701, "Follow
Up." The inspectors reviewed an Unresolved Item regarding flood protection which was
identified during the 2009 Component Design Basis Inspection. The inspectors who conducted
the inspection were Gerond George, Megan Williams, David Loveless, and George Replogle.
The results of the inspection will be documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000285/2010007.

This report will discuss preliminarily results of the inspection including a finding which has
substantial safety significance that may require additional NRC inspection (Yellow). As
described in Section 40A5 of the attached report, the finding involves a failure to establish and
maintain procedures to protect the intake structure and auxiliary building during external
flooding events. The inspectors determined that the protection strategy discussed in station
operating procedures, if implemented, would be insufficient to protect vital station facilities to an
external flood level of 1014 feet mean sea level, as committed in the Fort Calhoun Station
Updated Safety Analysis Report and required station procedures. This finding was assessed
based on the best available information, including influential assumptions, using the applicable
Significance Determination Process (SDP). The preliminary significance was based on the
extrapolated external flood frequencies established by Fort Calhoun Station Individual Plant
Examination for External Events and credit given for use of portable gas powered pump system.

The finding is also an apparent violation of NRC requirements and is being considered for
escalated enforcement action in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy.

Before we make a final decision on this matter, we are providing you an opportunity (1) to
present to the NRC your perspectives on the facts and assumptions, used by the NRC to arrive
at the finding and its significance, at a Regulatory Conference or (2) submit your position on the
finding to the NRC in writing. If you request a Regulatory Conference, it should be held within
40 days of the receipt of this letter and we encourage you to submit supporting documentation
at least one week prior to the conference in an effort to make the conference more efficient and
effective. If a Regulatory Conference is held, it will be open for public observation. If you
decide to submit only a written response, such submittal should be sent to the NRC within 40
days of the receipt of this letter. If you decline to request a Regulatory Conference or submit a
written response, you relinquish your right to appeal the final SDP determination, in that by not
doing either; you fail to meet the appeal requirements stated in the Prerequisite and Limitation
Sections of Attachment 2 of IMC 0609.

In accordance with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609, we intend to complete our
evaluation using the best available information and issue our final determination of safety
significance within 90 days of the date of this letter. The Significance Determination Process
(SDP) encourages an open dialogue between the NRC staff and the licensee. However, the
dialogue should not impact the timeliness of the staffs final determination.

Please contact Mr. Thomas Farnholtz at 817-860-8243 within 10 business days of the date of
this receipt of this letter to notify the NRC of your intentions. If we have not heard from you
within 10 days, we will continue with our significance determination and enforcement decision
and you will be advised by separate correspondence of the results of our deliberations on this
matter.
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Since the NRC has not made a final determination in this matter, a Notice of Violation is not
being issued for these inspection findings at this time. In addition, please be advised that the
number and characterization of apparent violations described in the enclosed inspection report
may change as a result of further NRC review.

Scope
As documented in NRC Inspection Report 2009006, the NRC inspectors identified an
unresolved item concerning external flood protection for plant areas considered vital to allow the
reactor to achieve cold shutdown. Specifically, the unresolved item concerned: (1) the ability of
the licensee to protect the Fort Calhoun Station auxiliary building, intake structure, and turbine
building basement from external floods up to flooding elevation 1013 feet mean sea level as
stated in USAR and station procedures; and, (2) upon receiving new flooding information in
November 2003, if the licensee was required to update the USAR.

Because more inspection was necessary to resolve this issue, the issue was considered an
unresolved item pending further NRC Region IV review. The NRC Region IV review was to
determine:

1. If the failure to meet the self imposed standard of flood protection up to 1013 feet
is a performance deficiency in accordance with NRC Manual Chapter 0612.

2. If a violation of NRC requirements is associated with the performance deficiency
because the licensee did not update the flooding design basis when new
information was received in November 2003.

This unresolved item was identified as URI 05000285/2009006-03, "Failure to Update Flood
Protection for Safety Related Buildings." Based on followup inspections conducted at Fort
Calhoun Station and the NRC Region IV office, the inspectors determined that no further
inspection is necessary. Therefore, this URI will be closed.

Finding
The inspectors identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1.a, "Procedures,"
for failure to establish and maintain procedures that protect the intake structure and auxiliary
building during external flooding events. Specifically, stacking and draping sandbags on
floodgates is not a sufficient configuration to protect the auxiliary building and intake structure to
an external flood height of 1014 feet mean sea level as stated in station operating procedures
and the updated safety analysis report.

The inspectors determined design basis flood elevations at Fort Calhoun Station by reviewing
USAR Chapter 2.7, "Hydrology," USAR Chapter 9.8, "Raw Water System," and Technical
Specifications 2.16, "River Level."

USAR Section 2.7.1.2 states, in part:

"The design flood elevation of 1,006 feet based on a 0.1 percent probability flood is considered
conservative. Without special provisions, the plant can accommodate flood levels of up to 1,007
[feet mean sea level]. Steel flood gates are permanently mounted above and adjacent to
openings in structures containing equipment required for a safe and orderly plant shutdown. In
the event of high water levels, these flood gates can be installed to provide protection to a level
of 1,009.5 [feet mean sea level]. In the Intake Structure, protection to 1009.5 [feet] msl is
accomplished with flood gates and sandbagging. The plant can be protected by sandbags,



temporary earth levees and other methods to allow a safe shutdown with a flood elevation of
1,013 [feet mean sea level]."

USAR Section 9.8.6 states, in part:

"Protection for the raw water pumps and their drives against floods is provided at three
elevations as indicated on Figure 9.8-1. The pumps are permanently protected against any
water level up to elevation 1007.5 feet by the Class I concrete substructure of the intake
building. Protection is provided to elevation 1009.5 feet by sandbags around the traveling
screen areas and by gasketed steel closures at exterior doorway openings in the intake
structure reinforced concrete perimeter walls. Protection to elevation 1014.5 feet is provided by
additional sandbags around the traveling screen areas, and by supplementing the intake
structure perimeter walls with sandbags. The water level inside the intake cells can be
controlled by positioning the exterior sluice gates to restrict the inflow into the cells."

Technical Specification 2.16, "Basis," dated November 1, 2007, states:

"The maximum Missouri River level of 1009 feet is the level at which the installed flood gates
will protect the plant. Any increase in river level will require sand bagging to repel the water to a
maximum flood level of 1014 feet or greater."

When the licensee determines it is necessary to protect the plant at elevated flood levels, the
licensee implements Section I of procedure AOP-1, "Acts of Nature." AOP-1 is a required
procedure as required by Technical Specification 5.8.1a and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33,
Appendix A, Section 6.w. AOP-1 directs the licensee to implement applicable sections of
procedures PE-RR-AE-1001, "Floodgate Installation and Removal," and GM-RR-AE-1002,
"Flood Control Preparedness for Sandbagging," when river levels reach specified heights of
1002, 1004, 1007, and 1009 feet mean sea level.

GM-RR-AE-1002, step 7.4 states:

"The primary focus for flood protection should be directed to those facilities which are
considered vital with respect to nuclear safety and credited with flood protection in the IPEEE
Flooding evaluation, Reference 2.3. These facilities shall be protected at the sacrifice of the
other facilities if site conditions warrant. The vital facilities are: Auxiliary Building, Intake
Structure, and Turbine Building Basement."

Reference 2.3 of procedure GM-RR-AE-1 002 is the IPEEE for Fort Calhoun Station, Section
5.2, "External Flooding," Table 5.2.3. This table credits flood protection up to 1013.5 feet mean
sea level by sandbagging for the switchyard, auxiliary building and intake structure. Table 5.2.3,
"Impact of Periodic Flood due to Rain and Snow," comments that "severe core damage results if
either intake or auxiliary building sandbagging fails."

Attachment 9.5 of procedure GM-RR-AE-1 002 contains specific instructions that plant operators
would use to protect from flood crest above 1009 feet mean sea level. The attachment notes
that sandbags would be tied and draped over the top of floodgates to supplement the protection
capability to the projected flood crest. Specifically, the attachment states, "Place additional
sandbags on top of the floodgates to raise the protection against the expected crest of the
flood." Additionally, Attachment 9.8 of GM-RR-AE-1002 states the intake structure and auxiliary
building could be protected to 1014.5 with floodgates and sandbags.



During the inspection, the inspectors requested a demonstration of flood protection for vital
facilities against flood levels above the probable maximum flood level of 1009 feet mean sea
level. As a result of this demonstration, the inspectors determined that the procedural guidance
of GM-RR-AE-1002 was inadequate because the stacking and draping sandbags at a height of
four feet over the top of floodgates would be insufficient to protect the vital facilities to 1014 feet
mean sea level, as committed in USAR and required station procedures. The sandbagging
activity would be insufficient because the cross section on the top of the floodgates is too small
to support a stacked sandbag configuration that would retain four feet static head of water.
Additionally, the inspectors identified plant personnel would need to take additional action to
prevent flooding through the traveling screen discharge trench or the intake structure would be
potentially lost at a flood level of 1008 feet mean sea level. Furthermore, the inspectors
determined if slowly rising flood conditions were observed to affect the site, any actions taken
per guidance of AOP-1 could be difficult because of the risk to personnel safety.

In reviewing the different aspects of external flooding, the inspectors discovered the licensee
missed several opportunities to evaluate the changes to flooding conditions at Fort Calhoun
Station.

As documented in condition report 2002-1296, the licensee obtained flood information from the
Federal Emergency Management Administration and a 1993 Army Corps of Engineers flood
study. The information received estimated that projected flood elevations to be greater than the
projected flood elevations in the USAR. The corrective actions were to evaluate the information
to determine if the design basis and procedures would need to be updated. The licensee
determined that the design basis would remain the same; however, a USAR change would
reflect that an evaluation was completed. The USAR change was submitted to the NRC in
January 2008, but no change to operating procedures was initiated.

During the evaluation associated with condition report 2002-1296, the licensee identified that
more recent flooding information was available from the Army Corps of Engineers. In July 2003,
the licensee identified that 2003 external flood frequencies and associated Missouri River levels
evaluated in the draft version of Army Corps of Engineers, "Upper Mississippi River System
Flow Frequency Study," January 2004, were different than external flood frequencies and
Missouri River levels evaluated by an Army Corps of Engineers letter to Omaha Public Power
District, dated January 14, 1993. This condition was entered into the corrective action program
as condition report 2003-2664.

The licensee's corrective action tasked the licensee's probabilistic risk assessment group to
evaluate the new 2003 external flood data, update the existing Fort Calhoun Station Individual
Plant Examination for External Events external flooding analysis, and develop a set of
recommended strategies to mitigate high risk external flood scenarios. This external flood
analysis was completed in August 2005. The licensee realized the new flood elevations were
approximately 3 feet higher for each flooding frequency. Additionally, when the 2003 data was
extrapolated to a 1000 year flood frequency, the licensee found that elevation to be 1010.5 feet
mean sea level.

Following this discovery, the licensee updated the external flooding analysis; however, no
corrective action was written to evaluate the potential change to the plants design basis or
operating procedures. Additionally, the licensee did not develop a corrective action plan to
ensure the design basis and regulatory compliance was maintained. This was contrary to
Attachment 7.9 of FCSG-24, "Corrective Action Program Guideline," Revision 22. Section 4.2 of



Attachment 7.9 states: "The corrective action plan includes a review of regulations to ensure
that regulatory compliance is maintained."

Analysis
The inspectors determined the failure to establish and maintain adequate procedures to protect
the auxiliary building and intake structure to external flood heights between 1008 and 1014 feet
mean sea level is a performance deficiency. Specifically, the licensee failed to maintain
procedures for combating a significant flood as recommended by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33,
Appendix A, Section 6.w, "Acts of Nature." This performance deficiency is more than minor
because it adversely affected the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of external events
and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability and reliability of systems that
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The inspectors determined
the finding resulted in the degradation of equipment and functions specifically designed to
mitigate a flooding initiating event. In addition, during a flooding event, the loss would degrade
two or more trains of a multi-train safety system. Therefore, the finding is potentially risk
significant to flood initiators and a Phase 3 analysis of the Significance Determination Process is
required.

A Region IV senior reactor analyst performed the Phase 3 significance determination. The
preliminary change in core damage frequency was calculated to be 3.1 x 10-5 indicating that the
finding was of substantial safety significance (Yellow). The risk important sequence included a
station blackout, loss of all DC power, failure of the turbine driven feedwater pump and failure of
the diesel driven feedwater pump. Remaining mitigation equipment that helped to limit the
significance included the licensee's temporary gasoline powered pump system that can provide
makeup water to the steam generators.

The finding was determined to have a crosscutting aspect in the area of problem identification
and resolution, corrective action program, for failure to take appropriate corrective actions to
address safety issues and adverse trends in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety
significance and complexity. Specifically, from 2003 to 2008, the licensee failed initiate
appropriate corrective actions to ensure regulatory compliance of the external flooding design
basis was maintained. [P.1(d)]

Enforcement
Technical Specification 5.8.1.a, "Procedures," states, "Written procedures and administrative
policies shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the following activities: (a)
The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A,
1978." Contrary to this, since 1978, the licensee failed to maintain procedures for combating a
significant flood as recommended by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 6.w,
"Acts of Nature." Specifically, the licensee failed to establish and maintain station procedures
that adequately prescribe steps to mitigate external flooding conditions in the auxiliary building
and intake structure between 1008 and 1014 feet mean sea level. The licensee has entered this
condition into their corrective action programs as Condition Report 2010-2387. Pending
completion of a final significance determination, the performance deficiency will be considered
an apparent violation.

Assessment
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ATTACHMENT **
Failure Probability of the Alternative Mitigation Strategy

In the significance determination process evaluation documented in Section ** of this
inspection report, the analyst assumed that the minimum mitigation equipment available
for all postulated flooding scenarios was the licensee's alternative mitigation strategy
using portable gasoline pumps described in Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002, "Installation of
Portable Steam Generator Makeup Pumps." The quantification of the failure probability
used, 3.2%, is documented below.

The analyst noted that Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure EPIP-TSC-2,
"Catastrophic Flood Preparation," requests that the Site Director/Shift Manager authorize
the performance of Procedure PE-RR-AE-1 002 when the Corps of Engineers notifies the
licensee of an upstream dam failure or the expectation of flooding above Elevation
1009 feet mean sea level.

Procedure PE-RR-AE-1 002 directs the installation of two portable gasoline engine-
driven pumps as shown in the drawing in Figure 1. The first pump takes a suction
directly on the flood waters in the turbine building via a suction strainer and fills the
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank via fire hoses and a permanently installed process
flange. The second pump takes a suction from the tank via a second flange, and pumps
to the steam generators through hoses, fittings, and flanges to the feedwater system.

The analyst utilized information available in Westinghouse LTR-RAM-I1-09-085,
"Reliability Analysis fo Refilling the EFWST Using Portable Gasoline Pumps," to create
the fault tree shown in Figure 1. The analyst used the failure data from Westinghouse
LTR-RAM-lI-09-085 as the best estimate parameter values. For Basic Event EFW-XHE-
PORTABLE, "Operators Fail to Makeup to S/Gs using Gasoline Pumps," the analyst
used the SPAR-H method for human reliability analysis.

The analyst evaluated the probability that operators fail to diagnose the need for and to
implement the actions specified in Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002. The diagnosis portion
included the licensee recognizing that Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002 was the appropriate
recovery path given the circumstances. The analyst evaluated the entire implementation
of the procedural requirements under the action portion of the human reliability analysis.
The following performance shaping factors were adjusted from nominal:

Time:

The analyst determined that implementation of Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002 would
be at least 2 days after reactor shutdown. The reactor would most likely have
been in cold shutdown. Therefore, the reactor would have had to heat up to
pressure and temperature and boiled the steam generators dry prior to
proceeding to postulated core damage. This would have taken up to 25 hours
depending on initial conditions.

Diaqnosis: Because the flood would have been an ongoing condition, the analyst
determined that the operators would have "an inordinate amount of time (a day or
more) to diagnose the problem. Therefore, diagnosis credit was adjusted for
"Expansive Time."



Action: The analyst noted that the licensee would not start implementing this
procedure until all sources of clean water and plant process equipment had
failed. The analyst estimated that performing this well-documented, yet
unfamiliar task would take several hours. As such, there would be "greater than
five times the time required" for installation of the equipment and providing a
source of gasoline. However, the time available would not be more than 50
times the required time.

Stress:

The analyst determined that the licensee personnel performing diagnosis and the
operators/maintenance personnel implementing the procedure would be under
an "Extreme" level of stress. The onset of the station blackout and loss of all
feedwater would be sudden (though possibly anticipated), because it would
initiate from the failure of last ditch flood protection and the flooding of large
portions of the plant. The stressing situation would have persisted for days as
the flood waters would likely have been rising for weeks, requiring additional
work hours and hard work. Workers would realize that they were surrounded by
the flood waters and could not leave if conditions worsened. The catastrophic
failure in this scenario would lead operators to understand that failure would
result in core damage and permanent loss of the plant.

Complexity:

Diagnosis: The analyst determined that the diagnosis for this human reliability
analysis was "Moderately Complex." There would be some ambiguity in what
was to be diagnosed. Last minute flood protection efforts, expectation that
alternatives might be viable, even the possibility that successful turbine-building
flood protection would have to be torn down, complicate the diagnosis that this
alternative mitigating strategy is the only viable solution.

Action: The analyst determined that implementing Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002
would be "Moderately Complex." Implementation requires installing a complex
sequence of pumps, hoses and spool pieces. Coordination with the plant
operating state is necessary to ensure that the steam generator safeties can be
blocked open. Coordination of the two operating pumps is constantly a concern
because the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank must be full to prevent the
second pump from binding.

Experience:

The SPAR-H evaluates the experience and training of operators and personnel
based on the years of experience and broad consideration of training for the
actions involved in the accident scenario. The analyst evaluated this and
determined that operators had the nominal skills to assemble and operate the
pumps and equipment necessary. Therefore, the analyst determined that the
experience for both diagnosis and action would be "Nominal."

Procedures:



Dia.qnosis: As stated above, Procedure EPIP-TSC-2 directs the attention of the
technical support center personnel to look at Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002. The
procedure addresses, but does not delineate that interfacing systems should be
isolated prior to flood-related loss of shutdown cooling. The procedure directs
that the main steam safety valves be opened to maintain steam pressure as
close as possible to atmospheric. The procedures for diagnosis are available
and enhance performance, better than many alternative mitigating strategy
procedures in the industry. However, they do not meet the definition of
diagnostic procedures. Therefore, the analyst determined that the procedures
were of "Nominal" level.

Action: The analyst determined that Procedure PE-RR-AE-1002 was available
and enhances performance. The equipment is mostly staged in containers in
Room 81, and drawings are readily available to assist the operators/maintenance
personnel in installing the equipment. Therefore, the analyst determined that the
procedures were of "Nominal" level.

Ergonomics:

Diagnosis: The analyst determined that most of the diagnosis would be done
from the main control room and the technical support center. The big picture
indication of plant status would be available until after most of the scenarios
would have required diagnosis. (Extremely high flooding would also take out the
direct current system). Therefore, the analyst determined that he ergonomics for
diagnosing this condition were "Nominal."

Action: The analyst determined that the ergonomics for implementing Procedure
PE-RR-AE-1002 were "Poor." Operators and maintenance personnel would be
working under emergency lighting conditions. In most scenarios installed
emergency lighting would have failed from battery depletion. Workers would be
performing tasks around and in flood waters and in dank conditions. Operations
would involve routine handling of gasoline. No steam generator indication is
available at the location.



The Table 2 provides the calculations used to apply the performance shaping factors
and the odds ratio. The resulting HRA non-recovery value was 2.0%.

TABLE 2
Refill Steam Generator Using Gasoline Pumps

Performance Shaping
Factor Diagnosis Action

PSF Level Multiplier PSF Level Multiplier

Time: Expansive Time 0.01 >= 5 times 0.1
Stress: Extreme 5.0 Extreme 5.0

Moderately
Complexity: Moderately Complex 2.0 Complex 2.0
Experience: Nominal 1.0 Nominal 1.0
Procedures: Nominal 1.0 Nominal 1.0
Ergonomics: Nominal 1.0 Poor 10.0
Fitness for Duty: Nominal 1.0 Nominal 1.0
Work Processes: Nominal 1.0 Nominal 1.0

Nominal 1.0E-02 1.OE-03
Adjusted 1.OE-03 1.OE-02
Odds Ratio 1.OE-03 9.9E-03

Composite 0.1 10

Failure to Refill Steam Generators Using
Gasoline Pumps Probability: 1.1 E-02

The analyst solved the fault tree, shown in Figure 2, and determined that the probability
that this alternate mitigation strategy would fail was 3.23E-02. Because this strategy
would be available regardless of the performance deficiency, the analyst multiplied both
baseline and case conditional core damage probabilities by this value.

Discussion of Licensee's Value:

The licensee provided a total failure rate for the alternative mitigating strategy of 1.3E-02
in the IPEEE. The analyst's value of 3.23E-02 was calculated by evaluating the potential
for equipment failure, as well as a human reliability analysis.

The analyst evaluated Westinghouse LTR-RAM-II-09-085 that analyzed a similar
recovery action for the licensee. This evaluation referenced an Analysis ST-95-0147
developed by ABB Combustion Engineering, Inc., dated March 10, 1995. This report
used the EPRI HRA Calculator with the HCR/ORE (cognitive) and THERP (execution)
modules to evaluate the human portion of the nonrecovery. The published value was
1.OE-2, with a 10% conservatism added to 1.1E-2. Westinghouse LTR-RAM-II-09-085
then modified this value to 1.1 E-3 because they were evaluating only the action to fill the



emergency feedwater storage tank. Therefore, the analyst determined that the original
value of 1.OE-2 was more applicable to the current evaluation and corroborated the
analyst's HRA value of 1.1E-02.
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
Fort Calhoun Station

NRC Inspection Report No. 05000285/2010007
Inspection Period - 01101/2010 to 06/2112010

Cornerstone: Mitigating Systems

G. George (4650) A-

PIM NRC AV MS June 21, 2010 YELLOW 92701

Failure to Maintain External Flood Procedures

Yellow. The inspectors identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification
"Procedures," for failure to establish and maintain procedures that protect the 1 .tr cture
and auxiliary building during external flooding events. Specifically, stacking a' razing
sandbags on floodgates is not a sufficient configuration to protect the auxilia uilding and
intake structure to an external flood height of 1014 feet mean sea level, ea s in station
operating procedures and the updated safety analysis report. The ins, t-rs determined that
the procedural guidance of GM-RR-AE-1002 was inadequate becai statking and draping
sandbags at a height of four feet over the top of floodgates w ould, esufficient to protect the
vital facilities to 1014 feet mean sea level, as committed toj ju atedsafety analysis report and
required station procedures. The licensee has entered t.Is d• Iion into their corrective action
program as Condition Report 2010-2387. As of the date T Wth' report, the licensee is currently
evaluating the corrective actions. "

This performance deficiency is more than minoir. se it adversely affected the Mitigating
Systems Cornerstone attribute of external eveI snd affected the cornerstone objective of
ensuring the availability and reliability o sysms, that respond to initiating events to prevent
undesirable consequences. The inspector. d.ete..rmined the finding resulted in the degradation of
equipment and functions specifically de gRed to mitigate a flooding initiating event. In addition,
during a flooding event, the loss *oullegrade two or more trains of a multi-train safety system.
Therefore, the finding was potd risk significant to flood initiators and a Phase 3 analysis
was required. The preliminary, nge in core damage frequency was calculated to be 3.1 x 10
5 indicating that the findingwa os ubstantial safety significance (Yellow). The finding was
determined to have a o tting aspect in the area of problem identification and resolution,
corrective action pro giamor failure to take appropriate corrective actions to address safety
issues and adverse" tr'~ in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance and
complexity. Speifioy., from 2003 to 2008, the licensee failed to initiate appropriate correctiveactions to ensur''eguiatory compliance of the external flooding design basis was maintained.

[P. 1(d)] (Se(.. n440A5.1)
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Introduction. The inspectors identified a Yellow, apparent violation of Technical
Specification 5.8.1.a, "Procedures," for failure to establish and maintain procedures that
.protect the intake structure and auxiliary building during external flood events.
Specifically, :stacking and draping sandbags on floodgates is not a sufficient
configuration to protect the auxiliary building and intake structure to an external flood
height of 10,14 feet MSL-as stated in station operating procedures and the updated
safety analysis report.

DescriDtion. The inspectors determined design basis flood elevations at the Fort
Calhoun Station by reviewing USAR Chapter 2.7, "Hydrology," USAR Chapter 9.8, "Raw
Water System," and Technical Specifications 2.16, "River Level."

Updated Safety Analysis, Report Section 2.7.1.2 states, in part:

"The design flood elevation of 1,006 feet based on a 0.1 percent probability
flood is considered conservative. Without special provisions, the plant can
accommodate flood levels of up to 1,007 [feet mean sea level]. Steel flood
gates are permanently mounted above and adjacent to openings in structures
containing equipment required for a safe and orderly plant shutdown. In the
event: of high water levels, these flood gates can be installed to provide
protection to a level of 1,009.5 [feet mean sea level]. In the Intake Structure,
protection to 1009.5 [feet] MSL is accomplished with flood gates and
sandbagging. The plant can be protected by sandbags, temporary earth
levees and other methods to allow a safe shutdown with a flood elevation of
1.,013 [feet mean sea level]."

Updated .Safety Analysis Report Section 9.8.6 states, in part:

"Protection for the raw water pumps and their drives against floods is
provided at three elevations as indicated on Figure 9.8-1. The pumps are
permanently protected against any water level up to elevation 1007.5 feet
MSL by the Class I concrete substructure of'the intake building. Protection is
provided to elevation 1009.5 [feet MSL] by sandbags around the traveling
screen areas and by gasketed steel closures at exterior doorway openings in
the intake structure reinforced concrete perimeter walls. Protection to
elevation 1014.5 feet [MSL] is provided by additional sandbags:around the
traveling screen areas, and by supplementing the intake structure perimeter
walls with sandbags. The water level inside the intake cells can be controlled
by positioning the exterior sluice gates to restrict the inflow into the cells."

Technical Specification 2.16, "Basis," dated November 1, 2007, states:

"The maximum Missouri River level of 1009 feetMSL is the level at which the
installed flood gates will protect the plant. Any increase in river level will
require sand bagging to repel the water to a maximum flood level of 1014 feet
[MSL] or greater."

When the. licensee determines it is necessary to protect the plant at elevated flood
levels, the licensee implements Section I of procedure AOP-1, "Acts of Nature." AOP-1
is a required procedure as required by Technical Specification 5.8.1a and NRC
Regulatory Guidea 1.33, Appendix A, Section 6.w. AOP-1 directs theý licensee to



implement applicable sections of procedures PE-RR-AE-1 001, 'Floodgate Installation
and Removal," and GM-RR-AE-1 002, 'Flood Control Preparedness for Sandbagging,"
when river levels reach specified heights of 1002,1004, 1007, and 1009 feet mean sea
level.

GM-RR-AE-1 002, step 7.4 states:

"The primary focus for flood protection should be directed to those facilities
which are considered vital with respect to nuclear safety and credited with
flood protection in the Individual Plant Examination of External Events
Flooding evaluation, Reference 2.3. These facilities shall be protected at the
sacrifice of the other facilities if site conditions warrant. The vital facilities are:
Auxiliary Building, Intake Structure, and Turbine Building Basement.'

Reference 2.3 of procedure GM-RR-AE-1 002 is the Individual Plant Examination of
External Events for Fort Calhoun Station, Section 5.2, "External Flooding," Table 5.2.3.
This table credits flood protection up to 1013.5 feet MSL by sandbagging for the
switchyard, auxiliary building and intake structure. Table 5.2.3, 'Impact of Periodic Flood
due to Rain and Snow," comments that "severe core damage results if either intake or
auxiliary building sandbagging fails."

Attachment 9.5 of procedure GM-RR-AE-1002 contains specific instructions that plant
operators would use to protect from flood crest above 1009 feet mean sea level. The
attachment notes that sandbags would be tied and draped over the top of floodgates to
supplement the protection capability to the projected flood crest. Specifically, the
attachment states, "Place additional sandbags on top of the floodgates to raise the
protection against the expected crest of the flood." Additionally, Attachment 9.8 of
GM-RR-AE-1002 states the intake structure and auxiliary building could be protected to
1014.5 feet MSL with floodgates and sandbags.

During the inspection, the inspectors requested a demonstration of flood protection for
vital facilities against flood levels above the probable maximum flood level of 1009 feet
mean sea level. As a result of this demonstration, the Inspectors determined that the
procedural guidance of GM-RR-AE-1002 was inadequate because the stacking and
draping sandbags at a height ofZ& feet over the top of floodgates would be insufficient
to protect the vital facilities to 1014 feet MSL, as committed in USAR and required
station procedures. The sandbagging activity would be insufficient because the cross
section on the top of the floodgates is too small to support a stacked sandbag
configuration that would retain feet of static head of water. Additionally, the
inspectors identified plant personnel would need to take additional action to prevent
flooding through the traveling screen discharge trench or the Intake structure would be
potentially lost at a flood level of 1008 feet mean sea level. Furthermore, the inspectors
determined if slowly rising flood conditions were observed to affect the site, any actions
taken per guidance of AOP-1 could be difficult because of the risk to personnel safety.

In reviewing the different aspects of external flooding, the Inspectors discovered the
licensee missed several opportunities to evaluate the changes to flooding conditions at
the Fort Calhoun Station.

As documented in Condition Report 2002-1296, the licensee obtained flood information
from the Federal Emergency Management Administration and a 1993 Army Corps of



Engineers flood study. The information received estimated that projected flood
elevations to be greater than the projected flood elevations in the USAR. The corrective
actions were to evaluate the information to determine if the design basis and procedures
would need to be updated. The licensee determined that the design basis would remain
the same; however, a USAR change would reflect that an evaluation was completed.
The USAR change was submitted to the NRC in January 2008, but no change to
operating procedures was initiated.

During the evaluation associated with Condition Report 2002-1296, the licensee
Identified that more recent flooding Information was available from the Army Corps of
Engineers. In July 2003, the licensee identified that 2003 external flood frequencies and
associated Missouri River levels evaluated in the draft version of Army Corps of
Engineers, "Upper Mississippi River System Flow Frequency Study," January 2004,
were different than external flood frequencies and Missouri River levels evaluated by an
Army Corps of Engineers letter to Omaha Public Power District, dated January 14, 1993.
This condition was entered into the corrective action program as Condition
Report 2003-2664.

The licensee's corrective action tasked the licensee's probabilistic risk assessment
group to evaluate the new 2003 external flood data, update the existing external flooding
analysis, and develop a set of recommended strategies to mitigate high risk external
flood scenarios. This external flood analysis was completed in August 2005. The
licensee realized the new flood elevations were approximately three feet higher for each
flooding frequency. Additionally, when the 2003 data was extrapolated to a 1000 year
flood frequency, the licensee found the 1000 year flood elevation to be 1010.5 feet mean
sea level.

Following this discovery, the licensee updated the external flooding analysis; however,
no corrective action was written to evaluate the potential change to the plants design
basis or operating procedures. Additionally, the licensee did not develop a corrective
action plan to ensure the design basis and regulatory compliance was maintained.

Analysis. The inspectors determined the failure to establish and maintain adequate
procedures to protect the auxiliary building and intake structure to external flood heights
between 1008 and 1014 feet MSL is a performance deficiency. Specifically, the licensee
failed to maintain procedures for combating a significant flood as recommended by NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 6.w, "Acts of Nature." This performance
deficiency Is more than minor because it adversely affected the Mitigating Systems
Cornerstone attribute of external events and affected the cornerstone objective of
ensuring the availability and reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to
prevent undesirable consequences. The Inspectors determined the finding resulted in
the degradation of equipment and functions specifically designed to mitigate a flooding
initiating event. In addition, during a flooding event, the loss would degrade two or more
trains of a multi-train safety system. Therefore, the finding is potentially risk significant to
flood Initiators and a Phase 3 analysis of the significance determination process is
required.



A Region IV senior reactor analyst performed the Phase 3 significance determination.
The preliminary change in core, damage frequency was calculated to be 3.1 x I0"s
indicating that the finding was of substantial safety significance (Yellow). The risk
important sequence included a station blackout, loss of all dc power,. failure of the
turbine-driven feedwater pump and, failure of the diesel-driven feedwater pump.
Remaining mitigation equipment that helped to limit the significance included the
licensee's temporary gasoline powered pump system that can provide makeup water to
the. steam generators.

The- finding was determined to have a crosscutting aspect in the area of problem
identification and' resolution, corrective action program, for failure to take .appropriate
corrective actions to address safety issues and adverse trends in a timely manner,
.commensurate with their safety significance. and complexity. Specifically, from 2003 to
2008, the licensee failed to initiate appropriate corrective actions to ensure regulatory
compliance of the external flooding design basis was maintained. [P.1(d)]

Enforcement. Technical Specification 5.8.1 .a, "Procedures," states, "Written procedures
and administrative policies shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering
the following activities: (a) The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, 1978." Contrary to this, since 1978, the licensee
failed to maintain procedures for combating a significant flood as recommended by NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 6.w, "Acts of Nature." Specifically, the
licensee failed to establish and maintain station procedures that adequately prescribe
steps to mitigate external flooding conditions in the auxiliary building and intake structure
between 1008 and 1014 feet mean sea level. The licensee has entered this condition
into their corrective action program as Condition Report 2010-2387. Pending completion
of a final significance determination, the performance deficiency will be considered an
apparent violation, AV 05000285/2010007-01, "Failure to Maintain External Flood
Procedures."
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

This guide describes an acceptable in od of
determining for sites along streams or rivert design

General Design Criterion 2, "Design Bases for basis floods that nuclear power plants Imu 09 designed
Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of Appendix A to withstand without loss of safetyrehl d functions. It
to 10 CFR Part 50, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear further discusses the phenomena pr ucin ; g 1 comparable
Power Plants," requires, in part, that structures, systems, design basis floods for coastal, elti ry and Great Lakes
and components important to safety be designed to sites. It does not discuss, the esig•requirements for
withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as flood protection. The Advis Committee on Reactor
floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of capability to Safeguards has been cons edconcerning this guide and
perform their safety functions. Criterion 2 also requires has concurred in the rTo atouy position.
that the design bases for these structures, systems, and
components reflect: (I) appropriate consideration of the
most severe of the natural phenomena that have been.S : DISCUSSION
historically reported for the site and surrounding region, Bý DICSS.

with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy and pruc 'i~r power plants must be designed to prevent
quantity of the historical data and the period of time in theg s f0sfety-related functions resulting from the
which the data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate t .1o f safety otions reuticng re om te
combinations of the effects of normal and accident mo tsev.ere flood conditions that can reasonably be

conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena, edicez to occur at a site as a result of severe
and (3) the importance of the safety functions to b ydrometeorological conditions, seismic activity, or

performed. iiSth.

Paragraph 100.10 (c) of 10 CFR Part i00P." ctor The Corps of Engineers for many years has studied
Site Criteria," requires that physical charactesticiof conditions and circumstances relating to floods and
the site, including seismology, meteorolo , geology, flood control. As a result of these studies, it has
and hydrology, be taken itot account in eraining the developed a definition for a probable maximum floodand• hydolgy beE) tand attedan anayticl tehnquseo
acceptability of a site for a nuclear pow r reactor. (PMF) and attendant analytical techniques for

estimating with an acceptable degree of conservatism
Appendix A, "Seismic aid gic Siting Criteria flood levels on streams or rivers resulting from

for Nuclear Power Plants," was 'ublished in the Federal hydrometeorological conditions. For estimating
Register on November 2 25, (36 FR 22601) as a seismically induced flood levels, an acceptable degree of
proposed amendment t9 / 10 CFR Part 100. Theproposed appendixi•woýý,l pecify investigations rqie
proposed a ppendixed s d specifmiay invuestigaions re ed 'Corps of Engineers Probable Maximum Flood definition
for a detailed study/'of seismically induced floods and appears~in many publications of that agency such as Engineering
water waves, Pro'sed Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 Circular EC- 110-2-27, Change 1, "Engineering and
would also re.iire that the determination of design Design-Policies and Procedures Pertaining to Determination of
bases for seiynically induced floods and water waves be Spillway Capacities and Freeboard Allowances for Dams," dated
based onhe results of the required geologic and seismic 19 Feb. 1968. The probable maximum flood is also directly

analogous to the Corps of Engineers "Spillway Design Flood" as
investigatio'ns and that these design bases be taken into used for dams whose failures would result in a significant loss of
accofigtin the design of the nuclear power plant. life and property.
J•,•• :

USAEC REGULATORY GUIDES copin of pubsishr d guldes mey be obtained by reque indicating the dvuions
cdigred to the US. Atomic Energy Commslsion. Washington, DO. 20545.

Regulatory Guides re Issued to describe end make available to the public Attention: Dlirctor of Regulatory Standards. Commtnts and suestions for
methods acceptable to the AEC Regulatory staff of Implementing specific parts of Improvements in these guides amr encouraged end should be asn to the Secretary
the Commission's regulations, to delineate techniques used by the staff In of the Commission. US. Atomic Energy Commission, Washlngton, D.C. 20545,
evaluating specdfic problems or postulatd aocdlents, or to provide gudance to Attenition; Chief, Public Proceedings Staff.
applicants. Regulatory Guides are not sutitiluttes for regulations ad canol en
with them i not required. Methods and solutions different from thas set out in The guid are Issued in the following ten broad dvoslons;
the guides will be acceptable If they provwe a basis for the findings requi0te to
the issuance or continuance of a permit or Ilcems by the Commission. t. PoRure Reactors 6. Products

2. Resarch endl Test Reactors 7. Transportation
3. Fuels and Materails Facilities 8. Occupational Health

Published guild will be revised periodically. as approprlate, to accommodate 4. Environmentl and Siting 9. Antitrust Review
Comments and to reflect new information or experience. 5. Materiels and Plant Protection 10. General



conservatism for evaluating the effects of the initiating for the design of the nuclear plant. For ihstance, the
event is provided by the proposed Appendix A to 10 analysis of floods caused by dam failures, landslides, or
CFR Part 100. tsunami requires consideration of seismic events of the

severity of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake occurring at
The conditions resulting from the worst site-related the location that would produce the worst such flood at

flood probable at the nuclear power plant (e.g., PMF, the nuclear power plant site. In the case of seismically
seismically induced flood, seiche, surge, severe local induced floods along rivers, lakes, and estuaries which-.
precipitation) with attendant wind-generated wave may be produced by events less severe than a Sae'
activity constitute the design basis flood conditions that Shutdown Earthquake, consideration should be gven
safety-related structures, systems, and components the coincident occurrence of floods due to 4ser
identified in Regulatory Guide 1.292 must be designed hydrometeorological conditions, but only w• tefe/
to withstand and remain functional. effects on the plant are worse, and the probab of

such combined events may be greater, tn effects
For sites along streams or rivers, a hypothetical on the plant of an individual occurence th: most

probable maximum flood of the severity defined by the severe event of either type. For eximpi a seIm cally
Corps of Engineers generally provides the design basis induced flood produced by-anI arthquake of
flood. For sites along lakes or seashores, a flood approximately one-half the afe utdown severity
condition of comparable severity could be produced by coincident with a runoff-typ -produced by the
the most severe combination of hydrometeorological worst regional storm of recor be considered to
parameters reasonably possible, such as may be have approximately the a severity as an earthquake
produced by a probable maximum hurricane3 , or by a of Safe Shutdownsve e c incident with about a
probable maximum seiche. On estuaries, a probable 25-year flood. Fott pecific case of seismically
maximum river flood, a probable maximum surge, a induced floods lfe t m iifailures, an evaluation should
probable maximum seiche. or a reasonable combination be made 0 6 waves which may be caused by
of less severe phenomenologically caused flooding events dominoye d Hfailures triggered by a seismically
should all be considered in arriving at design basis flood induced f"ilur f a critically located dam and of flood
conditions comparable in frequency of occurrence with waves-,yhi y be caused by multiple dam failures in a
a probable maximum flood on streams and rivers, region w redam may be located close enough together

I•that a n e seismic event can cause multiple failures.
In addition to floods produced by severe

hydrometeorological conditions, the most severe
seismically induced floods reasonably possible should be ' Each of the severe flood types discussed above
considered for each site. Along streams, rivr,'a-d" should represent the upper limit of all
estuaries, seismically induced floods may be produadýd phenomenologically caused flood potential combi-
byv dam falures" or landslides. Along k ea . . . nations considered reasonably possible, and analytical

coastlines, and estuaries, seismically or techniques are available and should generally be used for
tsunami-type flooding should be considered. their prediction for individual sites. Those techniques
Consideration of seismically " " in9 e ods should applicable to PMF and seismically induced flood
include the same range of seismi .eve /s as is postulated estimates on streams and rivers are presented in

Appendix A to this guide. Similar appendices for coastal,
- " estuary, and Great Lakes sites, reflecting comparable
a Regulatory Guide 1.29 Saf uide 29), "Seismic Design levels of risk, will be issued as they become available.

Classification," identifies w :te 61•d nuclear power plant
structures, systems, and dS ippXnts that should be designed to
withstand the effects ,f 2 o thfreuW Shutdown Earthquake and Analyses of only the most severe flood conditions
remain functional'Tiese -tructures. systems, and components may not idate poe_ ia t safety-re.....,_d
are those necesry ,tpX•9r (1) the integity of the reactor ay no mcae p.tentlai tlleat5 to aiety-reaateu
coolant pressuie idary. (2) the capability to shut down the systems that might result from combinations of flood
reactor and mainff it in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the conditions thought 1o be less severe. Therefore,
capabilityPto prpent or mitigate the consequences of accidents reasonable combinations of less-severe flood conditions
whichcoudvesult in potential offsite exposures comparable to should also be considered to the extent needed for a
the, guidel ,texposures of 10 CFR Part 100. These same
stiuctur s.1. syvtems, and components should also be designed to consistent level of conservatism. Such combinations

iths. n,' conditions restating from the design basis flood and should be evaluated in cases where the probability of
in ifn ctional. their existing at the same time and having significant

Zit~is expecled that safety-related structures, systems, and consequences is at least comparable to that associated
,components of other types of nuclear power plants will be
identified in future Regulatory guides. In the interim, Regulatory with the most severe hydrometeorological or seismically
Guide 1.29 should be used as guidance when identifying induced flood. For example, a failure of relatively high
safety-related structures, systems, and components of other levees adjacent to a plant could occur during floods less
types of nuclear power plants. severe than the worst site-related flood, but would

3See Corps of Engineers Coastal E:ngineering Research
Center "Technical Report No. 4. Shore Protectlion, Planning and
Design," third edition, 1966.

produce conditions more severe than would result during
* a greater flood (where a levee failure elsewhere would

produce less severe conditions at the plant site).
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Wind-generated wave activity may produce severe b. Along lakeshores, coastlines, and estuaries,
flood-induced static and dynamic conditions either estimates of flood levels resulting from severe surges,
independent of or coincident with severe seiches, and wave action caused by hydrometeorological
hydrometeorological or seismic flood-producing activity should be based on criteria comparable in
mechanisms. For example, along a lake, reservoir, river, conservatism to those used for probable maximum
or seashore, reasonably severe wave action should be floods. Criteria and analytical techniques providing this
considered coincident with the probable maximum level of conservatism for the analysis of these events will
water level conditions.4  The coincidence of wave be summarized in subsequent appendices to this guideI
activity with probable maximum water level conditions c. Flood conditions that could be caused by.
should take into account the fact that sufficient time earthquakes of the severity used in the design 9f the
can elapse between the occurrence of the assumed nuclear facility should also be considered in estab
meteorological mechanism and the maximum water level the design basis flood. A simplified analytical te e
to allow subsequent meteorological activity to produce for evaluating the hydrologic effects of seis a'y
substantial wind-generated waves coincident with the induced dam failures discussed herein ,pr rn, in
high water level produced by the initial event. In Appendix A of this guide. TechniquesfoL , uating the
addition, the most severe wave activity at the site that effects of tsunami will be prsent n future
can be generated by distant hydrometeorological activity appendices. Is
should be considered. For instance, coastal locations d. In addition to the ana o*fl he most severe
may be subjected to severe wave action caused by a floods that may y be i tilbd'd by either
distant storm that, although not as severe as a local hydrometeorological or si .nisms, reasonable
storm (e.g., a probable maximum hurricane), may combinations of less-severe o rdcondltlons should also
produce more severe wave action because of a very long be considered to the etet t nieeded for a consistent level
wave-generating fetch. The most severe wave actiity at of conservatism uch o binations should be evaluated
the site that may be generated by conditions at a in cases where the robability of their existing at the
distance from the site should be considered in such same time andh gnifcat consequences is at least
cases. In addition, assurance should be provided that compara6le t that associated with the most severe
safety systems necessary for cold shutdown and hydro'me olOgical or seismically induced flood.
maintenance thereof are designed to withstand the static e. oeetl• water levels associated with the worst
and dynamic effects resulting from frequent flood levels te- at flood possible (as determined from
coincident with the waves that would be produced by a gpariphs a., b., c., or d. above) should be added the
the maximum gradient wind for the site (based on a ectfý of coincident wind-generated wave activity to
study of historical regional meteorology). ngierally define the upper limit of flood potential. An

. -acceptable analytical basis for wind-generated wave
C. REGULATORY POSITION activity coincident with probable maximum water levels

is the assumption of a 40-mph overland wind from the
1. The conditions resulting from the wnrst s . et ed most critical wind-wave-producing direction, unless
flood probable at a nuclear power nt. eg.PMF, historical windstorm data can be used to substantiate
seismically induced flood, hurricaneisell" heavy that such an event (i.e., wind direction and/or speed) is
local precipitation) with attendant wdgenerated wave more extreme than has occurred regionally. However, if
activity constitute the design ba.sis• •conditios that the mechanism producing the maximum water level,
safety-related structures, 1,st S an• components such as a hurricane, would itself produce higher waves,
identified in Regulatory Gull A 9 must be designed then these higher waves should be used as the design
to withstand and rema.f u tinal, basis.

a. On streams andrivers. Xhe Corps of Engineers
definition of a pr6-b 'imagimum flood (PMF) with 2. As an alternative to designing "hardened"
attendant anc1y 1•'il techniques (summarized in protection$ for all safety-related structures, systems, and
Appendix A>of components as specified in regulatory position 1. above,Appendx ý>o s,,gude) provides an acceptable level
of conse ..ti for stimating flood levels caused by it is permissible to not provide hardened protection forsevc d r meteorological conditions. some of these features if:ee a. Sufficient warning time is shown to be available

to shut the plant down and implement adequate
obable Maximum Water Level Is defined by the Corps of emergency procedures;

E eers is "the maximum still water level (i.e., exclusive of b. All safety-related structures, systems, and
ca•l•coincident wave runup) which can be produced by the components identified in Regulatory Guide 1.29' are

m most severe combination of hydrometeorological and/or seismic
prameters reasonably possible for a particular location. Such
phenomena are hurricanes, moving squall lines, other cyclonic 'Hardened poTtection means structural provisions
meteorological events, tsunami, etc., which, when combined incorporated in the plant design that will protect safety-related
with the physical response of" a body of water and severe structures, systems, and components from the static and
ambient hydrological conditions, would produce a stili water dynamic effects of floods. Examples of the types of flood
level that has virtually no risk of being exceeded." (See protection to be provided for nuclear power plants will be the
Appendix A to this guide) subject of a separate regulatory guide.
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designed to withstand the flood conditions resultinig
from a severe storm such as the worst regional storm of
record6 with attendant wind-generated wave activity
that may be produced by the worst winds of record and
remain functional;

c. In addition to the analyses required by
paragraph 2.b. above, reasonable combinations of

'For sites along streams and rivers this event is characterized
by the Corps of Engineers definition of a Standard Project
Flood. Such floods have been found to produce flow rates
generally 40 to 60 percent of the PMF. For sites along seashores
this event may be characterized by the Corps of Engineers
definition of a Standard Project Hurricane. For other sites a
comparable level of risk should be assumed.

less-severe flood conditions are also considered to the
extent needed for the consistent level of conservatism;
and

d. In addition to paragraph 2.b. above, at least
those structures. systems. and components necessary for
cold shutdown and maintenance thereof are designed
with "hardened" protective features to withstancVjhe
entire range of flood conditions up to and includih tFI
worst site-related flood probable (e.g., PMF, o I
induced flood, hurricane, surge, seichel ea Zoii(
percipitation) with coincident wind-goner w ve
action as discussed in regulatory position . Ab9 ve and
remain functional.

~N 7
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PROBABLE MAXIMUM AND.SEISMICALLY INDUCEDFL DS'
ON STREAMS AND RIVERS

A.1 INTRODUCTION historical storm', n •f data (flood hydrograph
analysis), the~ t, vere precipitation reasonably

This appendix has been prepared to provide possible,(4r,-o ble maximum precipitation-PMP),
guidance for flood analyses required in support of minimut•/•, I' maximum base flow, channel and
applications for licenses for nuclear power plants to be reservoir r titg the adequacy of existing and proposed
located on streams and rivers. Because of the depth and ri oIructures to safely pass a PMF, water level
diversity of presently available techniques, this appendix d te inations, and the superposition of potential
summarizes acceptable methods for estimating probable v d-generated wave activity. Seismically induced floods
maximum precipitation, for developing rainfall-runoff ch- as may be produced by dam failures or landslides,
models, for analyzing seismically induced dam failure\ , ', be analytically evaluated using many PMF
and for estimating the resulting water levels. timating components (e.g., routing techniques, water

level determinations) after conservative assumptions of
The probable maximum flood may be thoujht 0f~as flood wave initiation (such as dam failures) have been

one generated by precipitation, and ac sei lcally made. Each potential flood component requires an
induced flood as one caused by dam falute' r any in-depth analysis, and the basic data and results should
sites, however, these two types do 16.ýt st the be evaluated to assure that the PMF estimate is
worst potential flood danger to the safet of the nuclear conservative. In addition, the flood potential from
power plant. Analyses of other df types (e.g., seismically induced causes must be compared with the
tsunami, seiches, surges) will bdi, d in subsequent PMF to provide appropriate flood design bases, but the
appendices. ". seismically induced flood potential may be evaluated by

X, simplified methods when conservatively determined
The probable ma" flood (PMF) on streams results provide acceptable design bases.

and rivers is com e the upper limit of flood
potential that ma\ rcaus by other phenomena to Three exceptions to use of the above-described
develop a bas~fbo 9>4esign of safety-related structures analyses are considered acceptable as follows:
and systeqis. uired to initiate and maintain safe a. No flood analysis is required for nuclear power
shutdown a, n-uclear power plant. This appendix plant sites where it is obvious that a PMF or seismically
outlines "nature and scope of detailed hydrologic Induced flooding has no bearing. Examples of such sites
eng in.nng activities involved in determining estimates are coastal locations (where it is obvious that surges,
for %ieF~and for seismically induced floods resulting wave action, or tsunami would produce controlling

k" f -m failures, and describes the situations for which water levels and flood conditions) and hilltop or "dry"
sxtensive analyses are acceptable. sites.

b. Where PMF or seismically induced flood
Estimation of a probable maximum flood (PMF) estimates of a quality comparable to that indicated

requires the determination of the hydrologic response herein exist for locations near the site of the nuclear
(losses, base flow, routing, and runoff model) of power plant, they may be extrapolated directly to the
watersheds to intense rainfall, verification based on site, if such extrapolations do not introduce potential
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errors of more than about a foot in PMF water level
estimates.

c. It is recognized that an in-depth PMF estimate
may not be warranted because of the inherent capability
of the design of some nuclear power plants to function
safely with little or no special provisions or because the
time and costs of making such an estimate are not
commensurate with the cost of providing protection. In
such cases, other means of estimating design basis floods
are acceptable if it can be demonstrated that the
technique utilized or the estimate itself is conservative.
Similarly, conservative estimates of seismically induced
flood potential may provide adequate demonstration of
nuclear power plant safety.

A.2. PROBABLE MAXIMUM FLOOD (PMF)

Probable maximum flood studies should be
compatible with the specific definitions and criteria
summarized as follows:

a. The Corps of Engineers defines the PMF as "the
hypothetical flood characteristics (peak discharge,
volume, and hydrograph shape) that are considered to be'
the most severe reasonably possible at a particular
location, based on relatively comprehensive
hydrometeorological analysis of critical
runoff-producing precipitation (and snowmelt, if
pertinent) and hydrologic factors favorable for
maximum flood runoff." Detailed PMF determinations
are usually prepared by estimating the areal distribution
of' "probable maximum" precipitation (PMP) over theý'
subject drainage basin in critical periods of timeEand
computing the residual runoff hydrograph likel•lt "
result with critical coincident conditions ogfti• dj'jd1
wetness and related factors. PMF estimatesa us y
based on the observed and deduced chara risti, of
historical flood-producing storms an assosated
hydrologic factors modified •dR h asis of
hydrometeorological analyses to re esent the most
severe runoff conditions consider 0 be "reasonably
possible" in the particular dr:'ia baJ s i under study. In
addition to determining th•P . adjacent large rivers
and streams, a local PRMF' inuld be estimated for each
local drainage course (lcan influence safety-related
facilities, including thhe0oo. of safety-related buildings.
to assure thad I •aliftense precipitation cannot
constitute a throq to the safety of the nuclear powerplant. 417 /'

b.' •/Zr able maximum precipitation is defined by
the or W Engineers and the National Oceanic and
A o eric dministration (NOAA)as "the theoretically

egre st epth of precipitation for a given duration that
ineorologically possible over the applicable drainage

'a A that would produce flood flows of which there is
virtually no risk of being exceeded. These estimates
'usually involve detailed analyses of historical
flood-producing storms in the general region of the
drainage basin under study, and certain modifications
and extrapolations of historical data and reflect more
severe rainfall-runoff relations than actually recorded.

insofar as these are deemed reasonably possible of
occurrence on the basis of hydrometeorological.
reasoning." The PMP should represent the depth, time,
and space distribution of precipitation that approaches
the upper limit of what the atmosphere and regional
topography can produce. The critical PMP
meteorological conditions are based on an analysis oCf
air-mass properties (e.g., effective precipitable wator:'
depth of inflow layer, temperatures, winds), synoj ij
situations prevailing during recorded storms Mde
region, topographical features, season of occu e•l andz
location of the respective areas involved. The es us
derived are designated as the PMP, slnc ty are
determined within the limita~ot•b 6rrent
meteorological theory and available'. and are based
on the most effective combinatign f Mcal factors
controlling. . Y

A.3 HYDROI ýISTICS

Hydrologic riciplisi'clof the
stream channels rhrl~U(Ie to the plant
determined T61lowing:

watershed and
site should be

a. A-t o. ra• h c map of the drainage basin
=h-b4oundaries for the entire basin andLbtaries and other subbasins that are
re map should include the location of
sm, gaging stations and other hydrologically
rd collection stations (e.g., streamflow,
and the locations of existing and proposed

b. The drainage areas in each of the pertinent
watersheds or subbasins above gaging stations, reservoirs,
any river control structures, and any unusual terrain
features that could affect flood runoff. All major
reservoirs and channel improvements that will have a
major influence on streamflow during flood periods
should be considered. In addition, the age of existing
structures and information concerning proposed projects
affecting runoff characteristics or strearnflow is needed
to adjust streamflow records to "pre-project(s)" and
"with project(s)" conditions as follows:

(1) The term "pre-project(s) conditions" refers
to all characteristics of watershed features and
developments that affect runoff characteristics. Existing
conditions are assumed to exist in the future If projects
are to be operated in a similar manner during the life of
the proposed nuclear power plant and watershed runoff
characteristics are not expected to change due to
development.

(2) The term "with project(s)" refers to the
future effects of projects being analyzed, assuming they
will exist in the future and operate as specified. If
existing projects were not operational during historical
floods and may be expected to be effective during the
lifetime of the nuclear power plant, their effects on
historical floods should be determined as part of the
analyses outlined in Sections A-5, A.6, and A.8.

c. Surface and subsurface characteristics that
affect runoff and streamflow to a major degree, (e.g.,
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large sivamp areas, noncontributing drainage areas, precipitation measurements are usually distributed, in
groundwater flow, and other watershed features of an time, using precipitation recorders. Areal distributions of
uiiusual nature to the extent needed to explain unusual precipitation, for each time increment, are generally
characteristics of streamflow). based on a weighting procedure in which the incremental

d. Topographic features of the watershed and precipitation over a particular drainage area is computed
historical flood profiles or high water marks, particularly as the sum of the corresponding incremental
in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant. precipitation for each precipitation gage where each

e. Stream channel distances between river control value is separately weighted by the percentage of the
structures, major tributaries, and the plant site. drainage area considered to be represented by the rain

f. Data on major storms and resulting floods of gage.
record in the drainage basin. Primary attention should be b. The determination of base flow as the t ,
given to those events having a major bearing on distribution of the difference between gross runoff .an
hydrologic computations. It is usually necessary to net runoff.
analyze a few major floods of record in order to develop c. Computation of distributed An
such things as unit hydrograph relations, infiltration differences between precipitation and ne¶,re '
indices, base flow relationships, information on flood the difference being considered herein Il and
routing relationships, and flood profiles. Except in inflitration losses. z

unusual cases, climatological data available from the d. The determination of the b-ed effect of
Department of Commerce, The US. Army Corps of drainage area, channel character' t an ,eservoixs on
Engineers, National Oceanic and Atmospheric the runoff regimen, herein it(e ed oBas the "runoff
Administration and other public sources are adequate to model." (Channel and I rv eff-cts are discussed
meet the data requirements for storm precipitation separately in Section A.8
histories. The data should include: A

(1) Hydrographs of major historical floods for A.5 PRECIPITAI OSSES AND BASE FLOW
pertinent locations in the basin, where available, from
the U.S. Geological Survey or other sources. Determina- of te absorption capability of the

(2) Storm precipitation records, basin shodld n ~i antecedentand initial conditions
depth-area-duration data, and any available isohyetal and infi ation• during each storm considered.
maps for the most severe local historical storms or floods Ant t pretipittion conditions affect precipitation
that will be used to estimate basin hydrological losses and base flow. These assumptions should be
characteristics. ed 4 y studies In the region or by detailed

r~off studies. The fundamental hydrologic
A.4 FLOOD HYDROGRAPH ANALYSES • fac ors should be derived by analyzing observed

h~4y•drographs of streamflow and related storms. A
Flood hydrograph analyses and A r elthorough study is essential to determine basin

computations should be used to derive and ved the characteristics and meteorological influences affecting
fundamental hydrologic factors of precipitati li*ses runoff from a specific basin. Additional discussion and
(see Section A.5) and the runoff mod 'eSegilon procedures for analyses are contained in various
A.6). The analyses of observed floo aigr of publications such as Reference 2. The following
streamflow and related storm precipita 'zif(Ref. 1) use discussion briefly describes the considerations to be
basic data and information refered onection A.3 taken into account in determining the minimum losses

above. The sizes and topowr , freatures of the applicable to the PMF:
subbasin drainage areas ups~t• f e location of a. Experience indicates the capacity of a given sofi
interest should be used tdo e Na"trunoff response for and its cover to absorb rainfall applied continuously at
each individual hydroloj ly sriar subbasin utilized an excessive rate may rapidly decrease until a fairly
in the total basin' off.. odel. Subbasin runoff definite minimum rate of infiltration is reached, usually
response characteqt ' are estimated from historical within a period of a few hours. Infiltration relationships
storm precipitatio adid streamflow records where such are defined as direct precipitation losses such that the
are availal*. d be synthetic means where no accumulated difference between incremental
streamflow r ojds are available. The analysis of flood precipitation and incremental infiltration equals the
hydrog ' .•• Re'2) should include the following: volume of net direct runoff. The infiltration loss

Na. , strates of the intensity, depth, and areal relationships may include initial conditions directly, or
di<~tr ,;lon • precipitation causing the runoff for each may require separate determinations of initial losses. The

hi orical storm (and rate of snowmelt, where this is order of decrease in infiltration capacity and the
An~flcant). Time distributions of storm precipitation minimum rate attained are primarily dependent upon

are generally based on recording rainfall gages. Total the vegetative or other cover, the size of soil pores
within the zone of aeration, and the conditions affecting

Streamfow hydroaphs (of major floods) are avthe rate of removal of capillary water from the zone of
publications by the U.S. Geological Survey, National Weather aeration. The infiltration theory, with certain
Service, State agencies, and other public sources, approximations, offers a practical means of estimating
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the volume of surface runoff from intense rainfall. A.6 RUNOFF MODEL
However, in applying the method to natural drainage
basins, the following factors must be considered: The hydrologic response characteristics of the

(I) Since the infiltration capacity of a given watershed to precipitation (such as unit hydrographs)
soil at the beginning of a storm is related to antecedent should be determined and verified from historical floods
field moisture and the physical condition of the soil, the or by conservative synthetic procedures. The model
infiltration capacity for the same soil may vary should include consideration of nonlinear runoff
appreciably from storm to storm, response due to high rainfall Intensities or .nexplaina. e

(2) The infiltration capacity of a soil is factors. In conjunction with data and analyses disciis•"
normally highest at the beginning of rainfall, and since above, a runoff model should be developed..ww "r a
rainfall frequently begins at relatively moderate rates, a are available, by analytically "reconstitutin I ",, .. .-
substantial period of time may elapse before the rainfall floods to substantiate its use for estimating MF. The
intensity exceeds the prevailing infiltration capacity. It is rainfall-runoff-time-areal distribution of.hir 0al . '&ods
generally accepted that a fairly definite quantity of should be used to verify that o reco'"ituted"
water loss is required to satisfy initial soil moisture hydrographs correspond reasonaby•.lWh flood
deficiencies before runoff will occur, the amount of hydrographs actually recorded at, ted g stations
initial loss depending upon antecedent conditions. (Ref. 2). In most cases, recon [ tion u•stdies should be

(3) Rainfall does not normally cover the entire made with respect to two o0 0re flxols and possibly at
drainage basin during all periods of precipitation with two or more key locations j•rt"cularly where possible
intensities exceeding infiltration capacities. Futhermore, errors in the determinaii s could have a serious Impact
soils and infiltration capacities vary throughout a on decisions requi,. se- of the runoff model for
drainage basin. Therefore. a rational application of any the PMF. In somc. s, he lack of sufficient time and
loss-rate technique must consider varying rainfall areal precip * io de ,d.ifition, or unexplained causes,
intensities in various portions of the basin in order to have not all development of reliable predictive
determine the area covered by effective runoff mde,.and a conservative PMF model should be
runoff.producing rainfall. assurd b e'O•termeans such as conservatively developed

b. Initial loss is defined as the maximum amount syn. eet nitithydrographs. Basin runoff models for a
of precipitation that can occur without -producing PMF ide .irnination should provide a conservative
runoff. Initial loss values may range from a minimum 6 m=e ate of the runoff that could be expected during the
value of a few tenths of an inch during relatively wet f of the nuclear power plant. The basic analyses used
seasons to several inches during dry summer and fall' In deriving the runoff model are not rigorous, but may
months. The initial loss conditions conducive to major be conservatively undertaken by considering the rate of
floods usually range from about 0.2 to 0.5 inch aihd runoff from a unit rainfall (and snowmelt, if pertinent)
relatively small in comparison with the fi dl...roff of some unit duration and specific time-aeral
volume. Consequently, in estimating loss ratfr : a '. distribution (called a unit hydrograph). The applicability
for major floods, allowances for initial tWs ,miIay be of a unit hydrograph, or other technique, for use in
estimated approximately without introduci g im'ýrtant computing the runoff from an estimated probable
errors in the results. -. maximum rainfall over a basin may be partially verified

c. Base flow is defined herin 'that portion of a by reproducing observed major flood hydrographi. An
flood hydrograph which represen antecedent runoff estimated unit hydrograph is first applied to estimated
condition and that portiowof e storm precipitation historical rainfall-excess values to obtain a hypothetical
which infiltrates the Sr urface and moves either runoff hydrograph for comparison with the observed
laterally toward stream. n, nels or which percolates runoff hydrograph (exclusive of base flow-net runoff),
into the ground, beomi" gondwater, and is discharged and the loss rate, the unit hydrograph, or both, are
into stream chann•l (so•tetimes referred to as bank subsequently adjusted to provide accurate verification. A
flow). The s rr giP tation, reduced by surface study of the runoff response of a large number of basins
losses, is then yed into the two runoff components: for several historical floods in which a variety of valley
direct runoff abiiI'ase flow. Many techniques exist for storage characteristics, basin configurations,
estirnatl:i 4ghe ba'e flow component. It is generally topographical features, and meteorological conditions
assure Ithat base flow conditions which could exist are represented provides the basis for estimating the
#uin a PMP are conservatively high, the rationale being relative effects of predominating influences for use in
thf a 'torm producing relatively high runoff couild PMF analyses. In detailed hydrological studies, each of

etp,,gr logically occur over most watersheds about a the following procedures may be used to advantage:
week earlier than that capable of producing a PMF. One a. Analysis of rainfall-runoff records for major
assumption sometimes made for relatively large basins is storms;
-that a flood about half as severe as a PMF can occur b. Computation of synthetic runoff response
three to five days earlier. Another method for evaluating models by (1) direct analogy with basins of similar
base flow relates historical floods to their corresponding characteristics and/or (2) indirect analogy with a large
base flow. The base flow analyses of historical floods, number of other basins through the application of
therefore, may be readily utilized in PMF empirical relationships. In basins for which historical
determinations. streamflow and/or storm data are unavailable, synthetic
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techniques are the only known means for estimating estimates are made of the amount of increase In rainfall
hydrologic response characteristics. However, care must quantities that would have resulted if conditions during
be taken to assure that a synthetic model conservatively the actual storm had been as critical as those considered
reflects the runoff response expected from precipitation probable of occurrence in the region. Consideration is
as severe as the estimated PMP. given to the modifications in meteorological conditions

that would have been required for each of the record
Detailed flood hydrograph analysis techniques and storms to have occurred over the drainage basin under y

studies for specific basins are available from many study, considering topographical features and locations ,

agencies. Published studies such as those by the Corps of of the respective areas involved.
Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, and Soil
Conservation Service may be utilized directly where it
can be demonstrated that they are of a level of quality The physical limitations in meteorol cI
comparable with that indicated herein. In particular, the mechanisms for the maximum depth, ti, spce
Corps of Engineers have developed analysis techniques distribution of precipitation over a• ba <te• (1)
(Refs. 2, 3) and have accomplished a large number of humidity (precipitable water) in the a o ver the
studies in connection with their water resources watershed, (2) the rate at which.. .n..Mw arry the
development activities, humid air Into the basin, and e traction of the

inflowing atmospheric water Pr,t hat can be
Computerized runoff models (Ref. 3) offer an precipitated. Each of th~ek Itt ions Is handled

extremely efficient tool for estimating PMF runoff rates differently to estimatfe Aobable maximum
and for evaluating the sensitivity of PMF estimates to precipitation over a biin dis modified further for
possible variations in parameters. Such techniques have regions where topo gra~py,9ases marked orographic
been used successfully in making detailed flood control (designated"a orographic model) as opposed
estimates. to the general ma ilth little topographic effect) on

precipita • .lo t~i~r details on the models and
Snowmelt may be a substantial runoff component acceptable p , c es are contained in References 5

for both historical floods and the PMF. In cases where it and 6. i
is necessary to provide for snowmelt in the runoff a, he' PMP in regions of limited topographic
model, additional hydrometeorological parameters must ii• cf u k (mostly convergence precipitation) may be
be incorporated. The primary parameters are the depth NNintte by maximizing observed intense storm
of assumed existing snowpack, the areal distribution of tiern in the site region for various durations,
assumed existing snowpack (and in basins with distincf> inusities, and depth-area relations and transposing
changes in elevation, the areal distribution of snow.pa. ;m to basins of interest.. The increase in rainfall
with respect to elevation), the snowpack terrrre quantities that might have resulted from maximizing
and density distributions, the moisture conten the, meteorological conditions during the record storm and
snowpack, the type of soil or rock surface 0. ver o the adjustments necessary to transpose the respective
the snowpack, the type of soil or rock ea ad ver storms to the basin under study should be taken into
in different portions of the basin, b'e time and account. The maximum storm should represent the most
eievation distribution of air tempera 'nd heat input critical rainfall depth-area-duration relation for the
during the storm and subse-a. t runoff period. particular drainage area during various seasons of the
Techniques that have been v dto reconstitute year (Refs. 7, 8, 9, 10). In practice, the parameters
historical snowmelt floods':, ay, be used in both considered are (1) the representative storm dewpoint
historical flood hydrogr .aay and PMF (Ref. 4) adjusted to inflow moisture producing the maximum
determinations. , dewpoint (precipitable water), (2) seasonal variations in

parameters, (3) the temperature contrast, (4) the
A.7 P 0BABLE MAXIMUM geographical relocation, and (5) the depth-area

PREif TA,.TION ESTIMATES distribution. Examples of these analyses are explained
and utilized in a number of published reports (Refs. 7, 8,

Probabl mn 'tumn precipitation (PMP) estimates 9, 10).
are tH ,,ne and areal precipitation distriutions This procedure, supported with an appropriate
compar tie with the definition of Section A.2 and are analysis, is usually satisfactory where a sufficient
base on detfled comprehensive meteorological analyses number of historical intense storms have been
o re storms of record. The analysis uses maximized and transported to the basin and where at

e cipitation data and synoptic situations of major least one of them contains a convergent wind
storms of record in a region surrounding the basin under "mechanism" very near the maximum that nature can be
study in order to determine characteristic combinations expected to produce in the region (which is generally the,
of meteorological conditions that result in various case in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains).
rainfall patterns and depth-area-duration relations. On A general principle for PMP estimates is: The number
the basis of an analysis of airmass properties and and severity of maximization steps must balknce the
synoptic situations prevailing during the record storms, adequacy of the storm samnple; additional maximization
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steps are required In regions of more limited storm amenable to generalization for snowmelt computations
samples. (Ref. 14). The meteorological (e.g., wind, temperature,

b. PMP determinations in regions of orographic dewpoints) sequences prior to, during, and after the
influences generally are for the high mountain regions postulated PMP-producing storm should be compatible
that lie in the path of the prevailing moist wind. with the sequential occurrence of the PMP. The user
Additional maximization steps from paragraph A.7.a. should place the PMP over the basin and adjust the
above are required in the use of the orographic model sequence of other parameters to give the most critical
(Refs. 5, 6). The orographic model is developed for the runoff for the season considered.
orographic component of precipitation where severe
precipitation is expected to be caused largely by the The meteorological parameters for jn
lifting imparted to the air by mountains. This orographic computations associated with PMP are discus .m
influence gives a basis for a wind model with maximized detail in References I1, 12, and 14.
inflow. Assuming laminar flow of air over any particular
mountain cross section, one can calculate the "life" of Other items that need to ons'dered in
the air, the levels at which raindrops and snowflakes are determining basin melt are optim or I extent,
formed, and their drift with the air before they strike and type of snowpack, and other'mowmelt factors (see
the ground. Such models are verified by reproducing the Section A.8)' all of which nlus •cb, atible with the
-precipitation in observed storms and are then used for most critical arrangement e PMP and associated
estimating PMP by introducing maximum values of meteorological parameters.
moisture and wind as inflow at the foot of the
mountains. Maximum moisture is evaluated just as in Critical probable' urn storm estimates for very
nonorographic regions. In mountainous regions, where large drainage area are determined as above, but may
storms cannot readily be transposed (paragraph A.7.a. differ somewhat nn floý6d-producing storm rainfall from
above) because of their intimate relation to the those ec wein preparing similar estimates for
immediate underlying topography, historical storms are small b ._As general rule, the critical P'MP in a small
resolved into their convective and orographic basintre ta primarily from extremely intense small-area
components and maximized as follows: (1) maximum s6. vihereas in large basins the PMP usually results
moisture is assumed, (2) maximum winds are assumed, ft a les of less intense, large-area storms. hI very
and finally (3) maximum values of the orographic nge rver basins (about 100,000 square miles or larger)
component and convective component (convective as in as the Ohio and Mississippi River basins, it may be
nonorographic areas) of precipitation are considered -to Ak.,,,ecessary to develop hypothetical PMP storm sequences
occur simultaneously. Some of the published rep (one storm period followed by another) and storm
that illustrate the combination of orograpli• nd tracks with an appropriate time interval between stor1ML
convective components, including seasonal , narp The type of meteorological analyses required and typical
References 11, 12, and 13. examples thereof are contained in References 9, 15, and

16.
In some large watersheds, major fl.ds iv often the

result of melting snowpack or o wxi'4V combined The position of probable maximum rainfall centers,
precipitation (rainflyl) andh,"' axlmum associated identified by "isohyetal patterns" (lines of constant

owa r estimated on a rainfall depth), may have a very great effect on therunoff-producing sao a re po esmax m regimen of runoff from a given volume of rainfall excess,
seasonal snowpacik ' eprbvablet shoul particularly in large drainage basins in which a widedeterminedl by " \k r accumulations on local range of basin hydrologic runoff characteristics exist.n by u Several trials may be necessary to determine the critical
watersheds from ric records of the region. -V + 6 - DIED

Several •i•hods of estimating the upper limit of
ultimat•• ' owi&k and melting are summarized in
Refere- s 4 and 5. The methods have been applied in
othed lu'ribia River basin, the Yukon basin in Alaska,
th upr Missouri River basin, and the upper Mississippi

Minnesota and are described in a number of reports of
the Corps of Engineers. In many intermediate-latitude
basins, the greatest flood will likely result from a
combination of critical snowpack (water equivalent) and
PMP. The seasonal variation in both optimum snow
depth (i.e., the greatest water equivalent in the
snowpack) and the associated PMP combination should
be meteorologically compatible. Temperature and winds
associated with PMP are two important snowmelt factors

JpJtLIUI. J. Ue Hyo II.•M. NIor mIUEIZI paLml ki IrflL. 0,
17) or the selected record storm pattern (Refs. 9, 16) to
determine the critical isohyetal pattern that produces
the maximum rate of runoff at the designated site. This
may be accomplished by superimposing an outline of
the drainage basin (above the site) on the total-storm
PMP isohyetal contour map in such a manner as to place
the largest rainfall quantities In a position that would
result in the maximum flood runoff (see Section A.8 on
probable maximum flood runoff). The isohyetal pattern
should be reasonably consistent with the assumptions
regarding the meteorological causes of the storm. A
considerable range in assumptions regarding rainfall
patterns (Ref. 11) and intensity variations can be made
in developing PMP storm criteria for relatively small
basins, without being inconsistent with meteorological
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causes. Drainage basins iess than a few thousand square
miles in area (particularly if only one unit hydrograph is
available) may be expressed as average depth over the
drainage area. However, in determining the PMP pattern
for large drainage basins (with varying basin hydrologic
characteristics, including reservoir effects), runoff
estimates are required for different storm pattern
locations and orientations to obtain the final PMF.
Where historical rainfall patterns are not used for PMP,
two other methods are generally employed as follows:

a. Average depth over the entire basin is based on
the maximized areia distribution of the PMP.

b. A hypothetical isohyetal pattern is assumed.
Studies of areal rainfall distribution from intense storms
indicate elliptical patterns may be assumed as
representative of such events. Examples are the typical
patterns presented in References 8, 14, 17, and 18.

To compute a flood hydrograph from the probable
maximum storm, it is necessary to specify the time
sequence of precipitation in a feasible and critical
meteorological time sequence. Two meteorological
factors must be considered in devising the time
sequences: (1) the time sequence in observed storms and
(2) the manner of deriving the PMP estimates. The first
imposes little limitations; the hyetographs (rainfall time
sequences) for observed storms are quite varied. There is
some tendency for the two or three time increments
with the highest rainfall in a storm to bunch together, as
some time is required for the influence of a severe
precipitation-producing weather situation to pass a giy ,
region. The second consideration uses meteorolI;l•
parameters developed from PMP estimates.

An example Of 6-hour increments [or ob lg acritical 24-hour PMP sequence would be th'th nost

severe 6-hour increments should be u ent to each
other in time (Ref. 17). In this rrapge eg he second

highest increment should be adjace :to the highest, the
third highest should be immedua be ore or after this
12-hour sequence, and th0f iith highest should be
before or after the 18-ho se uence. This procedureribu 'o of the lesser scn
may also be used initile tribu.. on second
(24-48 hours) and' hi (4872 hours) 24-hour periods.
These arrangement \r" permissible because separate
bursts of preipi ion could have occurred within each
24-hour Oid o'(Reference 7). The three 24-hour
precipitatl periods are interchangeable. Other
arrange ts )that fulfill the sequential requirements
wowid• e equally, reasonable. The hyetograph, or

,. t n time sequence, selected should be the most
'reasonably possible that would produce critical

off at the project location based on the general
appraisal of the hydrometeorologic conditions In the
project basin. Examples of PMP time sequences fulfilling
the sequential requirements are illustrated in References
11. 12, and 17. For small areas, maximized local records
should be considered to assure that the PMP time
sequence selected is severe.

The Corps of Engineers and the
Hydrometeorological Branch of NOAA (under a
cooperative arrangement since 1939) have made
comprehensive meteorological studies of extreme
flood-producing storms (Ref. 1) and have developed a
number of estimates of "probable maximum
precipitation." The PMP estimates are presented in
various unpublished memoranda and published reporti.
The series of published reports is listed on the fly sheet
of referenced Hydrometeorological Reports suh aA,
Reference 18. The published memoranda reports m
obtained from the Corps of Engce b!r
Hydrometeorological Branch, NOAA. Thaid
memoranda present general techniques;, d among
the reports are several that contlin 4n ralized"
estimates of PMP for differetr basins. The
generalized studies (Refs. 7, 12) yjahsure reliable
and consistent estimates f 0o ,ovou ns in the
region for which they hhe "".loped inasmuch asthey•ule are base anc d evailabl
they are based an cooble
data, supplemente4 \ orough meteorological
analyses. In soni6' s, 'hdwever, additional detailed
analyses are neecdle or apecflc river basins (Refa. 7, 8)
to take into.. tiuually large areas, storm series,
topogralpw, o orietation of drainage basins not filly
reflected"the generalized estimates. In many river
basinso a ble studies may be utilized to obtain the
PP thout the in-depth analysis herein or in the
re n reports.

A.8 CHANNEL AND RESERVOIR ROUTING

Channel and reservoir routing of floods is generally
an integral part of the runoff model for subdivided
basins, and care should be taken to assure not only that
the characteristics determined represent historical
conditions (which may be verified by reconstituting
historical floods) but also that they would conservatively
represent conditions to be expected during a PMF.

Channel and reservoir routing methods of many
types have been developed to model the progressive
downstream translation of flood waves. The same
theoretical relationships hold for both channel and
reservoir routing. However, in the case of flood wave
translation through reservoirs, simplified procedures
have been developed that are generally not used for
channel routing because of the inability of such
simplified methods to model frictional effects. The
simplified channel routing procedures that have been
developed have been found useful in modeling historical
floods, but particular care must be exercised in using
such models for severe hypothetical floods such as the
PMF because the coefficients developed from analysis of
historical floods may not conservatively reflect flood
wave translation for more severe events.

Most of the older procedures were basically
attempts to model unsteady-flow phenomena using
simplifying approximations. The evolution of computer
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use has allowed development of analysis techniques that
permit direct solution of basic unsteady flow equations
utilizing numerical analysis techniques adaptable to the
digital computer (Ref. 19). In addition, most of the
older techniques have been adapted for computer use
(Re f. 3).

In all routing techniques, care must be exercised in
assuring that parameters selected for model verification
are based on several historical floods (whenever possible)
and that their application to the PMF will result in
conservative estimates of flow rates, water levels,
velocities, and impact forces. Theoretical discussions of
the many methods available for such analyses are
contained in References 2, 19, 20, 21, and 22.

A.9 PMF HYDROGRAPH ESTIMATES

involved, inflow, outflow, and pool e'levation
hydrographs should be prepared.

Many existing and proposed dams and other river
control structures may not be capable of safely passing
floods as severe as a PMF. The capability of river control
structures to safely pass a PMF and local coincident
wind.generated wave activity must be determined as*
of the PMF analysis. Where it is possible thatl'uc I
structures may not safely survive floods as s.evr61
PMF, the worst such condition with tsp 3
downstream nuclear power plants is assumej( shou
be substantiated by analysis of upstream PM •pot tial)
to be their failure during a PMFA d the PMF
determination should include the •! s nQtiefftcts. This
analysis also requires that the conse ' ne s of upstream
dam failures on downstrea:da (do`ino effects) be
considered. T"

r r net runoff nyorograpn esurmates are made oy
sequentially applying critically located and distributed A.1O SEISMIC• INDUCED FLOODS
PMP estimates using the runoff model, conservatively
low estimates of precipitation losses, and conservatively Seismically 10 d' floods on streams and rivers
high estimates of base flow and antecedent reservoir may be causd an des or dam failures. Where river
levels, control tr re.iare widely spaced, their arbitrarily

assumed-. diidl total instantaneous failure and
In PMF determinations it is generally assumed that resul t rstream flood wave attenuation (routing)

short-term reservoir flood control storage would be faIB Shown to constitute no threat to nuclear
depleted by possible antecedent floods. An exception fa s,.,Where the relative size, location, and proximity
would be when it can be demonstrated that the dam to potential seismic generators indicate a threat
occurrence of a reasonably severe flood (say about to nuclear power plants, the capability of such structures
one-half of a PMF) less than a week (usually a minimum uo(ther singly or in combination) to resist severe
of 3 to 5 days) prior to a PMF can be evacuated fr \> earthquakes (critically located) should be considered. In
the reservoir before the arrival of a PMF. Howeerit is river basins where the flood runoff season may
unusual to use an antecedent storage levelI 1aji' constitute a significant portion of the.year (such as the
one-half the flood control storage available Mississippi, Columbia, or Ohio River basins), full flood

•'> control reservoirs with a 25-year flood is assumed
The application of PMP in basins se hydrologic coincident with the Safe Shutdown Earthquake. Also,

features vary from location to.-iohaona :requires the consideration should be given to the occurrence of a
determination that the estim 1PMF hydrograph flood of approximately one-half the severity of a PMF
represents the most critical cente .•f the PMP storm with full flood control reservoirs coincident with the
with respect to the site. V ie st be taken in basins maximum earthquake determined on the basis of
with substantial headwte flood control storage to historic seismicity to maintain a consistent level of
assure that a more t•h concentrated PMP over a analysis for other combinations of such events. As with
smaller area downstr -. f the reservoirs would not failures due to inadequate flood control capacity,
produce a gretr P tian a total basin storm that is domino and essentially simultaneous 'multiple failures
partially con' . ]a such cases more than one PMP may also require consideration. If the arbitrarily
runoff analys* ay be required. Usually, only a few assumed total failure of the most critically located (from
trials of' t al basin PMP are required to determine the a hydrologic standpoint) structures indicates flood risks at
most cth centering. the nuclear power plant site more severe than a PMF, a

/ teprogressively more detailed analysis of the seismic

1 antecedent snowpack and its contribution to capability of the dam is warranted. Without benefit of
t PMF are included when it is determined that detailed geologic and seismic investigations, the flood

melt contributions to the flood would produce a potential at the nuclear power plant site is next generally
Z/ PMF (see Section A.7). However, these types of evaluated assuming the most probable mechanistic-type

hypothetical floods are generally the controlling events failure of the questioned structures. If the results of each

only in the far west and northern United States. step of the above analysis cannot be safely
accommodated at the nuclear power plant site in an

Runoff hydrographs should be prepared at key acceptable manner, the seismic potential at the site of
hydrologic locations (e.g., strearmgages and dams) as well each questioned structure is then evaluated in detail, the
as at the site of nuclear facilities. For all reservoirs structural capability is evaluated in the same depth as for
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nuclear, power plant sites, and the resulting seismically floodplain geometry definition as steady-flow models,
induced flood is routed to the site of the nuclear power and therefore their use may allow more accurate water
plant. This last detailed analysis is not generally required surface level estimation for cases where steady-flow
since Intermediate investigations usually provide approximations are made. One such unsteady-flow
sufficient conservative information to allow computer model is discussed in Reference 19.
determination of an adequate design basis flood.

All reasonably accurate water level estimation
A.1 1 WATER LEVEL DETERMINATIONS models require floodplain definition of areas that can

materially affect water levels, flood wave translation,
All the preceding discussion has been concerned and calibration by mathematical reconstitution of ",./

primarily with determinations of flow rates. The flow historical floods (or the selection of calibration'/'
rate or discharge must be converted to water level coefficients based on the conservative trafer oý,
elevation for use in design. This may involve information derived from similar studies of othle't-ivor
determination of elevation-discharge relations for natural reaches). Particular care should be exercised ,t ure
stream valleys or reservoir conditions. The reservoir that controlling flood level estimates ae lways
elevation estimates involve the spillway discharge conservatively high.
capacity and peak reservoir level likely to be attained
during the PMF as governed by the inflow hydrograph, A.12 COINCIDENT WIND-WAV ACTIVITY
the reservoir level at the beginning of the PMF, and the XV"
reservoir regulation plan with respect to total releases The superposition of wind- 46 ,ivity on PMF or
while the reservoir is rising to peak stage. Most river seismically induced water evel determinations is
water level determlnations involve the assumption of required to assure thatinm t ni t either condition did
steady, or nonvarying, flow for which standard methods occur, ambient ern ol activity would not cause
are used to estimate flood levels. Where little floodplain a loss of safety-ret nct•on due to wave action.
geometry definition exists, a technique called
"slope-area" may be employed iherein the assumptions The select'! •, wind speeds and critical wind
are made that the water surface is parallel to the average directio ecoincident with maximum PMF or
bed slope, any available floodplain geometry seismical u dul d water levels should provide assurance
information is typical of the river reach Under study, and of'iv•, sl" isk to safety-related equipment necessary
no upstream or downstream hydraulic controls affect Of p1 t shutdown. The Corps of Engineers suggests
the river reach fronting the site under study. Where such ,e 26, 27) that average maximum wind speeds of
computations can be shown to indicate conservatively ' mately 40 to 60 mph have occurred in major
high flood levels, they may be used. However, the usual• dstorms in most regions of the United States. For
method of estimating water surface profiles for flood " application to the safety analysis of nuclear facilities, the
conditions that may be characterized as invroliv worst regional winds of record should be assumed
essentially steady flow is a technique called ,> coincident with the PMF. However, the postulated winds
"standard-step method." This technique pt! the should be meteorologically compatible with the
integrated differential equation of steady •fi motion conditions that induced the PMF (or with the flood
commonly referred to as the Beoull equation conditions assumed coincident with seismically induced
(References 22, 23, 24, and 25) whe epending on .dam failures) such as the season of the year, the time
whether supercritical or subcritica!•flo iis"under study, required for the PMP storm to move out of the area and
water levels in the direction cif fr/computation are be replaced by meteorological conditions that could
determined by the trial and • b ce of upstream produce the postulated winds, and the restrictions on
and downstream energy 'iris s lvy. Frictional and wind speed and direction produced by topography. As
other types of head losse'. ustally estimated in detail an alternative to a detailed study of historical regional
with the use of ch~a oristia ' loss equations whose winds, a sustained 40-mph overland wind speed from
coefficients have bee "estimated from computational any critical direction is an acceptable postulation.
reconstitution ,.of * t rical floods, and from detailed
"fltoanda r n in~formation. Application of the Wind-generated setup (or wind tide) and wave
" lstandard-• ethod" has been developed into very action (runup and impact forces) may be estimated using
sophistic.a 'comiputerized models such as the one the techniques described In References 26 and 28. The
deschbe ;ference 23. Theoretical discussions of the method for estimating wave action is based on statistical
tec' volved are presented in References 22, 24, analyses of a wave spectrum. For nuclear power plants,

'and•5d.Ž protection against the maximum wave, defined in
Refernce 28 as the average of the upper one percent of

Unsteady-flow models may also be used to estimate the waves in the anticipated wave spectrum, should be
water levels. Since steady flow may be considered a class assumed. Where depths of water in front of
of unsteady flow, such models may also be used for the safety-related structures are sufficient (usually about
steady-flow water level estimation. Computerized seven-tenths the wave height), the wave-induced forces
unsteady-flow models require generally the same will be equal to the hydrostatic forces estimated from
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the maximum runup level. Where, the waves can be In addition, assurance should be provided that
"tripped" and caused to break both before reaching and safety systems ncessary for cold shutdown and
on safety-related structures, dynamic forces may be maintenance thereof are designed to withstand the static
estimated from Reference 28. Where waves may induce and dynamic effects resulting from frequent flood levels
surging in intake structure sumps, pressures on walls and coincident with the waves that would be produced by
the underside of exposed floors should be considered, the maximum gradient wind for the site (based on a
particularly where such sumps are not vented and air study of historical regional meteorology).
compression can greatly increase dynamic forces.
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October 1970 and "Hydrocomp Simulation 42, U (now NOAA), 1966.
Programming-HSP," Hydrocomp Intl., Stanford,

Calif. 15. "Mete.0o of Flood-Producing Storms in the
4 t q t a oissi.sipp River Basin," Hydrometeorological

4. One technique for the analysis of snowmelt is ~ Rejt No. 34, U.S. Weather Bureau (now NOAA),
contained in Corps of Engineers EM 1100-2-406, \'1A965.
"Engineering and Design-Runoff From Snowmelt,"<.
January 5, 1960. Induded in this reference isalso 16. "Meteorology of Hypothetical Flood Sequences in
an explanation of the derivation of prob'blo the Mississippi River Basin," Hydrometeorological
maximum and standard project snowmelt fl i '>2 Report No. 35, U.S. Weather Bureau (now NOAA),

m u do f 1959.
5. "Technical Note No. 98-Estimation ofMa•d m"

Floods," WMO-No. 233.TI.i/x P2T ld 17. "Engineering and Design-Standard Project Flood
Meteorological Orgnization, Unite d4Ntions, 1969 Determinations," Corps of Engineers EMan M anurloial fOrgDphaniation, onAn
and "Manual for Depth-AreaPDuraronioAnalysis of 1110-2-1411, March 1965, originally published as
Storm Precipitation," WM7.T.29, World Civil Engineer Bulletin No. 52-8,26 March 1952.

Meteorological Organization•lUifed,'Nations, 1969.
18. "Probable Maximum Precipitation Over Sputh

6. "Meteorological knation of Extreme Platte River, Colorado, and Minnesota River,
Preipitatin fore S w g a yDesatign Flods, Eteh. Minnesota," Hydrometeorological Report No. 44,Precipitation o{ ilwgyfDesign Floods", Tech. U.S. Weather Bureau (now NOAA), 1969.
Memo WBTMk RO-5, U.S. Weather Bureau
(now NOAA) • fice of Hydrology, 1967.19. "Unsteady Flow Simulation in Rivers and

Reservoirs," by J. M. Garrison, J. P. Granju and J.
7. "Season Variation of the Probable Maximum T. Price, pp 1559.1576, Vol. 95, No. HYS,

PrFy f tion East of the 105th Meridian for Areas (September 1969), Journal of the Hydraulics
fro, 0to 1,000 Square Miles and Durations of 6, D'vision. ASCE, (paper 6771).

A~ 2;and 48 hours," Hydrometeorological Report
--'" d>33, U.S. Weather Bureau (now NOAA), 1956. 20. "Handbook of Applied Hydrology," edited by Ven

Te Chou, McGraw-Hill, 1964, Chapter 25. /

8. "Probable Maximum Precipitation, Susquehanna
River Drainage Above Harrisburg, Pa., 21. "Routing of Floods Through River Channels," EM
"Hydrometeorological Report No. 40, US. Weather 1110-2-1408, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, I
Bureau (now NOAA), 1965. March 1960.
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22. "Engineering Hydraulics", edited by Hunter Rouse,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1950.

26. "Computation of Freeboard Allowances for Waves
in Reservoirs," Engineer Technical Letter ETL
1110-2-9, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1 August
1966.23. "Water Surface Profiles, HEC-2 Generalized

Computer Program," available from the Corps of
Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center,
Sacramento, Calif.

24. "Open Channel Hydraulics" by Ven Te Chou;
McGraw-Hill, 1959.

25. "Backwater Curves in River Channels," EM
1110-2-1409, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
December 7, 1959.

27. "Policies and Procedures Pertaining to
Determination of Spillway Capacities and Freeboar)d
Allowances for Dams," Engineer Circular
1110-2-27, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, I Au4
1966. C

28. "Shore Protection, Planning and DesignTe Ldca1
Report No. 4, U.S. Army Coastal Ei..inering
Research Center, 3rd edition, 1906,
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444 South 16th Street Mal
Omaha, NE 68102-2247

M ay 16, 2011 ,,
LIC-1 1-0053 'S

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

References: 1. Docket No. 50-285 P
2. Letter from NRC (K. M. Kennedy) to OPF5D ,J. Bannister), "NRC Inspection

Report 05000285/2011007; Prelimina tWFinding, Fort Calhoun Station,"
dated May 6, 2011 (NRC-11-0041).(' 25)

Subject: Receipt of Inspection Report and R sH6r Regulatory Conference

This letter confirms that the Omaha Public Po'ei~trict (OPPD) has received the Reference 2
Inspection Report and is requesting a regu o . onference on Thursday, June 2, 2011, at the
NRC's Region IV office in Arlington, Texa .

If you should have any questions $,. contact me.

Sincerely, • "-S

T. R. Nellenbach-
Division Manager, uclar Operations

TR N/dkg " :'

c: E. Collins, Jr., NRC Regional Administrator, Region IV
KMKennedy, Director, Division of Reactor Projects, Region IV

.. L. E. Wilkins, NRC Project Manager
S ..J. C. Kirkland, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
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From: Cle.ff
To: Chang. James; Ferrante. Fernando
Cc: amci.LQi; Mitnan. Jeffrey
Subject: RE: Reminder - DRA Mtg 2p - 3:30p in C6B1 Tomorrow (March 18)
Date: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:48:17 PM

James, 4

Check with Lois but, I think that the flooding session will be a more valuable experien fo
you since it provides good background to the Fort Calhoun finding (if there'll be a fin
We will all be involved with the RTE in one form or another over the next few
months/years. The public meeting is there to introduce our external stakehol t d
listen to their comments. I won't be there for either since I have a briefing a ciated
SERP tomorrow afternoon.

I was looking for pictures that I had of the Blayais plant after they de fixes to the
shoreline. Fort Calhoun is not on an ocean estuary but, it is ye e banks of the
Missouri River.

Jeff, will you be going?

Jeff.

From: Chang, James
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:21 PM
To: Circle, Jeff; Ferrante, Fernando
Subject: FW: Reminder - DRA Mtg 2p - B1 Tomorrow (March 18)

FYI. A good RES/DRA sessi n t but has time conflict with the RET public
meeting.

Jeff, should I go to the R ublic meeting or the RES/DRA session?

James
From: Lui, ChriIan.

Sent: Wednc h 17, 2010 1:08 PM
To: Barn e, Doug; Davis, Mildred; Goldfeiz, Banu; Littlejohn, Jennene; Lui, Christiana;
Nicholson, as; Schofer, Maria; Siu, Nathan; Stutzke, Martin; Cady, Ralph; Fuhrmann, Mark;
Kanr, Jo Ott, William; Philip, Jacob; Powers, George; Randall, John; Reed, Phil; Reed, Wendy;
B i ; Gonzalez, Felix; Hill, Kendra; Hyslop, JS; Kratchman, Jessica; Melly, Nicholas; Salley,

kH ; Stroup, David; Taylor, Gabriel; Woods, Hugh; Chang, James; Cooper, Susan; D'Agostino,
Am leger, Stephen; Hudson, Daniel; Ki, DaBin; Lois, Erasmia; Peters, Sean; Szabo, Autumn; Xing,
Ji -helliah, Erulappa; Demoss, Gary; Drouin, Mary; Gilbertson, Anders; Goldfeiz, Eliezer; Hunter,

topher; Lai, Sandra; Marksberry, Don; Nelson-Wilson, Carlyleamaryllis; Shen, Song-hua; Wagner,
rian; Appignani, Peter; Bone, Alysia; Coyne, Kevin; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, Donald; Kuritzky, Alan;

Leschek, Walter; ONeal, Daniel; Sancaktar, Selim; Wood, Jeffery; Beasley, Benjamin; Criscione,
Lawrence; Kauffman, John; Lane, John; Perkins, Richard; Reisifard, Mehdi; Salomon, Arthur; Siu,
Carolyn; Smith, April; Wegner, Mary
Subject: Reminder - DRA Mtg 2p - 3:30p in C6B1 Tomorrow (March 18)

ETB will present a condensed the recent RIC session on "External Flood and Extreme
Precipitation Hazard Analysis for Nuclear Plant Safety." It will include excerpts from an



account of the 1999 flooding of the French Nuclear Power Station Blayais on the Gironde
Estuary and regulatory response, ETB's technical basis work on extreme storm events
(precipitation and storm surge), and a brief discussion of how this will all fit into the
revision of RG 1.59 "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants" (the latest version
was published in Aug 1977).

Following the ETB presentation and Q&A (-1 hour or so), we'll cover general items of
interest. See you at the mtg.
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From:
To:

Date:

Circle. Jeff
Mitman. Jeffrey; Ferrante. Fernando
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 7:20:10 AM

More flooding woes for FCS.

Power Reactor Event Number: 46747

Facility: FORT CALHOUN Notification Date: 04/12/2011
Region: 4 State: NE Notification Time: 14:34 [ET]
Unit: [1] [1 [ ] Event Date: 04/12/2011

RX Type: (1) CE 
Event Time: 09:15 [CDT]

NRC Notified By: ERICK MATZKE Last Update Date: 04/12/20.14
HQ OPS Officer: JOE O'HARA

Emergency Class: NON EMERGENCY Person (Organization
10 CFR Section: GEOFFREY MILLER ( DO
50.72(b)(3)(v)(D) - ACCIDENT MITIGATION

SCRAM Initial Cumrrnt

Unit Code RX CRIT PWR Initial RX Mode W current RX Mode

1 N N 0 Cold Shutdown E,0 ' Cold Shutdown

Event Text

UNSEALED FLOOD BARRIER PENETRATION

"During investigations of flood barrier penetrations a floo rier sealing a diesel driven fire
pump exhaust was found to be cracked. This ex s p- e penetrates the west wall of the
intake structure. Flooding through the penetrati c have impacted the ability of the
station's raw water pumps to perform their d ent mitigation functions.

"This eight-hour notification is being mad u nt to 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(3)(v).

"The penetration is at an approxim t a.on of 1012 feet mean sea level (MSL). The river
level has been less than 997 feet prior to December 1, 2010. The raw pumps are
operable. There are not any ind at o conditions that might result in a flood. Actions are in
progress to plug the penetr 'a

The NRC Resident Inspecto s been notified.

Power Reactortx Event Number: 46748

Facility: C AM H PEAK Notification Date: 04/13/2011
Region: S e: Notification Time: 01:57 [ET]
Unit:[] ] Event Date: 04/12/2011
RX Cpe:[L 1 W-4-LP,[2] W-4-LP Event Time: 22:15 [CDT]
N C ified By: ED LESSMANN Last Update Date: 04/13/2011

Officer: BILL HUFFMAN

E/Pitgency Class: NON EMERGENCY
j FR Section:
SU72(b)(3)(iv)(A) - VALID SPECIF SYS ACTUATION

Person (Organization):
GEOFFREY MILLER (R4DO)

1.



From: Orde. 3
To: Mitman. Jeffrey
Cc: Ferrante. Fernando; Chang. James; Chung. Donald
Subject: FW: FCS LERF
Date: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 12:05:35 PM

Oops, FYI. I was quick with the send button and did not include you on this. 4

From: Circle, Jeff
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 11:58 AM
To: Replogle, George
Cc: Palla, Robert; Ghosh, Tina
Subject: RE: FCS LERF

George,

An interesting case. Wouldn't the loss of power to the control roo a uming an SBO
and they're on the gasoline driven AFW pump) get them past a n alert? Also,
would they be able to read containment rad levels from the le e which would help
them classify this? Would they be able to take samples d food? The "good
news" might be that it would be hard to open the SG P -1040) to prevent the
bypass. Bob, with your expertise, can you pleaseh

Jeff.
From: Replogle, George
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 9:48 AM
To: Circle, Jeff
Subject: FCS LERF

Jeff,

I have a LERF question che FCS flooding issue. For this particular event, all
power is lost in the contr m. Operators only know the SG level by use of a B5b
portable instrument. c e mage did occur, it would be difficult to detect. Containment
parameters also ul unknown. There is no EAL for a General Area Emergency for
flooding. So, fon of nearby residents might not happen. It's possible to totally flood
the site but n the nearby neighborhoods. Do you think Bob Palla might be able
to advise ' ink the current process really addresses this scenario adequately.
Thanks... -
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

ReD~oole. George Mitman. Jeffrey; Weerakkodv. Sunil; Evans, Jonathan
RE: SDP Repository
Wednesday, May 08, 2013 8:05:08 AM

George,
'A.

Thanks for pointing that out. I have to plead ignorance (which is not hard for me). I
was developed a while ago and I actually forgot about it. From what I've seen, it ha,
been really kept up to date. We need to evaluate it if it's effective to maintain it. Wt
the outcome, we did make the change you requested. Nk

/

Jeff.

I
From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:35 PM
To: Circle, Jeff; Mitman, Jeffrey; Weerakkody, Sunil; Evans, Jonathan
Subject: RE: SDP Repository

httn7/lnnrtql nrr. nnvlPdnlnrrldrlnhnohII i-t-,/Phse°/n203/n2cL

/

tMmne Ocnv

This is the link to what I'm talking about. This doesi
I've attached the Report that has the Phase 3. This

1he phase 3. It's a summary.
t was SERPd.

George

From: Circle, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 3:20 PM
To: Replogle, George; Mitman, JeffreJ
Subject: RE: SDP Repository

George, /'

i

', Sunil; Evans, Jonathan

1

Was this the ye
from the region

sandbagging? We normally only put SERP packages in
a more up to date one, that's fine.

Jeff.

Fron e, George
Iar May 07, 2013 4:13 PM
Jeffrey; Circle, Jeff; Weerakkody, Sunil; Evans, Jonathan

)P Repository

iuys,
411

I was looking in the SDP repository and I noted an error. I completed the FCS flooding
SDP, not David. Could you please change this? David had started one but it had so
many errors that I had to totally redo it. My initials are the only SRAs on concurrence for
the preliminary SDP. We only really do a preliminary SDP. There were no changes to it in
the end. It was a lot of work to get it right and I really don't want David taking credit
(again). Thanks... I t



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

James. Lois
Mitmnan. Jeffrey

James, Lois

RE: SERP on Ft. Calhoun Flooding Issue
Wednesday, May 12, 2010 1:08:21 PM

No, I will ask.

Thank you for your efforts and for including others in a learning mode.

Lois

From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 11:47 AM
To: James, Lois
Subject: SERP on Ft. Calhoun Flooding Issue

Lois, there is a SERP planned for Thursday May 2 0 th (I don't k w
Calhoun flooding issue. I'm preparing the pre-SERP prese o0
invite the usual cast). Do you know who has been assi e DF
responsible for this finding?

Thanks.

lrme yet) on the Ft.
RA management (I'll
RA "SES'er"

Jeff



From: Mitman. Jeffrey

To: Replogle. Georg e
Subject: RE: Update SERP
Date: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 11:40:00 AM

George, do we have a time on Thursday May 2 0 th for the SERP yet? Thanks.

Jeff

From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2010 4:28 PM
To: George, Gerond
Cc: Mitman, Jeffrey; Circle, Jeff; Chung, Donald; Valos, Nicholas; Maier, Christi;
Farnholtz, Thomas; Loveless, David; Kellar, Ray
Subject: Update SERP

Gerond,

I corrected several errors in my portion of the draft SERP
part out so that you can paste your new part in. It will ne
May 20 SERP. 1%

ýWftached). I cut your
to OE asap to support a

if you need it.Anyone else, we have lots of other discussion

George

C.



From: James. Lois

To: Mitnan. Jeffrey
Subject: RE: SERP on Ft. Calhoun Flooding Issue
Date: Thursday, May 13, 2010 7:57:12 AM

Sunil will be the DRA management

From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 11:47 AM
To: James, Lois
Subject: SERP on Ft. Calhoun Flooding Issue

Lois, there is a SERP planned for Thursday May 2 0 th (I don't know the time
Calhoun flooding issue. I'm preparing the pre-SERP presentation to DRaC
invite the usual cast). Do you know who has been assigned as the DRAI
responsible for this finding? Z ,,•

Ft.
(I'll

Thanks.

Jeff



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mimn. Jeffrey

RE: FCS SERP
Tuesday, May 18, 2010 3:36:00 PM

Yes I'm interested.

I
From: Circle, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 3:35 PM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey
Cc: James, Lois
Subject: RE: FCS SERP

Thanks Jeff, I can now plan to attend the RMT meeting on Thursdý

me that they might be discussing HRA. Interested? Let me knol/

I

i. Jigar told

Jeff.

I
From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, May 18,
To: Circle, Jeff
Cc: James, Lois
Subject: RE: FCS SERP

2010 3:34 PM 4

I've confirmed with MaryAnn that the
SERP briefing and will reschedule o i

Ueen postponed. I'm cancelling the pre-
P date firms up.

Z./,ift V
Jeff

From: Circle, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, May
To: Mitman, Jeffrey
Cc: James, Lois
Subject: FCS SERP

18, 201 PM

Jeff,

I'm 6
4
gtsed. Maryann had sent you an email last Thursday putting off the FCS
r another week- I'm presuming that it will be held on 5/27/10. However, she
Ldated or removed the scheduler. So, is it definite that we're not having it this

40 f.

/



From: Mitman..Jeffrey
To: Circle Je ; Weerakkodv. Sunil
Cc: Ashley. MarAnn: Valos. Nicholas; Ferrante. Fernando; Cheok. Michael .
Subject: FW: Pre-SERP Briefing on Ft. Calhoun flooding issue

When: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: TBD

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

Jeff, sorry I forgot you the first time around.

Jeff

----- Original Appointment -----
From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 4:30 PM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey; Weerakkody, Sunil
Cc: Ashley, MaryAnn; Valos, Nicholas; Ferrante, Fernando; Cheok, Michael; James, Lois
Subject: Pre-SERP Briefing on Ft. Calhoun flooding issue
When: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: TBD



From: Moore. Mary

To: Mitman. Jeffrey
Subject: FW: Reservation: 63021, Starting on: 2010-05-25
Date: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:58:04 AM

This is you confirmation for the 10B06 conference today from 3:30-4:30.

----- Original Message -----
From: SPMSAdministrators.Resource@nrc.com [
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:55 AM
To: Moore, Mary
Subject: Reservation: 63021, Starting on: 2010-05-25

Dear MOORE, MARY P.,

Your request for a reservation has been recorded and has the following I

The reserved room is: OWFN - 10 - B06 - CONFERENCE

Start Time: 15:30:00

End Time: 16:30:00

Group size is: 6

Current status is: Confirmed

Room Reservation comments:

Here is a direct link to consult and

or ASC Services 301-415-4272



From: Nitman. Jeffrey
To: Franovich. Mike; Ferrante. Fernando: Circle. Je
Subject: RE: HOO HIGHLIGHT - Ft. Calhoun NOUE - NRC Normal Mode
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 11:12:27 AM
Attachments: Ft. Calhoun Flood Pre-SERP Presentation.odf

imaae0O,,ioo

Mike, in response to your question, I've attached the presentation from a SERP briefing a
year ago. Slide 10 shows the impacts at the time of the PD finding. The plant has be
modified since that time so I don't know the current effects. At the time of the findin

* station transformers would be impacted at about 1007
* intake structure 1007.5 (without installing floodgates)
* aux building (without installing floodgates)
* TSC (without installing floodgates)

Note according to this slide (which was derived from informatio icensee, the
security building was good to 1004 without sandbags and 1006 gandbags.

If you look at the risk assessment, the CCDP at 1007 is b 1 -3 (see Slide 13). Again
this is pre-modification. It also assumes the plant is r il immediately before the
transformers are inundated which is not the current as 's 'e unit has been shutdown for
a refueling outage.

Jeff Mitman

From: Franovich, Mike
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 10:32 A
To: Ferrante, Fernando; Circle, Jeff; it ,,V ffrey
Subject: FYI: HOO HIGHLIGHT - Ft. NOUE - NRC Normal Mode

No much margin here. appens to FCS over 1007 ft?

From:HO0 Hoc
Sent: Monday, J3 •6•.211 10: 12 AM
To: HOO Hoc 4
Subject: #F•/.0, GHLIGHT - Ft. Calhoun NOUE - NRC Normal Mode

At 08P£A CDT 6/6/2011, Ft. Calhoun declared a Notice of Unusual Event due to river water level at
14eet ean sea level. The plant is stable in cold shutdown for a refueling outage. The site (and
NlR Re n 4) expected this and preps had been made to handle river levels to 1007 feet mean sea

4 leve ithout additional actions. River water levels are expected to crest at about 1006' 5." The
remained in Normal Mode.

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100

Fax: 301-816-5151

email: hoo.hoc@nrc.gov



From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

James. Lois
Ferrante. Fernando
Mitman. Jeffrey
question re: ft calhoun flooding
Monday, June 14, 2010 7:32:57 AM

Fernando,

You have been working with Mitman on this. Can you chat with me about what the
are?

Lois



From: James. Ws
To: Mitman. Jeffrey
Subject: FW: New OpE COMM: Fort Calhoun - Failure to Maintain External Flooding Procedures (Yellow Finding)

Date: Thursday, October 28, 2010 4:35:04 PM

FYI

From: Robles, Jesse
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 12:42 PM
To: Robles, Jesse
Subject: New OpE COMM: Fort Calhoun - Failure to Maintain External Flooding Procedures ( l
Finding)

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary in n the
interest of timely internal communication of operating experience. MMs may
be pre-decisional and may contain sensitive information. They re ended for
distribution outside the agency

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new postin
Experience Community Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for a i to their areas of regulatory
responsibility and consider appropriate actions. Ho r formation contained in the
posting is not tasking; therefore, no specific a or en response is required.

The posting may be reviewed at:

This OpE COMM has been pos following communities: All Communications,

Emergency Preparedness, Flo ction & Missiles, Human Performance,Na oeaInspection Programsena Safety Culture.

To unsubscribe from this ibution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpECommunity, please /lrt;/ " "~o/psdnsbcrp~n~f

For more infor n the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE
Gateway: •_

Thq y reviewing and using Operating Experience.

iion Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the

est of timely internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may
re-decisional and may contain sensitive information. They are not intended for

istribution outside the agency

Jesse E. Robles
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Reactor Systems Engineer
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
301-415-2940



From: Mitnan. Jeffrey on behalf of R4 Calendar Resource
To: g James, Lois R ; Scott. Catherine Chung. Donald; Mitman. Jeffrey Wilkins. Lynnea;

Jones. William; Kirkland. John; Winoebach. Jacob; Kellar. R ay ay er. Christi; M ill Dk.
Ycto; Useldino. Lara: ColnEm Casto. Chuck: Caniano. Roy: Pruett. Troy: Kennedy. Kdiss: Veoel. Anton;

Famholtz. Thomas; Geoee. Gerond: Wiams. Megan; Clr.
Cc: Tannenbaum. Anita; Owen. Luc; Lackey. Dana; Jenkins. Verlvn
Subject: FW: FC External Flooding Reg. Conf. (tek)

When: Wednesday, August 18, 2010 9:00 AM-1:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: 12th Floor, Project Room 3

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

FYI

---- Original Appointment -----
From: R4_Calendar Resource
Sent: Friday, August 13, 2010 3:52 PM
To: R4_Calendar Resource; OEMAIL Resource; Scott, Cathenne; Chung, Donald; Mitman, Jeffrey; Wilkins, es, William;
Kirkland, John; Wingebach, Jacob; Kellar, Ray; Azua, Ray; Maier, Christi; Maier, Bill; Dricks, Victor; g, Lara; Collins, Elmo; Casto,
Chuck; Caniano, Roy; Pruett, Troy; Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton; Farnholtz, Thomas; George, ii Megan; Clark, Jeff
Cc: Tannenbaum, Anita; Owen, Lucy; Lackey, Dana; Jenkins, Vedyn
Subject: FW: FC External Flooding Reg. Conf. (tek)
When: Wednesday, August 18, 2010 9:00 AM-1:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US
Where: 12th Floor, Project Room 3

When: Wednesday, August 18, 2010 8:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-06:00) Centra nada).
Where: 12th Floor, Project Room 3

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time au ts,

----- Original Appointment -----
From: R4_Calendar Resource
Sent: Friday, August 13, 2010 1:09 PM
To: R4_Calendar Resource; Wilkins, Lynnea; Jon irkland, John; Wingebach, Jacob; Kellar, Ray; Azua, Ray; Maier, Christi;
Maier, Bill; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara; s, sto, Chuck; Caniano, Roy; Pruett, Troy; Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton;
Famholtz, Thomas; George, Gerond; W'" a lark, Jeff
Cc: Tannenbaum, Anita; Owen, Lucyr ck enkins, Veriyn
Subject: FW: FC External FloodingR . (tek)
When: Wednesday, August 18, 2010 8: -12:00 PM (GMT-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: 12th Floor, Project R

When: Wednesday, 0 8:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: 12th Floor, oject m

Note: The G o does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

- ginal Appointment -----
F 4Calendar Resource

onday, July 19, 2010 1:56 PM
4 4_Calendar Resource; Collins, Elmo; Casto, Chuck; Caniano, Roy; Pruett, Troy; Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton; Famholtz, Thomas;

orge, Gerond; Williams, Megan; Clark, Jeff; Kirkland, John
Cc: Tannenbaum, Anita; Owen, Lucy; Lackey, Dana; Jenkins, Verlyn
Subject: FC External Flooding Reg. Conf. (tek)
When: Wednesday, August 18, 2010 8:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: 12th Floor, Project Room 3

When: Wednesday, August 18, 2010 8:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: 12th Floor, Project Room 3

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.



Please note the new location 12th Floor, Project Room 3. For NRC personnel who will call in, the conference number is 817-276-4470.

For questions contact Tom Farnholtz 243
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That INRs tookong good every day - here's one to show Dave Beaulieu in DPR

Pm.:m Ferrante, Fornanor
Soft: Monday, August 16, 2010 10:47 AM
TO: rCile, Joff
C. Mrotor, tettty; Roeyogde, George
.• eat RE: Letter: Dore

Jeff.

Y"es I tickly browsed through 0 This era ahave your cake and eat r0 too" approach They indicate a rsk contbibutr due to dam failures of 5E-51yew (I e, NSACtSO) won a CDF of 6 5E-7tyear based on enogation strateies

(gasoline DPs) At the same bere. is stated that-

tn older lo assess the fequency of flooding in the FCS due to dam tellumee or other events "h coult d
ot:at upstmrea dams .rd h..eo J rdoontee floon end flood ols05. Cprnnabidotn 0,risk...is tlo

nhlch o. mrd t rsyhtem asaholeIs qlrfe d S•n ilu an unetaking• tnnrdthesno ps of t

Ia pert or thrs esuven ste U S Arny Coles or Engieeers (UhuCtr vse onoteted Ivlonmuost rho

enmrgency fcoun Purre EAP) or up.e... d Ef movde nfomtee e Ito areo . tha y rey be
.u.n.ateds A 0s0eta df eere, aWl. e theg 0 o eeosates. S oo g lease Ill l tore, f= e flew
e sMr fDoug Clonwetoo ofthe USACE (Clewme. MID0) edkated he v0ud howe to loeuest
guku.1., tfrom U E headquorters 0n0in o prona the fn EAPS to OPP t

I tink we ought to press them on thes issue Wrile the inerhang event frequerncy is below what we have obtained in the pest the dam failure flood nounng to FCS has to aconuat for th the wuld have to

tavele to heay he sde (unrike, may, the ONS case) So it all nes on how reasonoble the flood mroaing eshmates are, a realiste analysis of the effects at the sde. and the robustnese a en My sense is they

are using the same old strategy: put a bunch of promises along with a rough estimate out there and see the reroe goes away ff l doesn't up the ante untos we band ff we dont Itfe ng foy eventually get done

There is a good possibility that we are going to continuously recycle the dam flooding Issue with this Ind of approachi

As soon as I'm done wrth the NSACIoO evaluation I'm onting. I wtll send if to you and George (Irm worfing at home on 0 today)

Thanks,.

Feerando

fmom: Orde, Jeff
Sal Molday, 10dmt 16, 2010 10:22 AM
T etnmte, Fernando
SabJ., RE: Leter: Dore

Femwino. check the dam tmlure bTeovenoes m the report Seems too opsfmiosbc

cFle: Ferrmnte, Fermando
S.t htnd"e, August 16, 5 I, 10: l9 AO
TO: Crsle, Jeff
501,0 0RE: Letter: Dore

Thanks, Jeff

FFie. rde, enf
Seat: Monday, Agust 16, 2010 10:11 AM
To: Femente, Fernando
Suject FN: Lowr Dome

Fernando, FYI

From: Repagoe, Glege
seat Hood", =1umg 06, 2010 9:%o 0M0
To: Marrnn, leffte; Ornie, left; Javes, Lee
Sojeclt MW: Letto: Dore

Hi Jeff

Here's the info that we received thus far The Reg Cony is this Wed morming It otu i be there It might be difficult to paeicipate wanr the phone We're looking into where the communication

bneakdown occurred

Georgie

Pro,: Loveless, bav•d
Seat Wedesday, August 11, 2010 3:32 PH
TO: Oark, eff; Reploase, George
Soagect PM: Lotter: Done

Fort Calhoun tetter

David

Froom: HACEROTT, HAROLD A [malto:hhockottt@ -
So0de Wedtesday, August It1 2010 12:46 PM
TO: Lovoless, Doid

thin , it Onnant, Public Furcr fNtories -niidonrv urtd pruynivttr, irrfrui ni in ture ow :rnl hi toinndt mipionlnss cspliil
0 

outsev rthrirl. this c.

mni imnot lfw -1e~wrlctrrraoparo I ftrumnr intendied rrripicmnr mnruuwrrifind rtordirotrring.toprng.disrtibiingfnrulinganrnetrei .ir rtiw,~ ~ ln~ hsitrvnt:ilnt(phti

I
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Cice e; Mitman. Jeffre

Ashley. MarvAnn; Fields. Leslie

RE: SERP for Ft. Calhoun
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 3:17:07 PM

Jeff Circle - I was speculating that MaryAnn had sent you the information and schedular.

Jeff Mitman - There is a Final Ft. Calhoun SERP tomorrow at 2:00 pm in room
As the SDP reviewer, can you find out what has changed from the last meeting,
if Mark needs to be briefed again, and attend the meeting?

Thank you.

Lois James, Chief
PRA Operational Support (APOB)
Division of Risk Assessment (DRA)
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)

301-415-3306
lois.iames@nrc.gov

1%

I

From: Circle, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2010 3:05
To: James, Lois; Mitman, Jeffrey
Subject: RE: SERP for Ft. Calhoun X

I wasn't aware that there ISERP on this at this late a date.

From: James, Lois
Sent: Tuesday, Ser
To: Mitman, Jeffrey
Subject: FW: S

Do you e

I .ýZ

10 2:59 PM

ilhoun

)? Do you have a pre briefing for Mark?

I

'N



From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Ferrante. Fernando
Circle. lef; Mitman. Jeffrey
RE: Interesting Additional Development at Ft. Calhoun
Friday, October 01, 2010 8:26:31 AM

Interesting statement:

"River level has never reached the 1011 foot elevation at the facility."

How the world so dearly loves a deterministic cage.

From: Circle, Jeff
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 7:32 AM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey; Ferrante, Fernando
Subject: Interesting Additional Development at Ft. Calhoun

It was in this morning's event report:

Power Reactor Event Number: 46297

Facility: FT CALHOUN Notification Date: 09/30/2010
Region: 4 State: NE Notification Time: 21:39 [ET]
Unit: [1]. [ ] [ ] Event Date: 09/30/2010
RX Type: [1] CE Event Time: 16:16 [CDT]
NRC Notified By: SCOTT LINDQUIST Last Update Date: 09/30/2010
HQ OPS Officer: HOWIE CROUCH

Emergency Class: NON EMERGENCY Person (Organization):
10 CFR Section: THOMAS FARNHOLTZ (R4DO)
50.72(b)(3)(ii)(B) - UNANALYZED CONDITION

SCRAM Initial I Current

Unit Code RX CRIT PWR Initial RX Mode PWR Current RX Mode

1 N Y 100 Power Operation 100 Power Operation

Event Text

UNANALYZED CONDITION DUE TO POTENTIAL FLOODING VIA CONDENSATE DRAIN LINES

"USAR Section 2.7.1.2, River Stage and Flow, states flooding protection against the 1,014 foot
flood in the auxiliary building is provided by removable flood barriers and sandbagging. When
required, these flood barriers are installed in openings leading to safety related equipment on
the 1,007 foot and 1,011 foot floor elevations.

"It has been identified that the condensation drains from the switchgear room's air handling
units VA-87 and VA-88 (located in the auxiliary building), and the upper electrical penetration
room's air handling units VA-85 and VA-86 (located in the auxiliary building), have no isolation
valves or check valves to prevent backflow from the drain line's discharge in the turbine
building basement. This means that flooding of the turbine building above approximately the
1011 foot elevation (floor level of the switchgear rooms) would result in water back-flowing'via
the drain lines into the switchgear rooms.

"River level is currently at the 999' 6" elevation and stable. Procedure changes are currently

being developed to block the affected drain lines."

River level has never reached the 1011 foot elevation at the facility.

The licensee has notified the NRC Resident Inspector.



R-dj G,ýL
Pace, Patti

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Freedhoff, Michal <Michal.Freedhoff@mail.house.gov>
Tuesday, January 08, 2013 5:41 PM
Schmidt, Rebecca; Brenner, Eliot; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Re: NRC comments to press inquiries

Thanks. If any of you do learn who did, I'd sure love to know.
Michal
Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Representative Edward J. Markey
2108 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836

Sent using BlackBerry

From: Schmidt, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca.Schmidt(&n rc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 05:40 PM
To: Freedhoff, Michal; Brenner, Eliot <Eliot. Brenneranrc.gov>; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip <Phillip.Niedzielski-
Eichneranrc.gov>
Subject: Re: NRC comments to press inquiries

Michal,
I can assure you no one in OCA said anything like that. Becky

From: Freedhoff, Michal <Micha .Freedhoffimail. house.gov>
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Brenner, Eliot; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip
Sent: Tue Jan 08 16:38:18 2013
Subject: NRC comments to press inquiries

All:

Our communications director just let me know that NRC (unnamed official) has told at least one reporter that NRC
wondered whether Mr. Markey's fifth letter on Region IV whistleblowers and NRC safety culture (see today's
entry at this timeline) was really an "honest inquiry" or was more about him raising his "political stature".

Given both Mr. Markey's long and substantive record as a Member of NRC's oversight Committee as well as the fact that
Region IV is nowhere near his Congressional district or home State, I found this surprising.

I also find it very disappointing. While I do not expect the Commission to agree with all of Mr. Markey's views, I do expect

that it would recognize the serious and substantive nature of his work on these issues.

Can you please confirm that these statements did not come from any of you, or any of those who report to you?

Thanks
Michal

1



Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-MA)
2108 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836
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